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Greetings reader!
The book you are reading now is a written testament of my work and dedication for our
Vertical Market Solutions subject at the De la Salle – College of St. Benilde. I have taken the
subject on my eight term stay at the college, a term wherein all your subjects are majors and to
sleep for even just one night is a crime and a big loss on your part. The reward I got for
sacrificing countless of hours of sleep just to be able to read and type is worth mentioning
though – the experience, the lessons, an
and
d the technology that I, together with the whole class,
have harnessed during the entire term. It is with privilege that this book is in your hands now,
for this may not be the first book I’ve written in my life (a novel came first), but it is my living
proof
oof that I have exceeded the number of words Sir Winston Churchill has ever made in his
entire life within a span of just three months.
This book has four parts, all of which contains compilations of the subject’s deliverables
for the entire term. The first
st part is the Cluetrain Manifesto, which entails reviews from
chapters of a revolutionary book having the same title. The second part on the other hand is
the Cluetrain Manifesto’s 95 Thesis, which contains my reflections and take on the book’s thesis
on a per-number
number basis. The third part, Book Reviews, are compilation of my reviews of other
books we have read during the entire term and how these books changed me as a person with
their thoughts, content, and the knowledge exchange that occurred while I was reading all of
them. And of course, last but not the least is my group’s system proposal, which contains how
we analyzed a retail store (a mobile phone shop) and proposed a system that may help the
business benefit in terms of increasing its business valu
value
e and market by harnessing the
principles of E-Commerce.
I hope that you capture the lessons and information that this book contains. It is created
in a way that you can capture the mind of those in the Information Technology world like I am
and prove that
at we’re not just all about software applications, we’re also about your day-to-day
day
living. So sit tight and enjoy my book! Welcome, to my mind’s development during this short
span of time we have had in our college life!

Faithfully yours,
JR Galang
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To my Professors
who were all motivated to provide us with their knowledge and use it as we
prepare for our professional lives in the IT Industry…

To the Council of Green
the group I consider as a family and shared every second of my college life with as
we laugh through all the requirements regardless of how delayed we are in
passing…

To my desktop and laptop computers
for being cooperative and reliable at all times within my college life…

To my family
for the standing by my side and support me with eve
every
ry step I take in life…

and

To God
who never failed to show me the light through good times and in bad…
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Book: Cluetrain Manifesto
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon:: http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain
http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain-Manifesto-End-Business-Usual/dp/0738204315
Usual/dp/0738204315
Quote: “It was my job. And I needed the money. Stop me if any of this sounds familiar.”
Learning Expectation: An in-depth
depth view in the voice that brings about conversations
Review:
The chapter impacted me immediately with its starting phrase being “we die.” Surprised
as such was not expected as a starting line for a business book, yet prepared as the introduction
did give a hint that this you can’t really say it is indeed about running a business.
To comprehend the chapter in my own words, I believe it is m
more
ore of inviting businesses
to make that great leap – to take notice of intranets and internet to interact with their markets
in ways that are completely different from how they currently engage with both their workers
and their market. The chapter emphasiz
emphasized
ed on how the market was simple back then, how
everyone wanted to go there not just to buy their needs, but more of being able to talk to
people. The point of going in the market then was to converse, to learn things and even get
along with people who you rarely even knew, met, or have even a small interest in. When
corporations increased, and demand sprung to its highs, such conversations, wherein people,
both merchants and buyers, were put to an end – authentic conversations that is.
During the industrial
al revolution, new ways of management came – hierarchy at its
finest. Not even one worker was allowed to speak, he is only to work, work, oh and did I say
work? There was even a point in history then, if I may recall, when workers were even locked
up insidee their owners’ factory just to ensure that no one will skip work or release trade secrets
with other companies – the result? When fire broke out in one factory, workers were sent to
their deaths as there was no way out. Their boss didn’t even care after – until a lawsuit arrived
from the government that is.
Oh, it was not only in the industrial revolution mind you – during the times of Kings and
Barons, such hierarchy was already at hand (hence, the “begin to talk like the 1700’s French
court” in the book).
k). Then, Barons were to enjoy profits while their slaves continuously till their
land without having anything in return. Sad isn’t it? And what’s more, if we fast forward to the
time when assembly lines came, customers then were not the ones to have a say on what
product they would like to have, it’s still the business. Quoting the book’s citation of Henry
Ford’s “they can have any color they want as long as it’s black” – is enough justification of the
matter.
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It appears that as this commerce evolves fro
from
m its original form of just being a market
where people simply converse and buy when they want, it turns into a massacre, a depletion of
the voices, the conversations that essentially was its main component the moment it came to
being. Businesses have closed
sed their communications with their own market and employees,
scared that their little trade secrets or even their business may run out.
Ironically, this closing of communications, aka building a corporate firewall, failed
horrendously in a sense that businesses, instead of being able to get inside their market, loss
not only their prospective markets, but even their employees as well. To establish hierarchy in
business was long before doomed – those who continue to implement such system of
operations have its top-brass
brass lacking in knowledge while its bottom
bottom-brass,
brass, aka its workers who
are responsible for building the products of the business, learns to gain knowledge more than
the top-brass can ever imagine – through the World Wide Web, the Internet, and their Intranet.
The author’s exemplification of his experience with his boss in IBM and all his
subsequent jobs were great to define the voice and conversation strongly glorified in the book.
While all other PR and VP for Marketing were busy trying to ma
make a one-liner
liner statement to
make a product click, he was doing none. He instead conversed with his friends in the media,
non-media,
media, and even relatives about it – and when the VP was called by the CEO, the author
was given the authority to do as he pleases and report directly to the CEO instead.
Such exemplifications perhaps stress out that a business becomes more productive
when they are in-the-know
know of both how their employees think about their business and how
their customers aka their market think so as well. To be able to attain such, business must grasp
the mainframe that their employees use – the intranet, and what their markets use – the Web.
Trying to relate this in my personal life, I bought a Car DVD Player from a shop 2 years ago,
installation and
d purchasing was pretty straight
straight-forward,
forward, but when their product broke down, it
was like they don’t even know their product and I’m the one who even had to beg the owner to
send it for warranty. Soon, the product yet again broke, and I just thought of replacing
repl
it rather
than having the hassle of convincing the shop yet again to my inconvenience. Looking online,
there’s pretty much a lot of positive review of a particular brand of Car DVD Player and the
website of the vendor was even included. Intrigued, I went to their site and astounded by the
fact that they have an online support and inquiry system (you can actually chat with their CSR!).
Trying to inquire about how the product works, I clicked the link and soon got to communicate
with their representative.
e. The experience was definitely different in a sense that it wasn’t like
any other business sites that when you converse with their CSR would ask you to wait for X
minutes until they’re able to ask someone else on how they should approach you – my
experience
nce was more of a real voice! A talk with someone in the business who did not mind me
asking, who did not quickly brush me off to paying, and even gave me his personal insights to
why one of their products’ cheaper than the other and so on – is something very
v
new to me
back then. Amazed with the way they handled my inquiries, I brought their product. When it
arrived, everything much in the box was all that’s needed to operate the unit! When I had
inquiries though, I remained using their contact us page and still got the same quality of
conference I had the first time I did it. Which I believe is great!
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But, not all experiences are what we can say great. An example would be my experience
with Cebu Pacific. I booked a flight 6 months before the date of depar
departure.
ture. Pretty smooth
through their online service – unfortunately, the flight was cancelled, and so they called. Wow!
Impressive, they’d even call you. But impressions don’t last long for them unfortunately, for
when I asked when they’ll issue the refund – 6 months. Sigh, and to think they’re one of the
biggest airlines in the country. And worse, 6 months after, the refund still has not arrived. And
they’re good at avoiding you, when you call, “please stay on the line” will constantly greet you
for more than an hour – inconvenience at its finest. Then, when I looked up at the Web, it
pretty much appeared I’m not alone, a lot has complained, but no one from the company, not
even one, even seemed to care. No representative dare replies to the thousands of posts
negatively speaking about their business. Does the business care on what is posted in the
internet – posted by their markets? No. They don’t even give a care to how many posts they
have already received negative feedbacks in. Ironic isn’t it? And every lo
long
ng queue they make in
their ticketing office is slowly depleting because of the flawed system they make. Never did I
board Cebu Pacific after that experience, and with the thousands who said just exactly what I
said, surely did the same. And although Cebu Pacific flights are cheaper, it appears Philippine
Airlines is finally recovering and getting back the upper hand. The last time I rode PAL, never did
I have a rebooking, flights are consistent and never missed their schedule. Plus, their front desk
never approached me in the way Cebu Pacific did (CUSTOMER is WRONG for Cebu Pacific).
I think through such experiences, we get the clues to why the authors of the cluetrain
manifesto gave this positive view about how businesses should operate. It’s not a matter
matte of
charts, strategies, or financial leverages, business is a matter of getting in touch with its
markets, learning how they should work based on how the market tells them, and learning
from the market themselves. Unless such changes are to be done in businesses,
bus
it will
continuously just serve as a business trying to find markets that they don’t even have in the first
place – for they don’t know what their market wants, they don’t know how their workers can
help them get what they want – wherein both can easily be found on a network of
conversations and voice. Business became a list of formalities – instead of having fun trying to
connect with their markets and employees and improve how they operate through them.
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What I’ve learned:
What I’ve learned iss not much yet of what these voices and conversations are, but more
of an in-depth
depth preview of what it should’ve been, would’ve been, and could’ve been if only
businesses could take the leap from being a close
close-door
door policy to their employees say in work
operations
ations and their markets opinions, from an open
open-wide
wide business ready to have its processes
reviewed and take change from such reviews.
A business capable of changing and reaching out to the intranet and internet is a
business that can continue to prosper and grow. Those that refuse such changes are a matter of
barons and kings who are too afraid of the outside world – they will spend a lot for trying to
reach out, or so they thought. When employees learn to work hand in hand with the upper
levels of management,
ment, and when markets help the upper levels of management get to know
what they want and what the business should do, then can a business be called efficient, fun,
relaxed, and capable.
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Book: Cluetrain Manifesto
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain
ww.amazon.com/Cluetrain-Manifesto-End-Business-Usual/dp/0738204315
Usual/dp/0738204315
Quote: “Our voice is our strongest, most direct expression of who we are.”
Learning Expectation: More of how the Business works with either Employees or its Markets
Review:
Convincingly, the chapter focused more on how the human voice becomes the most
authentic part of our lives and how generic things could be once it is tried to be subdued and
controlled by management. True in its sense, when we speak with our brothers, sisters, and
parents,
nts, we speak with our voices meaning what they actually mean (unless we’re making an
excuse to watch a movie with our friends late at night that is). We may try to deny what we
actually want to say, but such will be noticed through our eyes, our gestures, and even how we
try to avoid a question or perhaps try to answer a question that has long been answered only to
change the topic at hand. Family knows best in such case. But, once voice is brought to
management, a lot of things change. First of all, you ccan’t
an’t talk with your boss the same way you
talk to your family. You carefully select your words, your gestures, and even your actions, as
you try to approach your boss. Such hinders you from expressing what you truly believe in,
what your boss should believee you actually believe in, and what should actually be done rather
than what sounds good to your boss.
Through the web, the formalities required at work isn’t necessary. It is the ideal place to
rant out your grievances at work or at home, either way, you get an honest reply – voice from
someone else hoping to cheer you up or even simply just talk to you to share the same
experience he had perhaps with regards to his work. Management of work tries to keep this
voice down by pampering us with benefits, ssalaries,
alaries, etc. but it such repression is what enables
us to speak more. In such regard may perhaps be one reason to why we don’t know what the
web is for, yet we can say that we’ve learned it and through it, voices from all over the world
hear each other in ways that not even management can have a say on how to control it.
Before, I was in a newspaper organization in my school. Being a small organization, I was
tasked as Editor-in-Chief
Chief while at the same time being the Sports Editor. Ironic, but that’s what
wha
it was. Good thing with it being so is that the chain of command can’t really be followed, since I
have a top-rank
rank position, but I have also a mid
mid-rank
rank position that enables the rest of the
members to be able to approach me without hesitating. In my job, it was pretty much obvious
that there was a very big difference with writing sports articles and writing articles asked by
other organizations to be published. Sports articles, as quoted from Mr. Jun Elorde, is “the
freest article on a newspaper.” True, iin
n sports, you don’t need to follow the conventional
words, format, and ideologies that are required to be followed in for example, the Headlines.
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You just write what you want about what transpired in that sport. Sure, scores are always
required, but the rest
st of the content is entirely up to you – how the other team got a sudden
leverage, gain, loss, is all up to you. As for the other sections of the newspaper, you just simple
have to restrict yourself with everything – only a few more and you’re almost as if
i just
copy/pasting some other guys work.
Same can be applied to our voice. When free, it says exactly what it wants to say, and
people appreciate you for speaking. Even in ee-mails,
mails, when you send a support request to a
Customer Service Representative, yo
you
u notice the difference between a friendly customer
support response from a computerized customer support response. You easily know because
it’s obvious. Our voice is never meant to be subdued – and so is the Web. Perhaps such
correlation is primarily responsible
onsible to why the web became the web, and why we enjoy
adapting to the web. We simply develop a sense of belonging – a sense of being able to reach
out, to ask for support, etc.
What management should do is not to hinder this voice, but to appreciate it.
it Like
mentioned in my review of the first chapter, a hand
hand-in-hand
hand approach is better than I’m your
boss and you do as I say approach. The reason being is because you know more that what your
boss knows about the product, about the operations, about what yyou
ou do. They just wait for
charts, bums, and don’t even care what you do – and now that the internet age has begun, they
all go back to you and ask for your help. Ironic isn’t it? Through the web, a lot of conversationconversation
enabling technologies were introduced – like the e-mail.
mail. But it isn’t about technology, it’s about
you – your voice – and how it can be brought to its recipient clearly and vividly. Such brings
about relationships that can only be imagined then with the top
top-brass.
brass. Such can ennoble
businesses to
o learn, not only though their employees, but also through their markets. Through
the web, such a term was made known – intranet – and this is the first step of businesses to
enable their workers to get in touch and learn from such connections.

What I’ve learned:
What I’ve learned is a matter of knowing subordination from insubordination. What
works and what doesn’t. When people strive to collectively make a change within a business –
it changes. Systems of changes in the lifecycles of people and business are not actually systems,
but a matter of conversation that brought about reasons for businesses and people to make a
difference.
The web is pretty much the change catalyst for such openings. We must utilize for us to
appreciate on how we can make it a very good way of communication.
Change begins in the business not through some corporate charts and plans or through
mission and vision, but through the directives of people dedicated to give a lending hand to a
business that is willing to accept the han
hands of this people.
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Book: Cluetrain Manifesto
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain
http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain-Manifesto-End-Business-Usual/dp/0738204315
Usual/dp/0738204315
Quote: “Ever been on the phone with a friend or coworker while sitting in front of a computer
and trying to read or respond to ee-mail
mail when your wire addiction gets the better of you? I’m
very good at multitasking, and can fool many folks some of the time, but I get caught more
often than I’ll admit (by my wife, for instance).”
Learning Expectation: My expectation for this chapter is perhaps an in
in-depth
depth exemplification
on why talk is cheap compared to true, human voice.
Review:
Chapter 3, “Talk is Cheap”, begin
beginss with an introduction similar of that of the
Introduction of the book, but instead of focusing on the market bazaar in a particular city
during the ancient times, it focused more on Italian Potters, wherein Rick Levine, was much
attached to (being that it was a family occupation). The chapter began with a review of how
these potters work, how every design, even without the technologies that pervade the
production plants of business today, can maintain an intrinsically distinguished design from one
worker’s pot to another. It tries to highlight on how these potters, through their imaginations,
transform such visual images to match the curves of the pots in which such designs are
engraved upon – which was emphasized having required several practices, failures,
failures and
learning approaches that everyone, not only potters, would have to take in order to rely on the
mind in which could learn to know that actions done by the doer has an assurance of being
right regardless of how others believe it to be. Such was relate
related
d to by the author with regards
to his life – that no matter how long he has lived as a software and web developer, he is still a
potter’s kid and that his creativity – he brings to work.
Moving on, the author states that in business, this attitude towards creativity and desire
to produce something new is everywhere. Affiliating such attitudes to daily workers, high-tech
high
people, programmers, and so on, produces a desire to share the uniqueness of each work, the
pride behind their work, and other rela
relative
tive topics that can be attributed to such creativity.
The Web, according to the author, is not at all different. True, behind every webpage is
a person whose individuality seeds out from his main web page to the links and designs located
therein. It is stated that although printed and broadcasted media partly contains individuality
behind its designs, the completeness of such individuality behind the designs is much more
intact through the Web. There are no required additions such as by
by-laws,
laws, permit numbers,
numb
brand name, and so on – you just need to upload your design, and nothing more.
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The key focus of the chapter though focuses on the relationship of this individuality and
uniqueness to our human voice. The authenticity of the human voice cannot be faked,
fak
whether
we liked it or not. Exemplifications of how the author tries to fool everyone when he’s typing or
trying to read an E-mail
mail while talking to someone over the phone, no matter how much he tries,
it will eventually show (as he indicated on how his wife knows when he’s doing something else).
Such authenticity enables through the Web what cannot be shown in traditional broadcast
mediums such as print ads because it shows literally and portrays only what the owner wants to
portray, and nothing more.
Moving on, another key focus of the chapter also involves how significant the Web has
served for the markets of businesses. Instead of just keeping complaints and opinions to
themselves about how a business operates, customers are given the ability to share
sha their
experiences with a company, a product, or what have you, through a touch of a button. The
exemplification of how the Saturn dealership excessively charged the thread
thread-starter
starter as proven
by the lower costs that other Saturn dealerships are charging o
other
ther customers through their
own feedback showed the effectiveness of the Web. What’s best with the example is when a
Saturn employee replied to better clarify things on the part of the customer and why Saturn
Corp. cannot be liable to the excessive charge as it’s the dealerships prerogative with regards to
what should be mandatory and optional for a regular tune
tune-up
up service. This example showed a
perfect sense of how much businesses could save in possible lawsuits and litigations if only they
reach out to their
heir customers. Lack of interaction is lack of communication, lack of
communication is lack of voice, and doing sales talk without voice is not really sales talk, but
more of robot talk.
The personal reflection of the author to why businesses may be cont
continuously
inuously arrogant
with the Web and its customers and even markets is perhaps due to the fact of the increasing
work force and tasks that increases as the company increases in size as well. When his company
grew and work required more time, they had to hide behind customer support representatives
to save face, and in the end, people started asking, “where are you?” and awareness of the
depletion of their market was noticed.
The point of the matter is, customers always have the right to exercise freedom of
expression – and as long as they want to talk about your product and how flawed it is, they will.
And as if adding insult to injury, this talk about your product’s flaw is not only spread on a
particular community, it’s instantly spread worldwide through tthe
he Web. Unless customers learn
to heed the Web and start reaching out to customers through the human voice, one that’s far
from the business automated answering machine, businesses will continue losing their market
without them knowing. Customers would sta
start
rt finding ways for alternatives that wouldn’t
require going to the business, and so on. The authenticity of voice ennobles both customers
and businesses to interact with each other and internally as well – and without this voice,
everything is mute, gibberish,
rish, and vague.
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What I’ve learned:

Through this chapter, I have learned the reason to why some businesses, Daewoo for
example, lost its market worldwide. With depleting customers back in the 90’s, Daewoo failed
to listen to its customers moan - parts availability, for example, is a big problem given that
customers would have to wait two (2) months before replacement parts arrive. Some of these
parts are vital suspension and engine parts, things that need to be replaced during major tunetune
up schedules. Disgruntled
isgruntled customers posted their grievances through the web, and soon
enough, Daewoo sold itself to General Motors (GM), which rebadged its lineup to better
sounding brands under the GM Company. GM, being one of the good company which broke
Ford’s “they can
an have any color they want as long as it’s black” methodology in the assembly
lines, continuously were able to reach out to customer complaints and addresses such
complaints in ways Ford could only dream of back then. Now, although struggling, Ford has
implemented
plemented the same openness to customers, expecting to regain a market it has lost.
Our voice is a powerful tool in determining what is real from what isn’t, from truth to
lies, and from what can move people from what can disappoint them. I have learned, that if
both business and customer just keeps their silence about a product, nothing happens, the
business doesn’t grow as they so believe, and the customer doesn’t get what he wants. It’s a
lose-lose
lose situation, unless both does the opposite.
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Book: Cluetrain Manifesto
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain
http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain-Manifesto-End-Business-Usual/dp/0738204315
Usual/dp/0738204315
Quote: “A veterinarian using TechnoLatin might say that a dog serves as a platform for sniffing,
is an open environment for fleas, and that it supports barking.”
Learning Expectation: My expectation for this chapter is big view on to why businesses should
remove
their arrogance and start conversing with people – employees and
customers.
Review:
The chapter began with yet another exemplification of the authors’ hands-on
hands
experience with a computer project that took two (2) years in secrecy during its production.
p
In
search of a tagline, the business asked the author, three problems were cited, with having no
market as the most emphasized problem of all three.
In an attempt to perhaps change the monotony brought about by the same “ancient
markets” stereotyped
otyped introduction per chapter, the “ancient market” topic have now been
placed, instead of being the first section, now is at the second section of the chapter. New
points though were introduced yet again from such concept, giving conversations as an act of
humanity and thus, so are markets back in the ancient age. Indication that conversing in the
market then was a matter of just talking human, and nothing similar to what markets have
become now.
Shifting from the ancient markets, the change to how mar
markets
kets have become at present
time is attributed to the Industrial Age, when creativity of craftsmen, further explained in the
previous chapter, were sacrificed for standardized products which increased efficiency with no
regards for employee morale and cust
customer
omer options. Customers were then converted to
consumers whose only purpose in life is to gulp products and crap cash. (Jerry Michalski, Date
Unknown) Market, from a place, became a verb, particularly defining something that you do for
consumers.
The new era introduced mass media promoting mass productions and mass
consumption. Something that apparently is not what the customer wants and arrogantly
insisted on to by the business. Market became marketing, continuous advertising senseless
noise perceived so by customers. Remembering the first day of class, we “receive 3,000 noise
signals a day, only 1 can be remembered” (Mr. Paul Pajo, September, 2008), and current
marketing strategies are major contributors to these signals (billboards, brochures, leaflets,
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pamphlets, etc.). It’s further implied in the chapter that advertisements are things we never
wanted as customers nor do we need to see. What we need is to converse, something that was
lost to ancient markets.
Fortunately, thanks to the Internet, having to listen to advertisements are getting less.
The internet allows people to interact, as a market, to give feedbacks regarding products, share
their experiences about a product, and even converse with fellow customers looking at the
same market on a singlee web page.
The Internet is then attributed to the human voice – that if big networking companies
were supposed to be the ones to build it before, it just wouldn’t happen. Why? Because the
internet is as free as our voice, it is neither restricted or con
contained
tained by anyone, it’s just there. So
when business considers market as a battlefield for market dominance and the internet as just
another portal to a small part of that market, they just are completely wrong. The internet, or
the web, is a meeting place for your customers to discuss, share, and speak. Arrogance simply
does not work in the web. Spending billions for advertising in televisions does not apply in the
web. Everyone can talk without having to worry of these advertising banners disturbing them.
The power of this human voice is not only the reason to why the internet was built. This
human voice has the power even to create and destroy markets, businesses. In order to harness
this power, businesses would have to change, from HR to PR to Pricing aand
nd so on.

What I’ve learned:

Plenty of things have been learned in this chapter. First, perhaps all that is asked from
businesses in order to be able to converse with its market is enough of a hindrance for them to
do it in the first place. With all the changes required to compensate with the internet market
and reach out to such markets, costs would be a primary concern. Not to mention the current
events involved with the difficulty of procuring these funds (decreasing stocks, depreciation,
inflation risks,
sks, etc.) When cash flow has extremely been depleted from the business, when
receivables are gone, investments are gone, how can it still incur additional expenses by shifting
to the internet? How can it reach out to its market if it doesn’t have enough even
e
to produce
enough of its product?
Considering such questions, we may assume that there are two possibilities left for
businesses that have realized too late, which is either they try investing on high-risk
high
loans, or
sell what remains of the business and start anew with the web asynchronous to the company’s
mission vision. The harsh reality, although somewhat projected to be as the businesses
themselves in the book, does not necessarily mean that these businesses are actually being
simply arrogant on using
sing traditional mass marketing strategies, but perhaps environmental,
legal, and financial factors may actually be hindering them more than they actually are trying to
resist such changes.
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Book: Cluetrain Manifesto
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain
http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain-Manifesto-End-Business-Usual/dp/0738204315
Usual/dp/0738204315
Quote: “Command and control don’t work when you’re cultivating the wilderness, when you’re
experiencing an ecology of surplus, when changes happen faster than response times, when
you’re homesteading, not marching to battle. Why is it even necessary to have to point out
something so obvious?”
Learning Expectation: My expectation for this chapter is to und
understand
erstand how does use of
hyperlinks actually works in Fort Business.
Review:
The start of the chapter is pretty much of a breather. A completely different approach
compared to the last 4 chapters. It tells about how people inside the business are starting to
sound human again. A complete turnaround compared to the entire lambasting the business
side had in the previous chapters.
Generally, the chapter differentiates the Fort Business from the World Wide Web. Fort
Business is termed as a fort for being closed to its customers and competitors, its technology
and products hidden beneath
ath the fort walls. It’s a business’ defense mechanism to prevent any
leaks caused by the outside. In short, it basically aims to be impenetrable. Intranet services
have recently been offered to its employees, and such enabled employees to enjoy free
communication
nication with fellow employees that were not achievable before. Businesses though are
again restricting such communications, logging word by word communication channels from
one employee to another in an attempt to assure that a hostile takeover within the
organization is unlikely.
Such control being implemented in Fort Business though is something that cannot be
implemented in the World Wide Web. No one can restrict the World Wide Web, and even if
you try to restrict access, it definitely won’t last long
long.. The liberty the web provides for the
customers is a liberty that should be given to employees in interacting with the former as well.
Such was exemplified when an Airline Employee commented on a customer’s negative
experience when all of a sudden, he was restricted to post any more in the site. Customers
complained to the airline company for doing so. The meaning of that situation is clear:
customers really do want to get to know the business, or at least understand them for their
shortcoming. It is unfortunate
tunate that businesses are unaware that their employee’s initiative
actually lessens their needs for customer support and other costly expense needed for dealing
with customers.
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The chapter also tackled on hyperlinks and how it subverts hierarchy. The concept
co
is
relatively simple. Through the web, clicking a link does not lead to an upper level or a lower
level that shows ranking, you just get deeper and deeper, and in doing so you go further inside
a webpage. To apply such in the business would mean to d
disregard
isregard the hierarchy revolving the
organization chart. Instead of just looking at position this and position that, you look at those
behind that operation and what they do and contribute to accomplish a business activity. Such
is how hyperlinks should be applied to Fort Business, and how it could contribute greatly in
creating an open channel between the business, its employees, and its customers.
The result, if envisioned the way the book states, will provide a web of rich contents and
human voice. A place
lace where charts are replaced by opinions, ideas, and views, that are fun to
interact with and requires no complexities whatsoever. Documents does not consist of formal
letters, it simply contains human thoughts. The brokenness of the web (its ability to work
almost anywhere), is more of a reason to why it is highly different from Fort Business. It does
not require a specific platform, it just needs you and what you have to contribute. There are no
boundaries, just endless possibilities.
In conclusion, the
he implementation of the web to Fort Business, if done, implies a new
thought: it is no longer economies of scale, but economies of voice. Every webpage, every ee
mail, blog entry, or even a simple image, comes from the human voice – a desire to voice out
and
nd learn. This economies of voice enables and encourages businesses to open up, interact with
the outside world, and learn the advantage they can get if they were to break down their walls
and appreciate the positive results that will come about from custo
customers
mers and employees.

What I’ve learned:

I have learned that to hyperlink an organization would be better than following a
hierarchy that displays only one person of a particular division that only represents one-out-ofone
many employees working within that division. Being able to apply the liberty given in the web
to the business would grant several improvements, particularly increase in flow of information
as employees and customers would no longer hesitate to share their views about a product,
something that
hat they know more than any top
top-level manager could ever know.
But, this implementation and opinion is pretty much, as our professor has mentioned,
opinionated. Honestly, I would have to disagree that boundaries in the web, and even more on
freedom within
n the web, is not necessarily true. Restrictions, as if reminiscent of Fort Business,
are brought into the web inattentively. To your surprise, when you try to post on your own
style, there will be administrators that would say “you can’t talk that way, yo
you
u can’t write that
way, etc.” The netiquette is a rule coming from the business side now is it? Similar to business
ethics, you are to follow a set of rules. Ironically, the proposal being given in the Cluetrain
Manifesto seems to be opinions that are curr
currently surfing on uncharted seas.
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As time passes more, with multimedia as the mainstream files on the web, an article in
Google, which interviewed AOL, states of a possible end
end-line
line for the current internet, which
may be replaced by a more-efficient,
efficient, but pay-to-access
access site. Unless solutions can be done to
continue the liberation of the web, then can we only be sure that the contents of the cluetrain
would indeed be the wisest choice.
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Book: Cluetrain Manifesto
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain
mazon.com/Cluetrain-Manifesto-End-Business-Usual/dp/0738204315
Usual/dp/0738204315
Quote: “We’ve been hating our jobs for generations.”
Learning Expectation: My expectation is to get the main point and summary of all the rest of
the chapters.

Review:
Just when I thought the
he shift from ancient markets as a chapter introduction to a better
introduction is in place, here it comes again. Oh wait – it’s already the summary I suppose.
Being second to the last chapter, there’s not much topics here that are new to the
previous chapters.
hapters. It’s simply similar to a recap, plus a new take on the possible hesitations that
may occur in shifting to the web.
Bottom-line,
line, we should learn based not on answers, but on the questions that are taken
from the human voice. For through these que
questions,
stions, we’re able to make conversations, and in
conversations, we give results that are unbiased, free, and straightforward.
The main key point of interest in this chapter is “The Cluetrain Hit
Hit-One
One-Outta-the-Park
Twelve-Step
Step Program for Internet Busines
Business Success”, which are:
1. Relax
2. Have a sense of humor
3. Find your voice and use it
4. Tell the truth
5. Don’t panic
6. Enjoy yourself
7. Be brave
8. Be curious
9. Play more
10. Dream always
11. Listen up
12. Rap on
Although subjective in nature, such steps for Internet Business Success may or may not
work at current time. There’s just plenty of things that changed after the book was written, and
competition is not getting any easier either. Unless it’s a very non
non-realistic
listic world, or a world
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wherein economies were then as smooth as the time the book was published, then perhaps
such may apply.

What I’ve learned:

I have learned that yes, quite frankly businesses do have to address its customers
through the World Wide Web, providing ease of support to its customers. But, with the given
steps for success, I am pretty much on a personal note pessimistic of the steps itself. Sure,
formalities aside, I can apply it whenever necessary, but with the current trend in living, not to
mention deliverables and customer requests that consumes more than 20 hours of your day, it
simply isn’t the best practical advice to give a business into.
I believe that with current improvements, with web pages suddenly popping like
mushrooms and
d with ideologies and views that are far too diverse from each other, there are a
lot of things not listed in the 12 steps that should be focused more on. 37Signals.com’s Getting
Real or starting small would be a more better advice rather than rapping on, but then again,
given that the book is opinionated, such may be a subjective case. But for now, I rest my case.
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Book: Cluetrain Manifesto
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain
http://www.amazon.com/Cluetrain-Manifesto-End-Business-Usual/dp/0738204315
Usual/dp/0738204315
Quote: “Fact is, we don't care about business -- per se, per diem, au gratin.”
Learning Expectation: A justification to all the concepts and opinions given in the entire book.
Review:
It’s rather unfortunate that you read a book and reach the end expecting that its new
philosophy on things would be well justified – when it fact it won’t be. This book, in all honesty
is a big disappointment personally because of this lack of justification. The part that I quoted
above does not help either. If they don’t care about the business, then why did they produce a
book telling its readers on what businesses should do yet in the end, they pull the plug back out
and say, “Oops! We didn’t say anything – swear!”
I believe in the saying my literature professor said before that “When you make a work
which attempts to revolutionize its readers’ way of thinking, you have to explain why.” With the
way this book was ended by the authors behind it, all the interest and enthusiasm I gave on it
beginning at the introduction seemed to be of a waste. Opinions matter personally if it’s well
defended up to the very end, but what I noticed in this chapter, together with the previous
chapter, is a series of deflecting the opinions after establishing it in the chapters before it.

What I’ve learned:

I can’t deny that the philosophy introduced by the Cluetrain Manifesto is pretty unique.
It could’ve held its merits, yet the ones who wrote it just seemed to pull off the plugs at the end
of it all. Saying that there are no “solutions” at tthe
he end of it all, when in fact the solutions
they’ve redundantly written in the previous chapters were actually “solutions” that they
could’ve placed redundantly yet again in the last chapter. Asking the readers to imagine and
bringing in the vision is not really enough to say that such dreams can in fact be related to the
“market is now a verb”, “business should listen”, and so on and so forth. If the theme of the
start of the book is about a proposition of a possibility, then it should’ve been that way.
But, with all due respect, the book started with a per
per-view
view that there is a fix, a way, a
solution. It ended up as if it’s a book with identity crisis. Not knowing if it’s business, fantasy, or
suspense, that’s how the authors ended it personally. There iiss not even a hint on the preface
that this would be so, that “the authors will not give a solution at the end of this book.” They’re
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advocating the authenticity of human voice, honesty, and what have you, and in the end, the
perfect example of what they de
described
scribed as “business” may as well be them for their critics.
The thought of the capabilities of the web was brilliant all throughout, and the potential
still exists up to now for business to capture and everyone to enjoy. It is just disappointing that
thee end seemed abrupt, unplanned, or what have you. Hopefully they’d be able to change it on
a future edition. But for now, I believe that reading the 95 thesis of the Cluetrain Manifesto
states the facts more than the entire book may ever will.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “1. Markets are conversations”

Reading the first few chapters of the Cluetrain Manifesto hint clues on what these
conversations are. Perhaps the reason to why I was unable to make a decent book review and
reflection early in the week
eek about these requirements is primarily due to the fact that I just had
to finish the book first before I can even make out one word in wherever I may plan to use what
I’ve learned from it. A book may be subdivided into chapters, but the thought is one and
a one
alone. If I am unable to synthesize that thought, I never make a good review or a reflection on
whatever that book contains. Now that I have finished reading it, it’s time for a comeback.
Markets, as the book entails, when we look at how it was in aancient
ncient times, is a single
place in a city where people would love to go and buy their needs. But during those times,
buying is only second to being able to talk with the people within that market. Hearing vendors
telling their stories on how they caught th
their
eir wares, how they travelled from a faraway land up
to the market just to sell their items, or even to how they participate in trade even if there are
better opportunities elsewhere is enough to fulfill a satisfaction of conversing more than the
satisfaction
ion of purchasing could ever achieve.
Unfortunately, with the way the market evolved to what it is now, due to a significant
increase in demand and requirements for standardization and streamlining, the merchants of
today, corporations as they have become, have disregarded customer interests through what
they ought to believe as predictors, graphical indicators, and other strategies they believe
would make their products a hit without consulting their customers – wrong! Such mistake
brought about an arrogance
ce that seems companies of today fail to recognize, that doing such
strategies in selling their products not only causes the need for extensive after
after--sales services for
their product, but a 50/50 expectancy on whether the product will even actually sell or not.
The reason why merchants prospered then is not on the fact that they were able to sell
– but on the fact that they were able to converse with people, learn from these people, and
create their wares based from what these people really need. They didn’
didn’tt need after-sales
after
support then not only because of the lack of complexities their products have compared to
products built in this century, but also because they can deliver something that does exactly
what their customers want. This knowledge of their cu
customers’
stomers’ wants is brought about an
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exchange, not through gold or barter, but through voice – voice that helped not only the seller
learn from his buyer, but how the latter learned from the former as well. Such exchange of
voices is a conversation – one tha
thatt is truthful and does not have any hidden agendas.
The lack of regard businesses of today gave such conversations is what ruins them.
When their salesperson talk, that person doesn’t care whether where his customers come from
or what customers think of a product similar to what he offers. Upon approaching his customer,
it’s automatic, “Sir, I would like to introduce to you our product…” bla
bla-bla
bla-bla. When the
customer asks, “how is this different to product x?” and the salesperson abruptly replies, “ah
this Sir is better, and if you buy now, you can get a free…” bla
bla-bla-bla,
bla, and that kind of talking
remains even until the conversation is over. At the end of the day, when the customer goes
home with the product he bought, to his dismay, it doesn’t deliver! He then calls the business
help desk, only to be approached by “please wait x minutes, you will be redirected to a
customer service representative.” Worst, when that customer checks the web, to his dismay, a
lot have been complaining about the same product – and no one in the company seems to be
responding nor has a care to what all these complainants are saying. In the end, the company
goes bankrupt on the basis that lawsuits and charges demanded them to refund what their
customers paid for due to a bogus pr
product.
Now, compare that scenario to a case if when someone complained about the product,
a representative from the firm was allowed to give his insights about it. What if, instead of
being hard-headed,
headed, the company addressed the complaints of their custome
customers
rs and redeveloped
their product based from their customers’ suggestions. Result? A conversation that leads not
only to customer satisfaction, but to business success as well. Once businesses of today learn
the key importance of being able to converse with people, both inside their workplace and
outside (their markets), they can begin creating products and solutions for their market that
will benefit both sides.
Such is the reason to why markets are conversations. It’s not a matter of “buy this” and
“buy that”,
at”, it’s a matter of learning to keep in touch with customers who are your customers
for today, and your customers again for another day – what they think you should change in
your product, what they believe should be done, and so on and so forth, are things
thi
businesses
need to listen to in order to not only have a market, but to make that market last as well.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “2. Markets consist of human beings, not demographic sectors”

If I were to define a demographic sector, it personally means classifying people
according to gender, race, color, weight, etc. To think about, businesses, when they make their
market research for a planned product, does this classifications due to the per-view
per
that the
product may only be appreciated by, let’s say, teenagers, yuppies, adults, whatever it is they
can think about. Truth is, such an approach is similar to treating your market in a position that
it’s as if they are in a caste system where the privileged are entitled to buy your product while
the underprivileged,
derprivileged, or let’s say the slaves, are left as aliens to the product you offer.
If we take the same example as I used in reflection #1 with regards to the salesman
approaching his customer, and add that he only chooses to talk to those who look as if has the
money to buy the product or has the look of a customer that can easily be convinced to buy the
product and snob all the rest of those who wants to inquire at his company’s product – what
happens? Bias kicks in. He unconsciously classifies his prosp
prospective
ective buyers through their
appearance alone, and in the end, he loses. What about those who don’t have the looks of a
multi-billionaire
billionaire yet actually is one? What if that multi
multi-billionaire
billionaire accidentally drops by your
store, gets intrigued by your product, b
but
ut got turned off after noticing that after staring at the
product for how many seconds, you as a salesman failed to approach him and talk about the
product and maybe even perhaps to how the product he’s looking into would go well with that
customer?

Same applies with the business as a whole, if they conduct a market research and base
their target market on the result of such research, the firm may then just assume that it’s for
the B-C
C class and not for the A, D, and E, or whatever that means. Basically, you trash all the
rest of the possible markets just because of one graph or one paper indicating that there is a
more prominent market in class B or C as opposed to the rest of the classes. And in the end,
what happens? You don’t even just end there, you’l
you’lll still be the same old company, convincing
that assumed B or C class consumer to buy a product that you believe is for them only to be
reprimanded by that consumer with a big “NO!” for being too persistent on something that he
does not even give a care about.
out.
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Market evolves with people conversing worldwide, from East to West, North to South,
Atlantic to Antarctic, and so on through the Web. You can’t simply classify, categorize, or group
this people for they are collectively known as your market in the web
web.. They are all humans
regardless of no matter how you can say they are of what social class, of what age, of what sex,
or whatever you can brand them to be and still remain persistent only to find out that your
market research just doesn’t work anymore. Pe
People
ople inside your business are humans, and they
can tell what people outside think. Some of them are not as arrogant as your management can
be, they look at the web and see what customers think regardless of how old or how rich these
customers are – they can’t
n’t even know! All they know is that they’re communicating with
customers, with real people, who, as what the manifesto says, know more than what your
business could ever know about your product. So, for such businesses, better think about it.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “3. Conversations among human beings sound human. They are
conducted in a human voice.”

Looking back in life, I have friends then in the maritime world who challenged the seas
before us who, even after graduating with me from our military school, still walks like a robot,
eats like a robot, salutes like a robot, and even sleep likes a robot. The stiffness required by the
body during the academy times is pretty much evident. Sure, a conduct you live with for four
years is a hard habit to break,
eak, but then and there, I was able to relate this number to that
particular point in time. Times when we chat then, we didn’t even have emotions. If I say, “it’s a
good meal Sir”, you can’t even tell if it’s indeed good or if it’s a sarcastic remark. When you’re
being remarked by the ship’s Master, regardless whether it’s positive or negative, you can’t
even tell the difference. At times you just get shocked by your subordinate who suddenly just
enters your quarters and bangs the rigid steel frame of the d
door
oor only to find out that he just
couldn’t understand to whether the Captain, who he just talked to, is either power-tripping
power
him
through his authority or just simply apprehending him for a wrongdoing he does not even know
he has committed. Either way, the sense of confusion to knowing what each of our words
meant then doesn’t make much of the good things, rather more of the bad. Some, after having
their contracts terminated, arrive home only to bring emptiness to those who were eagerly
waiting for them to come home – family, friends, relatives, all who simply just wanted to
celebrate for the return of a good man – who to their surprise comes home bothered, silenced,
mute.
If I were to try and relate that to conversations among human beings sound human, I
guess
ess I can say that a lack of emotion, a sigh, or even a frown, in a person’s voice is like talking
to an automated answering machine. It isn’t done through human voice. It’s more of electronic,
mechanical, or whatever it may be. It can be similar to readin
reading a mission-vision
vision statement that
is filled with words that are so deep you can’t even appreciate reading it in the first place. It’s
like a Home-Advertising
Advertising Channel saying “Try the new All
All-in-One
One Express. And if you buy now,
you can have an extra kit absolutely
lutely free. What’s more, you will also be given…” all periods, no
exclamation marks whatsoever.
If we were to attribute it to business, it’s just as if talking to your customers in the same
manner that Home-Advertising
Advertising Channel marketed their product. When I accompanied a friend
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to Lenovo’s Main Service Center here in the Philippines to send in his laptop for warranty, the
service manager inspected the unit, and quickly approached us, saying, “Sir, we’re sorry but
upon my inspection of the unit, there’s phy
physical
sical damage. We cannot replace this.” We don’t
even know if he’s sorry or he just memorized that line to save his company bucks. Not to
mention that the physical damage is located inside the unit, something that my friend or
anyone who couldn’t open a lap
laptop bare could’ve caused it – therefore such damage (a broken
lock) can be indeed perhaps of product defect. No matter how my friend and I tried to convince
him that it’s not some damage that can be inflicted by the end
end-user,
user, he’s as if a brick. It’s as if
his thoughts are, “yeah, just keep talking. I don’t care, I won’t take in that unit no matter what
you say.” Talk about even having the guts to say sorry in the first place. So, after wasting gas
and time, a day after, we suddenly just get shocked, after someone talked to their VP and said
she’ll be filing a complaint, all the brick
brick-filled
filled attitude of the service manager was gone. Imagine
that! Why do we have to go back twice when they can actually service the unit in the first
place? Their lack of customerr commitment and care is proof of how businesses talk these days.
They talk on the belief that as long as their talk sells unit, they don’t care about the after-sales
after
–
drive them off warranty claimers per se. What they unfortunately are unaware of is that
tha these
disappointed customers post to the web, and slowly, other disappointed customers will also
post, and what does the business get? A long list of bad reputations, and even a single one
could ruin the most renowned business in any industry even.

Businesses
nesses should learn that keeping a good relation with their customers has to be
done in the most humane way possible – talk as if you mean it, and try to relieve your
customers of their disappointment, do the initiative to make an action, make decisions that
th is
not intended for the benefit of the business in terms of costs, but for the benefit of your
business in terms of customer satisfaction and for the benefit of your customers who in turn
will spread the best thing your business can ever appreciate as a way of spreading the good
news – word of mouth.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “4. Whether delivering information, opinions, perspectives, dissenting
arguments or humorous asides, the human voice is typically open, natural, uncontrived.”
In daily living, it is obvious that anger is the best way to exemplify the openness of voice.
Enraged, you say what you want to say no matter how you’ll regret it later. No one can control
you – and so is how it should be. During the days when courting and love was all that
tha mattered
in life, the more your relationship improves with someone (especially with that of the opposite
sex), the more you get to know how she’ll react on given conditions, events, stimuli, and so on.
When she shivers, you know she’s afraid. When she tu
turns
rns cold, you know something’s wrong.
When her voice is shaking, you know she’s getting shy. Such I believe is the best way I can
relate to how the human voice is typically open, natural, and uncontrived. It shows who you
are, at times even with the accom
accompaniment
paniment of gestures. No matter how you try to pretend,
your voice will never fail to establish the true you, what you truly believe in, and where your
character lies at the bottom of it all.
In the aspect of our family business, especially during that of conferences wherein
guests from the foreign branches are invited, I personally know what the intentions of some
people have with the words they let out of their mouth. I know when someone speaks just
because he knows that what he says is what seems agreeab
agreeable
le to everyone, compared to
someone who speaks to contest policies that the person believes is in need of being addressed
by those attending the conference. When the two takes on a debate, the one who serves as a
business pet finds difficulty in defending his stand, while the one who believes a change is
necessary on a particular policy can maintain his stand regardless of how many may disagree
with him. In some cases, that person can really change opinions from the business perspective
to customer perspective,
ive, but unfortunately, that time around he failed (it’s a very delicate
policy in a sense that a lot can be lost if he weighs more on the customer for it). But the
bottom-line
line is, his ability to defend his stand through an audience is because what comes out
o of
him through words is truly him – no corporation, business, organization, or what have you,
controls his speech. His advocacy to change things for what he thinks will improve relationships
cannot only be noted as remarkable, but symbolic as well.
When I think about it, no matter how a person may try to hide the corporate
dictatorship that is axed on his tongue whenever he speaks for the company, it shows. And it
hinders him to reach out to the most needed element of the business – the ability to have peerp
to-peer
peer talks with the most important people – the market, or so we call, their “customers”.
“
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “5. People recognize each other as such from the sound of this voice.”

The difference between talking to a family member and talking to a newly found friend
is easily identified for a seafarer. When sea
sea-bound,
bound, and a seafarer calls home, trying to hide and
avoid telling his family about a problem he’s having onboard, family members can easily know –
while, as compared to a new fo
found
und friend, might not even care or sense that there’s even a
problem.
Going back to number four (4), “Whether delivering information, opinions, perspectives,
dissenting arguments or humorous asides, the human voice is typically open, natural,
uncontrived.”” The same rule applies. It’s not even in the same level as using biometric scanners
or stress-level
level indicators in the pitch of the voice, its psychic per se. People, with an adequate
closeness to you, to anyone, can read through you. They know when you’re telling the truth or
when you’re hiding something, and it’s all because of your voice. The voice is a tell-all,
tell
tell-tale.
At times, it wouldn’t even be necessary to let someone speak, for when you look at him as he
even tries to speak in the first place, you can already tell.
When we try to apply that to a business, this tell
tell-all, tell-tale,
tale, is pretty much the same.
You recognize a business when its salesperson just keeps throwing technical jargons at you
boasting how advanced their products are compared to a business whose salesperson can dare
say that “well, their product is, understandably superb, but we would like you to try ours as,
well, it may not be the best, but definitely, we are.” What businesses fail to observe is attitude
– heck, they can’t even
ven fire employees based on attitude. When attitudes turn into an egoistic
drive, the egoistic drive then creates a corporate barrel bolt, and this barrel bolt creates
illusions, and illusions that instead of making your company look great, makes you even look
worse than ever.
Businesses should learn to talk in a manner that there can be recognition – everyone
has to know that it’s them. Without this recognition, they are bound to just be that –
businesses, and as long as they remain foolish carrying such an image whose walls remain high
and sturdy, they can never be able to talk naturally to people, to their markets, and employees
who not only create the product, but drive the product as well.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “6. The Internet is enabling conv
conversations
ersations among human beings that
were simply not possible in the era of mass media.”

In the era of mass media, people would just have to believe when a traveler, who just
came from a far, far, away place that no one in the locality knows about, talks about
ab
his
experience there. Such experience, whether real or sheer imagery, is believed as true. Nothing’s
wrong really when it’s real, but what if it isn’t?
When we look at it in the business sense, mass media is still alive in our time. Well,
surely there are no longer travelers that claim that they’ve been in a fantasy world, but there
are definitely still Press Relations Officers from businesses claiming that “We’re alright”, “We’re
financially stable”, “We just developed the solution of a lifetime”, and so on and so forth.
Through the internet, we make breakthroughs just being able to greet people from
Belgium, China, France, Italy, United States, wherever. We need not hide the truth about how
hot the weather is here while they’re freezing cold there. W
We
e need not hide the corruption that
spawns our government of its vitality either. Best of it all, if we sense that something is bogus, a
web search is available at a click of a button. Compared to mass media, the internet arms
conversations with the abilityy to know the truth beneath the fantasy of those who could dare
deceive you in the first place. You don’t need to believe someone’s experience down under
when you feel dubious of what he says. You can also enjoy the privilege of being able to
someone popular
ar and learn from him – a new insight, a new knowledge, and so on.
The further we improve conversations, the better we become – and such is what the
internet enables, conversations that are not only believable, but verifiable as well.
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Reflection – 955 Thesis: “7. Hyperlinks subvert hierarchy.”

When you click a link, do you have to see the text above or below it? No. You simply
click on it and wait for the next page to appear, and be amazed of the fact that its content is far
different from what you expect. To subvert is to ruin, to destroy, and the definition of
hyperlinks, whose goal is to link pages and pages of information to infinity, destroys the sense
of hierarchy.
The question then is why? Looking at the per
per-view
view of it all, hierarchy is a matter of ups
and downs, who’s above you, and who’s below you. Who follows you and who do you follow?
And as long as there is someone above you, you know you have to behave, control everything,
and avoid anything that those above you don’t like about you. This is the corporate world, a
world filled with plastics trying to hide their true form just to gain favors from their boss and to
manipulate their underlings. When something wrong occurs, who’s to blame? Being in a
position slightly above the chart – you can pass the blame to anyone, but being in a position
below everyone, you have no choice but to accept.
Such hierarchy prevents a sense of family bonding – which a lot of businesses lack. The
very reason why hyperlinks subvert hierarchy I believe is beca
because
use of that. Compare hierarchy’s
ups and downs with the hyperlinks infinitesimal pages and pages of information? You don’t look
above or below you, you simply look through you. What happens within you and your position
is more important than knowing who yo
your
ur bosses and underlings should be. Looking within
yourself also enables the sense of caring for your subordinates, for they are within your
position, that when you hyperlink your position, it doesn’t show who’s the boss – rather, it
shows your subordinatess who are there helping you hand
hand-in-hand
hand to accomplish the tasks
required of you.
Without hierarchy, there’s openness. And with openness, there are conversations, not
just with your peers, but with everyone. Think about it.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “8.. In both internetworked markets and among intranetworked
employees, people are speaking to each other in a powerful new way.”
As a consumer, visiting the internet is far better than visiting a shop when it comes to
asking about a product. Why? Because in a shop, everything that shops sell is good. In the
internet, not everything’s good – and that’s utmost convenience in your part. Why? Because
when you look for a product, you gain the leverage that when you purchase it, you can be sure
that it’s good because
use not only did the salesperson in the shop say that it’s good, but because a
lot of people coming from different locations says it’s good as well via the internet. Forums
enable this sense of camaraderie in particular, and they’re pretty plenty in the web.
we People, the
market, are empowered by the resource available in the internet, resources that come from
people of all ages, races, who cares? They give you a frank answer, a type of answer that
businesses can never give you or even try. This is why we can say that markets are
internetworked in the web – because one knows what everybody else knows, and quite frankly,
there are plenty of things that matter because of it.
Same applies to intranetworked employees, but instead of looking for product details,
their
heir difference with the internetworked market is that they are more in
in-the
the-know to how
things are going inside them. How employee A feels about his work as compared to employee
B. No one could reprimand you for speaking in the intranet that your boss, and someone else’s
boss, have something in common, or maybe better yet, your boss, and someone else’s boss, are
both abusive and manipulative. It’s fun when it’s about negatives being exposed huh? The
intranet enables workers to share information from one bra
branch
nch to another, to greet hi’s and
hello’s with Branch X of your company who has the same position that you have in Branch Y,
but best of it is you can ask to what solutions and approach can be done to an issue, a problem,
all without having to consult a Bo
Boss
ss which requires formalities that simply hinders you to get
the gist of how things should be done in the first place.
This is why networks enable a powerful new way of speaking: it does not have
boundaries, positions don’t matter, age doesn’t matter, and so on… what’s important is simply
your thoughts shared to people for their own benefits, to avoid what you could’ve avoided, to
entertain niches that you should’ve entertained, and so on and so forth. Through this, we don’t
just drive ourselves to become better through information gathered in the network, we drive
companies who look in such information as well. Such companies succeed, while those who
remain deaf and blind, bids adieu.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “9. These networked conversations are enabli
enabling
ng powerful new forms
of social organization and knowledge exchange to emerge.”

Surprisingly, Tsikot.com, a local network forum that talks about vehicles and anything
out of the blue, is now a social organization trying to revive our very own automotive industry
through the Philippine Utility Vehicle (PHUV). Starting from sheer designs and engine proposals,
it’s now supported by local automotive companies such as Sarao, Agila, and so on. Through a
deep sense of camaraderie and determination, the prototype of the PHUV was launched in
Market! Market! in Fort Bonifacio, Taguig, a year ago. The prototype resulted into more
feedbacks, comments, design adjustments, performance adjustments, and so on. From sheer
conversations, something big was developed – not only
ly for the benefit of the forum or the
sponsors, but also for Filipinos who are in need of a vehicle that’s dependable and is proud to
be built by Filipinos.
The mere fact that networked conversations are unfiltered and does not require a sense
of spell-checks
hecks and possible copyright infringement lawsuits invite people to participate from
anywhere across the globe. Knowledge exchange occurs because people can contest other
people’s information, and when a debate occurs, more knowledge is learned through
supporting
porting documents that both can use to strengthen each other’s claim. Best of all, there’s no
resentment after, just views and views and views. No consequences either, so, if I were to pick
whether I’d go complaining in the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) for a company’s
malpractice, I’d rather go post it on the web instead. The complaint serves its merit better over
the web since people can be aware and be informed to avoid or be cautious about the company
being complained about. Soon enough, not on
only
ly will people condole you, some may even post a
negative feedback for the company as well that will increase the proof that such company
should be avoided. And if the company lets it fall on deaf ears, the more they lose their
customers. By the end of the day, not only do you feel more contented with posting things over
the net, but you feel glad as well for being to inform everyone else – something resolutions
from the DTI can never accomplish.
So where’s the powerful part? Can’t really say it is a matte
matterr of pure power, but people
power would be nice.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “10. As a result, markets are getting smarter, more informed, more
organized. Participation in a networked market changes people fundamentally.”

The sad part of markets getting ssmarter
marter is the fact that some businesses lose because
their rackets no longer sparks a niche for the market. Thing is, it’s sad for the business, but for
anyone else? Not really.
A lot can be said as to why a networked market changes people fundamentally. A
change of perspective, a change of view: from buying this well
well-established
established brand’s product
because it’s simply establish to buying from a not
not-so-well-established
established brand because quality is
better than the former, and at times even, choosing Girl A instead of Girl B. A change of tastes
can even be attributed to a networked market. The influence one can make in the web is
exponential because every time he convinces a person to choose A instead of B, or B instead of
A, the person he influences shares that to aanother,
nother, and the another to another, and thus,
exponential.
People become smarter and more informed in the networked market because
companies cannot simply make their racket claims in the network without having a retribution
coming back sooner than the spe
speed
ed of light can ever hit them. Wiser choices and selection
occurs, and people can set priorities as to what should be first and what should be attended to
last – and who would expect networking would help in organizing things? Overall, these shifts
develop the ideal market. The needs, located almost everywhere in the network, drives
businesses to attempt and make their directives for the market, and such change of directives
brings the power to the market. Business, should it be able to track all these needs,
need can create
niches based on such needs instead of sheer guessing, and in the end, everyone’s happy.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “11. People in networked markets have figured out that they get far
better information and support from one another than from vendors. So much for corporate
rhetoric about adding value to commoditized products.”

When the first set of iPhones were brought here in the Philippines, this site member,
doc_mac of TipidCP, sold it locked to a particular cellular operator. Prices of these
th
sets were
cheap though, and people just had to buy from him, considering it’s cheap. During this time,
only a few knows how to open-line
line the said phone, and thanks to this few, a lot have learned.
What they did was pretty simple, instead of offering open-line
line services that would make
them liable should anything go wrong, they started a topic in the forum and made a tutorial.
Thousands have read, not even just from the Philippines, but even international readers as well.
The clarity of the tutorial was too clear that Apple have even asked the thread starters to delete
it because it’s “unfair competition” per se. But, their claim fell short… how can it be unfair if
they themselves can’t offer the open
open-line
line service for their own product? Add to the fact that
t
the software used was open-source,
source, and they’re pretty much in the know. Last time I heard, the
Apple shop in San Juan uses the same open
open-source
source software today to unlock their iPhones.
Ironic isn’t it?
Fact is, when I mentioned my example, I pretty muc
much
h already justified to why people in
networked markets know that they can get better support with each other rather than talking
to the vendors. It’s simply easy – you don’t need to wait for x working days, you just post a
question, and answers will just sswoosh
woosh you in the speed of click of a button – imagine that!
Better support starts with talking like you are trying to calm down a crying baby, not talking as if
you’re trying to teach a baby to do a backflip.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “12. There are no secrets. The networked market knows more than
companies do about their own products. And whether the news is good or bad, they tell
everyone.”

When the Sony Ericsson K800i was introduced, 2 months later, a predecessor, the K810i,
was entered into the market.
ket. A lot of those who bought the K800i were disappointed, as
customer service were being contacted numerous times for support on a non
non-working
working headset,
speaker, or a bricked phone, it appears an introduction of a new model was the answer all
support requests
ests turned to. Buying a new phone for a newly bought one does not make sense
really, but having it fixed costs via Sony Ericsson’s service center sure costs more than the unit
of the phone itself.

Fortunately, SE-NSE,
NSE, a forum dedicated for Sony Ericsson enthusiasts, had its
moderators challenged by the circumstance (given that they all have K800’s). And so, they
developed XS++, a Sony Ericsson Firmware Modification Software that enables Sony Ericsson
owners to upgrade their devices through the us
use
e of the provided USB Cable included in the
phone’s package. Compared to Sony Ericsson’s Update Service, XS++ enables phone owners to
completely erase the phone’s firmware, which fixes several problems such as failed startups,
blank screens, and the list simply
imply goes on. The best part is that XS++ was not only designed for
the K800, but was then programmed for all Sony Ericsson phones. And since that was so, it
allowed K800 users to find that the K810 was a fraud. It was actually just a difference in
hardware,
e, software was pretty much that same. So now, being one owner of a K800, I’m now
running it with a K810 firmware. Easy does it, no bugs, no errors – just cool, extra cool. Other SE
Phones that had the same racket (different model but same features) can be done, and if
simply to upgrade your device, it’s much easier than the Sony Ericsson’s. Best part? Free, saves
you more than $50 just to have it repaired by an incompetent Sony Ericsson Technician and
wait 2 months for your unit to be returned.
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Same applies with Motorola when it introduced the E398 and ROKR phones. The
company did not know that the materials used in the E398 was the same materials used by
their China manufacturer with the new ROKR phone (well, back then that is). So, the smart
Russianss extracted the ROKR firmware, made a program, and the result? You have an E398
running on a ROKR. All the new features, video, better sound quality, etc., was there. What’s
more: an anti-theft
theft feature was introduced with newer software versions (created by
b users
themselves) which automatically sends an SMS to a number of choice entered by the user
which relies tower information, location ID, and so on.
Pretty much I suppose the reason to why companies are really better off having their
customers run them.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “13. What's happening to markets is also happening among
employees. A metaphysical construct called "The Company" is the only thing standing
between the two.”

Due to the internet, people were given the ability to check user reviews before going for
a product that they think is great. But that’s not only what’s there – employees as well lurk
within websites to talk about a lot of things. Possible removal from work, reduced payroll,
wages, all of these, behind the eyes of custo
customers
mers and especially behind the company, are
talked about by employees of Branch A and Branch B. How they believe their business thinks
they’re too dumb to notice flaws in their own internal system is there, and it’s unfortunate that
the company does not even
en care.
Going back to the example written in the book about the Saturn dealership, the part
where people were posting that the price charged was too high is not really the point, but the
point that an employee talked on the dealer’s behalf is the point. Employees know what
customers want, but the company blocks this communication by relying on authority to keep
their employees’ mouth shut.
Another example here would be the American Airliner whose employee replied to
complaints in a website. When it was ffound
ound out, instead of being appreciative that an employee
calms down their customers without asking for a price, they forced their employee to relay his
answers first to his company, which resulted in what? Customers complaining more. Sheer
arrogance actually.
Given that instead of serving as a divider, why can’t the company serve as a merger. If
its interest is synced with both customer and employees, wouldn’t that be better? Checking the
logic of things, confidentiality is pretty dumb when everyone wants to help out. And it’s pretty
unfortunate that up to now, a lot of companies are still dumbfounded with regards to this
things.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “14. Corporations do not speak in the same voice as these new
networked conversations. To their inten
intended
ded online audiences, companies sound hollow, flat,
literally inhuman.”

Ever seen a company reply to a customer inquiring about a product over the internet? I
did. “For a while Sir”, “We are looking into your request and will update you shortly”, “This is
i an
automated reply.” Brilliant isn’t it? And it takes three (3) long days as the minimum for them to
reply, which by then, you may have already bought the product, or unlucky for them, a product
of their competitor instead.
Not only is this on e-mails.
mails. Go to a forum, check some topics. Once I accessed a topic
about a car tinting price guide, where a lot of members ask where is it good, what brand is
good, etc. Someone from a car store barged in and gave his insights on the tints being inquired.
The resultt though is: “Tint X offers UV Protection of xxx%, Tint Y offers UV Protection with the
same amount, but also offers a new technology, Tint Z is a promo” and the list goes on. And
hey, did I mention that as the product becomes better, the same old increase in price also goes
with it? But that’s not all I believe, because when one asks to “how much?” the usual reply
would just be “Please go to our store and we promise to give the most reasonable price for
you.” Classic company lines eh? Then someone barges iin
n again and flames that store
representative, and well, yeah, the fun begins.
The reason why companies don’t sound human is because they’re too obvious to sound
human. They don’t even care on what customers think, they just want to earn money. It’s the
same
me voice they’ve been running along with since time eternal. Until they are able to really talk
with their customers in a way that does not require Manager’s permission, then can they only
be able to really talk with the same manner the networked market do
does,
es, and perhaps even
build not only sales, but good customer relations as well.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “15. In just a few more years, the current homogenized "voice" of
business—the
the sound of mission statements and brochures
brochures—will
will seem as contrived and
artificial as the language of the 18th century French court.”

Remembering the 18th century French court gives the whims and whistles of “for dost
thou sleekest thee, I shath doth allow thee…” well, you get the drift. When we were asked to
perform a debate in such language back in our High School days, it was rather rigid, unmoving,
and definitely uninspired. It’s like taking garbage in front of your everyone as you try to squeeze
your tongue as much as you can just to spurt out the last th of every word imagineable.
Perhaps the fact remains that indeed, mission statements and brochures handed over
by businesses are pretty much the same. Even now, I am aware of the format: product, feature,
price – jeez. No wonder marketing efforts don’t work whether they’re in the physical market, or
in the virtual market – they just simply talk the same and promote the same!
Bottom-line,
line, businesses would have to talk like their customer. It is rather senseless to
give endless product promotions and recommendations when customers don’t even
understand what the “QVGA, XGA, 3000 Lumens” even mean in the fir
first
st place. There is nothing
systematic in talking to people, so why have to talk robotic when offering your wares? Pretty
ironic for businesses to do so now, huh? Unless they learn to speak human, can they sound
human, and only when they sound human, can th
they
ey be understood, and can their product even
be worth noticing.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “16. Already, companies that speak in the language of the pitch, the
dog-and-pony
pony show, are no longer speaking to anyone.”

When watching a circus show as a first, it’s quite amusing in the sense that “Wow!
That’s awesome!” The feeling is pretty much the same the second time around, and even
perhaps the third. But once you watch it too much, it pretty much becomes boring now does it?
You notice the lines of the perfo
performers
rmers are repetitive, their performances the same, and their
acts are no longer impressive compared to the first time you watched them.
The same can be applied to businesses I suppose. I mean, everytime I walk in the mall
and be handed over by brochures th
that states “Free beer here!” or what-not,
not, it’s just the same
boring promotion! It doesn’t ring a bell anymore. The girl who may have handed the brochure
may even be more eye-catching
catching than their brochure itself even. The practicality of them
producing these brochures and wasting printing time just to have it just doesn’t add up. Why
can’t they just introduce agents who are willing to chat with their customers? Talk about life,
share problems, and hey, maybe then could their product sell huh?
I believe the mostt unnoticed marketing strategy is that of its redundancy. Unless the
habit of using the same old principle is thrown away for the sake of a better way of getting inin
the-know
know with people who are more than your customers, then can it only be acceptable to say
sa
that businesses just don’t sound so redundant as they’re doing now.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “17. Companies that assume online markets are the same markets that
used to watch their ads on television are kidding themselves.”

It is funny when businesses try to make advertisements that when you open your
browser are just like TV advertisements --- not! Talk about being unable to load a webpage
because one video advertisement is still waiting to download. What’s more, it doesn’t invite
customers, it just makes them leave and look for another site with the same content less your
advertisement.
The good thing about the web is everything’s either too networked or too duplicated
that you have the option to view content where you want to view it. You’re
You’r not obliged to
remain on one site, you can leave when you want. No one will suddenly shout your name and
convince you to go back like the insurance firms here in our country are doing. You can just
leave, as simple as that.
The failure of companies to no
notice
tice that there is a big difference with targeting
customers online and on television just leads to irritation instead of appreciation. A decent and
simple image would do more wonders over the internet rather than a video feed that would
take forever to load – and making it catchy is a plus, as some tend to click on it when you got a
good message. Simplicity is better appreciated over the web rather than complexity, and as
long as businesses stick to their complex business models, well, who are they kidding really? It
just doesn’t follow where customers go in the web, they just fool themselves into thinking that
they’re actually getting markets over the internet.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “18. Companies that don't realize their markets are now networked
person-to-person,
person, getting smarter as a result and deeply joined in conversation are missing
their best opportunity.”

True, remembering when I still had that old Motorola E398, having conversations over
the internet on how cool it could be to transform it in
into
to a ROKR through a series of software
modifications without having to spend a dime was fun! No Motorola sales representative
interfered, just me and the rest of the world who wants to have the ROKR features on their
E398. Those were the days!
Relating it to number 18, I suppose the mistake of Motorola is that they never paid
attention to any of those conversations. A lot of people had their ideas, their ideal phone for
the company, and so on. But not even one employee showed up, they never supported the
idea,
ea, they even voided the warranty of those who modified their firmware instead. The irony is,
the lack of appreciation lead to Motorola’s depreciation in the cellular phone market. I mean,
where are they placed now? They are better off with their POS and R
Radio
adio systems that at least
worked for them.
Comparing Motorola to Nokia is like comparing Cebu Pacific to Philippine Airlines.
Motorola is a hard-headed
headed firm, while Nokia is pretty much open for support. A good example
is when they continuously upgraded th
their
eir Nokia PC Suite (they still are upgrading this).
Upgrades are built from customer requests if you’d notice. Before, there were no means to
backup messages from the user’s cellular phone. Now, it’s as easy as clicking your message and
saving it as a .csv file, and instantly you can view all your messages in your PC with the same
detail as it had when it was on your phone. The result is pretty straightforward – customers
were happy. Nokia listened, that’s the main point of all this. That menial conversation
conversatio in one
forum where one is asking how to backup his messages was listened to, it was just not there for
scavengers to find without an answer, there already is. And if companies could listen the same
way Nokia does, then perhaps not only could it be a bett
better
er world, but a better world to make
business even.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “19. Companies can now communicate with their markets directly. If
they blow it, it could be their last chance.”

Going back to Cebu Pacific, I remember when I posted in a foru
forum
m about the slow refund
(hey, it took a year by the way), there was a poster acting as an employee from Cebu Pacific. He
claimed that the long delay was brought about by policies released by the Gokongwei Corp.
that really wasn’t apparent before they took control. Well, the smart alec, instead of
understanding the furious customers posting in the site, added “I am really sorry, but that’s
how the system goes. You just have to deal with it.” Imagine that. After that, more flame wars
began, and yeah, it’s not just for Cebu Pacific, but for that good guy who was supposed to just
cool down their customers but it in effect just enraged them more.
I suppose that’s pretty much it. Just like in eBay, you get one negative feedback, and you
blow it. That’s how customers
ers can make a difference in the web. Company protection does not
apply in the internet, it’s just you and your customer, and whether you would swallow your
fault all up is your call, but it would be their negative feedback if you fail to do so. Businesses
should know this, that it’s the customers that dictate whether they can continue or not over the
web, and if they continue to mess things up, they’re more likely to close shop sooner.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “20. Companies need to realize their markets are often laughing. At
them.”

Long before, I laugh on stores that sure thought had fooled me, only to find that I’d
reply them with an e-mail
mail stating “Oh I think my cash is better off somewhere else.” A good
laugh really. Especially if it’s the p
pyramid scam knocking – how classic can they get to con you.
Everytime I outsmart a product, fix it without having to go to its service center, a get a
grin that lasts days as I know I saved shipping and transportation just to have it fixed to a
service center
nter that cannot even give you the assurance that it will in fact be repaired. I go into a
forum, post how I fixed it, and other do
do-it-yourself
yourself fanatics follow. The beauty of the web!
Seeing how companies got ransacked by some do
do-it-yourself
yourself fanatics sure does give you a
better day than companies trying to ransack you of your wallet.
I suppose businesses should shut the point of having to ask customers to go to their
service centers just to have their product’s problems addressed. The Web has so many
potential
tial and room for that, why can’t they implement it? There should be provisions in the
same manner as Hewlett Packard did with theirs. They ensure customers that there is a way to
confirm that things really are broken before they send it, and it’s pretty rreassuring
eassuring since you
don’ t have to wait for weeks without even being informed of what the problem really is. Such
is good business, and truly remarkable it is if everyone could just follow.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “21. Companies need to lighten up and take themselves less seriously.
They need to get a sense of humor.”

When I went to Lenovo’s Authorized Service Center just a month ago, I asked for their
Service Manager and yeah, he pretty much blamed me to why my friend’s laptop broke (Oh
really?). I keep
eep convincing him that it’s not something that can be damaged by an end-user
end
unless intentional, and it’s not something my friend would do. But all throughout the end of it
all, he kept his cold stance and everytime we speak, a “no” is at hand. Talk about customer
relations. Then at the end of the day, a fight and a dare with their Vice President, and look
who’s acting puppy?
In the first place, why can’t he just loosen up? There’s not even a comforting “We’re
sorry Sir, but let me try if we can do someth
something
ing about it.” There’s just no, no, and did I mention
no? Yes, no! Their seriousness sure grants customers to sue them really… they’re the reason
why they’re getting lawsuits in the first place. I mean, come on! Loosen up, are we not humans
that you can talk
lk to and share your opinions with? It just doesn’t matter really what the policies
are, just talk human and say things human, not as if you are talking to your boss and rehearsing
the company policy outline.
The sense of humor in this number is the sense of being human – and quite frankly, a lot
of businesses still have to learn a thing or two.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “22. Getting a sense of humor does not mean putting some jokes on
the corporate web site. Rather, it requires big values, a little humi
humility,
lity, straight talk, and a
genuine point of view.”

When I usually go to an Electronics Store, I normally prefer going to Anson’s instead of
SM’s Department Store. It’s not really because I prefer the ambience, or the way their
salesperson greet and approach
ach me when buying (in all honesty SM is better with regards to
salesperson greets), but more on how unbiased Anson’s sales staff are as opposed to SM. I
normally do my research before going to an electronics shop to buy an appliance or a gadget,
and at times,
mes, the way salespersons do their sales talk in SM pretty much isn’t two thumbs up
with regards to what you want to buy. It always has to be something else, a “better” brand with
a higher price, claiming advantage A, advantage B, C, etc. Although I can’t blame them that they
simply represent one brand over the other brand that their fellow sales person does, it just isn’t
my way of buying. As if adding insult to injury, when I insisted one time on the product I want
as opposed to a product their sales pers
person
on was offering, it’s as if I was a kid being hypnotized to
pick chocolate over lollipop.

The reason why I used this experience with regards to the 22nd is the fact that humor
need not be asking your salesperson to act like Bozo the Clown in your department
departm
store. That’s
why I prefer Anson’s salesperson over that of SM’s. None represents a particular brand, and
therefore none is biased towards selling a product made by a specific brand. A big bonus is the
fact that they’re not the type that introduces you to their most expensive product, and if you
have a product in mind, they won’t hesitate to tell you immediately if it’s available or not. What
goes best though is the fact that, well, say I’m going for a particular brand and model of DVD
Player, if they know
now that it’s a warranty
warranty-claim
claim magnet, they’d tell you, and they’d even tell you
a better alternative that may even be cheaper but better than what you’re looking for. Which I
think is good, real good, as I feel that I’m talking to people who speaks with their
t
own minds
and not just corporate robots of the company they’re working for.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “23. Companies attempting to "position" themselves need to take a
position. Optimally, it should relate to something their market actually cares about.”
ab

Reading “Winning at Retail” by McMillan | Doolittle proved to me the importance of
corporate positioning with regards to its performance, and it’s proven by facts. Wal-Mart,
Wal
an
international company, is considered as an example of the book with reg
regards
ards to its use of its Est
theory, Wal-Mart,
Mart, being in the Cheap
Cheap-Est,, meaning that it positions itself to offer the lowest
prices for its market.

Studies made by the book proved that companies with blurred positioning statements
or an all-around positioning statement (which means that it not just focuses on being the
lowest in price, but also in being the latest in trends, the fastest service, etc.) tends to go to the
Black Hole, which is the stage where the business has little chances of recovering
recoveri and pretty
soon may declare bankruptcy. To avoid such unwanted circumstances, the book insists that
companies should be able to position themselves to specialize on an aspect that they can gain
competitive advantage and leverage at ease.

The effect of applying Est in businesses such as Wal-Mart
Mart improved its income
consistently through the years. One company was even able to gain a 15% increase consistently
for three (3) years. Thus, if I relate it to the 23rd, I believe that positioning is key to a firm’s
fir
success especially if such positioning is in sync with its intended market. Wal-Mart
Wal
is able to
reach its status now because it was able to position itself into what their customers and market
wanted them to be selectively, and quite frankly, it works.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “24. Bombastic boasts
boasts—"We
"We are positioned to become the
preeminent provider of XYZ"—do
do not constitute a position. “

I’ve read about this cool product called Invisible Shield that boasts of having a special
type of film used to protect the blades of the military’s helicopters that can be installed to your
cellular phone or your music player. Nothing wrong really, and the concept is really cool – only
until I learned about another product called BodyGuardz that boasts of the sa
same
me protection but
is used on automotive instead of the military. Price is pretty much the same, and if I were to
look at it, so is their market and their claim that they are the sole provider of such kind of
product.
The question then of course: What’s th
the
e difference of the former’s product with that of
the latter? What’s better for a budget
budget-conscious
conscious customer and what’s better for a luxuryluxury
getter? It doesn’t make sense because either of the two can get it, compare it later on, and
soon enough find out thatt both products are the same. Talk about being preeminent provider
now huh?
The reason perhaps as to why the 24th states that such does not constitute a position is
because it just doesn’t. It doesn’t tell your intended market, it doesn’t say who you cater
cate to, it
just says what product you do – and that’s simply it. And, if we were to base it with the 23rd, as
Winning at Retail states, companies like these are doomed to fail.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “25. Companies need to come down from their Ivory Towers
Tow and talk
to the people with whom they hope to create relationships. “

In the book Getting Real by the 37Signals, a citation was stated about how the authors,
as a team, when projects began piling up on them, began hiding from their customers by letting
letti
their Public Relations do the job of talking to their customers for them, which even reached the
point when their customers just had to say, “You guys just disappeared.” It defeated their
purpose of being in the first place, which was to be able to inte
interact
ract with their customers
personally.

Businesses have created their own reasons to create departments that directly address
customer concerns that are in fact just as useless as the company’s brochure. Failure to realize
the importance of customer loyalt
loyaltyy through good customer relations is a loss no firm can afford
in these trying times. Lexmark, a computer printer manufacturer, was on top of its league when
it first started. It lost its fair share of the market when it soon pulled
pulled-out
out its user-friendly
user
printers
rinters and replaced it with printers with ink cartridge chips that prevents the maximization of
the cartridge contents as the chips inaccurately indicates an empty ink even if there are still
plenty left. Soon, competitors such as Epson and Hewlett Packar
Packard
d followed, but the impact on
Lexmark has been significant especially on sales. Consistently losing profits since 1998, it now
pulled out its local support and service centers and ultimately reduced communications with its
market by doing so.

Lexmark’s hard-headedness
headedness continues even up to now, with EE-mail
mail support filled with
auto-replies and unmanned E-mail
mail servers. Until Lexmark learns to talk to its market, it will
remain the same small-player
player it currently is.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “26. Public Rel
Relations
ations does not relate to the public. Companies are
deeply afraid of their markets. “

True, public relations does not relate to the public. Such can even be seen on our
Government. Look at the positions such as House Speaker, Presidential Press Relations Officer,
and all the rest of the Press Relation roles available for the taking. It’s not really to answer the
people, it’s meant more on being able to divert concerns from anomalies to other goodgood
sounding projects.

I remember the movie “Man of the Year”
Year”,, where a software firm responsible for the
Presidential voting system had its Software Tester discover a glitch in the system that may
generate discrepancies with the number of votes of each candidates. Fearing that the woman
(the Software Tester) will leak
ak the glitch to the public, the firm drugged her to set her up. After
drugging her, the firm made a press release telling the possibility that the woman is delusional
and may state facts that are rather absurd and far from the firm’s caliber. The movie is a plug
by the way.

In the end, we have to say that the company made such desperate measures in the
expectance of the risk that its credibility may be compromised to its market. Such would not be
feasible and therefore at all costs, the firm had to do so
something
mething about it. Their fear of letting
their markets know of their defect is wrong – their markets have the right to know the firm’s
weakness and be able to gauge the firm’s competency and transparency through such, which
enables people to understand rath
rather than judge the firm.

True, these are trying times for any business to operate, but never should it be a reason
to sink low enough to let public relations tell success stories when there are in fact tons of
liabilities lurking beneath the company.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “27. By speaking in language that is distant, uninviting, arrogant, they
build walls to keep markets at bay.“

It is quite impressive to see that Apple Products are still selling like hotcakes here in the
country given that it will take months before products can be serviced considering that its
products have to be shipped abroad for servicing should there be problems beyond its normal
operation. Not to mention – even the MacBook Air is subject to this. When a press forum
participantt asked about when service parts and service repairs will be available locally, the
representative of Apple discussed the implications of doing so instead, rather than answering
the simple question of “When?” Oh, and he went further on with saying “shipping
“shippin times,
courier capabilities” and all the fancy details of, well when summarized, just says “Sorry we’re
not interested in providing that locally.”

In courier services as well, go to LBC, and they ask you to pack your parcel, wrap it in
plywood, wrap it some more, oh not to mention the technical terms they have to keep on
telling you as they’re afraid that your package may be damaged en route if it’s not wrapped too
well. Great. Go to Air21 and they give LBC a run for their money, they wrap your parcel for
f you,
ensure it gets to its destination in one piece, and the service is cheap too. Convenience in terms
of location is there for LBC, but if they keep on ordering customers around as if customers are
their employees just to have their items shipped, no wonder why a lot of other courier services
have sprouted out – they just failed miserable in delivering the most important part – customer
satisfaction. And I believe that’s what other companies fail to consider as well.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “28. Most
st marketing programs are based on the fear that the market
might see what's really going on inside the company.”

When Meralco Inc. was in the hot seat because of its System Loss inquiry from our
beloved government, series of marketing campaigns, from Ne
Newspaper
wspaper Advertisement to
Television Commercials were published and shown to the public. It’s failure to justify the
charges questioned upon them generated calls for the current board to step down, but
nevertheless, let’s just assume that they were good in maneuvering the market.

Currently, the usual ningas
ningas-kugon has fallen in the case, but nevertheless, it was a good
example of the way companies use marketing programs to hide their failures and mischief to its
market. This damages market relations and tru
trust,
st, and furthermore reduces the desire to further
participate with the business. It is saddening that the local environment in itself could show
much of the topic at hand, and beyond it are the anomalies that lie beneath not only the
private sectors, but also
lso with the government sector.

I believe that marketing should be used to gain trust rather than suspicions. Kia, for
example, has done so by admitting through their marketing campaign of their failure in the
past, but their indication of commitment for quality in their rebirth is something not all
companies could do, but should do for the sake of their market, the people, us.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “29. Elvis said it best: "We can't go on together with suspicious
minds.”

I remember an article abo
about
ut a family whose parents divorced on one common thing:
husband lied to wife. The man had spent efforts to try and keep things back together, until
there came a point in time when the husband just felt as if his efforts, after time and time of
trying to patch
tch things up, seemed to go nowhere. His wife just can’t seem to avoid doubting his
words whenever he excuses on weekends that his boss wants him to go attend a seminar or
two. The post-mortem
mortem of course is a tragic end. Nothing like the usual fairy tales and
a love flicks
that you see couples getting back together after a misunderstanding or two now is it?

If I were to relate that to companies and its customers, the circumstance is pretty much
the same. Company A is dubious if Customer B can really afford ttheir
heir product or is just bugging
them by asking several questions that seems to be taking their time, while on the other hand,
Customer B is also dubious if Company A is really selling the real deal or just some whacked up
product selling like hotcakes simp
simply
ly because of marketing. The result is pretty obvious,
Company A can’t capitalize on the possibility that Customer B is actually a sure buyer, while
Customer B can’t capitalize on the possibility that the product sold by Company A is actually
bang-for-the-buck – thus, no one earns, and no one buys.

I suppose it’s not just a matter of being able to sell and at the same time not a matter of
being able to buy. Conversations don’t start with corporations, nor does it start with its
customers – it has to start from both sides.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “30. Brand loyalty is the corporate version of going steady, but the
breakup is inevitable—and
and coming fast. Because they are networked, smart markets are able
to renegotiate relationships with blinding speed. ”
I remember when Nokia was selling their cellular phones in the country like pancakes. It
was just their 5110 model back then, and they pretty much gained the Philippine market due to
the ease of use of their phone’s unit and the screen size was tolerable, something its
competitors back then just can’t se
seem
em to get the proper mix of. But, that was a decade ago,
when people assumed that SMS graphics was all that mattered in a phone and being able to put
standby logos was a plus.
These days, a lot of phones have branched out from different manufacturers, one
offering feature A to M, another offering some of features A to M and feature X, and so on.
Based from experience, I was an avid Sony Ericsson on the fact that not too plenty a people
uses Sony Ericsson, and the features and UI are pretty much at par, if not better than Nokia.
Eventually, after the end of their K
K-series and the introduction of the C-Series
Series (simply changed
Kamera, the German word for Camera, to English), features pretty much were too separated
between two phones. The lower
lower-end one has 2 megapixels
apixels less its camera but has GPS, while
the high-end
end one has 2 megapixels more, but lacks GPS functionality. Given that I want both,
Sony Ericsson then is off the list. After some search over the net, and I end up getting and going
back to Nokia.
Brand loyalty does not really apply anymore these days for the informed ones. Only
those who loves to brag about a million
million-dollar
dollar tin can are losers to the view of those who own a
thousand-dollar
dollar widescreen LCD screen. Who cares if it’s a Mac? Networked markets
market know it’s
overpriced. You can buy a laptop at half the price with double the performance and features.
While my statements here would be highly subjective, I’d just have to believe that at least 1%
of the world thinks similarly to me that overpriced prod
products versus feature-rich
rich products and
the winner obviously is the latter!
These are times when competition is stiff for businesses, but never is it acceptable to
use branding as means to overprice a product. This is the reason as to why off-the-mill
off
companies
nies can easily ransack these overpriced goods is because they know Cost Leadership as a
Competitive Advantage and that they know for the least that most people who cares for their
money would prefer to buy their product as opposed to an overpriced one, considering
co
that
quality is equal.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “31. Networked markets can change suppliers overnight. Networked
knowledge workers can change employers over lunch. Your own "downsizing initiatives"
taught us to ask the question: "Loyalty? What'
What's that?”

I ordered a touch-screen
screen LCD at eBay before for a projector project. After 5 days of
operation, the LCD produced plenty of hot and dead pixels and I had no choice but to bring it
back to the seller. The unfortunate part here though is that I had to pay for the item to be
shipped back to the supplier (and to my surprise – it’s headed to China). As if adding insult to
injury, when the item arrived to China, the supplier sent me an image showing how cracked and
damaged my LCD went. And worst, they jjust
ust issued a $5 refund for my next purchase! Jeez! Talk
about warranty at its finest! Not to mention, it was their courier of choice that I shipped the
item from. Charging to experience, I asked over the internet of a good place to buy these touchtouch
screen LCD’s,
CD’s, and through diyprojector.com, I was able to learn that ChinaVasion offers just
what I need – 1-year
year warranty, shipping due to warranty claims is free of charge, and best of it
all – the feature of the touch-screen
screen LCD I got from them was far better tthan
han the one I got off
eBay. The fact that the internet enabled me to find a better supplier is proof of how the
internet can help make us happy in one way or another.

While I have no personal experience with Company Loyalty, all I can say I suppose is
that,
at, if you’re a good performing employee, you wouldn’t have to bid goodbye after a company
downsizes. I believe in this day and age, there are reasons as to why loyalty still counts.
Employees that leave their companies in a yearly basis lacks progress, an
and
d their shifts from one
company to another causes their resume to be placed on the reserve list more than those who
stayed at least five (5) years per company. It’s not as if I’m to contradict this number, but unless
the employment part is just relating to robot-speaking
speaking companies which is the root cause as to
why employees leave, then I would have to still disagree. Loyalty is loyalty, and I believe that
through loyalty, a business can create a family within it, and through that family can the
business learn
rn to speak human with its market.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “32. Smart markets will find suppliers who speak their own language.”

When I mentioned about my touch
touch-screen
screen dilemma in the previous number, I suppose it
can be related to this number as well. I mean, the one I met in eBay just didn’t speak to me in a
human way, all it said was that it’s cheap, not informing me of the hassle of having to ship it if
ever warranty claims arise. But the one who posted in diyprojector.com representing the
Chinese
ese company I bought my replacement unit from definitely didn’t do the same thing the
eBay guy did. He really stated everything to me, and it pretty much ended in an informed sale,
which is something I value after that incident with the previous seller.

The fact of the matter is, when people speak, you want them to speak out words that
you agree with. Same with suppliers, you want that guarantee that they speak out the truth,
something you’d love as a customer to hear from your supplier. Companies never learn
l
this,
they just try to hire Public Relations and Marketing Staffs just to bug their customers and simply
make them leave rather than stay. Good conversations come from honest voices, and a
company unable to show an honest voice is a turn
turn-off for customers
mers only wanting the truth and
nothing but the truth.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “33. Learning to speak with a human voice is not a parlor trick. It can't
be "picked up" at some tony conference.”

Just a week ago, I applied for another landline from Ba
BayanTel
yanTel for travel purposes. Having
their bulky model with me while on the go just really doesn’t fit me and portability, so I
subscribed to another line with a landline the size of a mobile phone.

What’s funny is that on the day I expected my unit to be delivered, a representative
from PLDT came. Talk about timing! He really pretty much approached me upfront, introduced
their new wireless landline product, did his talk, and well, yep, pretty much after five (5)
minutes, he’s off. Seriously, he never ringe
ringed
d a bell inside my eardrums. The usual sales talk, “Sir
if you subscribe to us, we can have this and that” and all the promises you can think about. I
just can’t get why they can’t introduce a product as if they are just sharing their experience on
how convenient
venient their product really is. I think the same burden is carried by several Medical
Representatives out there. Imagine promoting a medicine they haven’t even personally tested!

The reason why the human voice can’t just simply be picked up is because it’s that
authentic that you don’t even need security measures to protect it. It doesn’t come out from
logic-formulated
formulated speech recognition systems or biometric stress analyzer, it just comes out like
air, naturally. Companies that can’t figure this out jus
justt can’t start learning in the first place.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “34. To speak with a human voice, companies must share the concerns
of their communities.”

The first thought that came to mind in this number is Lamoiyan Corp., aka the producer
of Hapee Toothpaste. With respect to the company, they pretty much are community movers in
a sense that they help the hearing
hearing-impaired
impaired people of the society to be able to work and earn
for a living. These people are generally deprived of a lot of employment o
opportunities
pportunities in a way
that they’re as if being discriminated by companies for their handicap, yet Lamoiyan was able to
find a way to support its community by supporting these people.

The greatness of a company lies with the greatness of its people. People
Peopl working in
Lamoiyan are meek and humble, but they’re able to live decent lives, earn for a living, and
support their families regardless of the difficulties they encounter in life because of their
inability to hear, thanks to how Lamoiyan supports them aall throughout.

Companies can share the concerns of their communities in so many ways. Lamoiyan
found the concern of the hearing
hearing-impaired,
impaired, how much more can the others find the concerns of
the mute and the blind? How much more can they find house
house-building projects, charity, and all
the rest of the community concerns in the world today that the fortunate ones, like companies,
can help mold and serve as a catalyst for everyone. Time to touch these communities is now, no
sooner no later, it begins now.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “35. But first, they must belong to a community.”

It’s quite ironic to see companies sponsoring community events such as tree-planting,
tree
blood donation drives, concerts, graduation ceremonies, and even sports activities. The reason
being is they pretty much sponsored that event either because a son or daughter participating
in the event has their parents working for that sponsoring company OR because they just would
want to have a banner advertising their brand. While the money paid for sponsorship can help
that event, it isn’t something you can call a move to be part of a community.

Lamoiyan Corp’s commitment to the community is something we can consider as longlong
term, as their employees, hearing
hearing-impaired people, can get to live a decent
ecent life and earn
decently as well. This sponsor and run
run-off-the-mill
mill sponsorship is something for from what
Lamoiyan committed themselves, and it will take time for companies to catch up to the
commitment Lamoiyan has taken for the community that not on
only
ly serves as their employees,
but also as talented individuals that can help the company progress hand
hand-in-hand
hand with them in
the good times, and through the bad.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “36.. Companies must ask themselves where their corporate cultures
end.”

Going back to how companies refuse to open their doors to their market, we can
practically relate it to how culture’s developed. I mean, where did it start in the first place?
Patronizing foreign brands definitely isn’t individualistic, it’s a culture – something we’ve
transferred from generations to generations. But, in the end, one way or another, we have to
realize that it’s just wrong and when that time comes, it’s either it’s too late or that it would
never even happen at all.

oes with companies, they of course did not just make the idea of closed-door
closed
The same goes
policies company by company. It started from one generation to another, even if it’s just a
mere artificial being brought about by law. The sad fact though is that, same as us, they
th learn
that such closed-door
door policy is wrong is either when it’s too late or that the company dies
without even realizing it.

The problem really is endemic in nature. But if there is a political will, not really on the
nationalistic level, but even just
st on the corporate level, these companies can make that change.
They can learn and realize that they need to open up. The truth of the matter is, it is indeed
difficult to change even for a single person, but the needed change by one, is benefited by
many,, and if one company can initiate that, and all will follow, that’s what’s most likely to
happen.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “37.. If their cultures end before the community begins, they will have
no market.”

It’s saddening that in a boy
boy-girl relationship
hip when the boy failed to realized his true
feelings for the girl and when he realized it, it was just simply too late as the girl has already
moved on. Same with everything else, there are just times that we realize things too late that
we can’t anything anymore to get things right or to get things back. It’s a dreary cycle, as we
grow older, some of us learn, while some… never.

The same thing with what this number states – if companies learn to start opening up
when their markets have already long
long-over
ver being fans of them, the companies lose. What’s the
sense of opening up when no one else is interested anymore? The same is happening with CDRCDR
King these days. Before, price was the standing point. Everyone was buying from them because
it’s cheap – and that’s all that matters. But now what? The quality of their products have
significantly decreased, and with the increase of their lineup, some just can’t be well observed
in terms of quality checking. And when something doesn’t work, where do customers go? Their
salesladies are not even that friendly enough to entertain you for a claim.

The reason why customers start leaving them and go for the real deals, quality products
from quality brands – and of course, good old CDR
CDR-King
King sure didn’t want everyone to
t go, so
they started a website, but it’s oh too late now is it? And as if adding insult to injury, they
provided a customer service center that replies a month too late. Sigh, and to think they’re
doing something.

By the time CDR-King
King learns, everyone has also already learned. Where’s their market?
Somewhere else, definitely no longer them.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “38.. Human communities are based on discourse
discourse—on
on human speech
about human concerns.”

Let’s face it – when we blog, when we write, when we make things, what drives us?
What’s our first thought? Problems! Problems! Problems! No one can deny it, and definitely no
one can disagree with that. In a day, yeah, someone can be the happiest guy or girl, but within
that day, it’s simply impossible
ble that there’s not even one moment when something silly
happened, or worst – something wrong. Am I right? Of course even just this once, make me
right even just this teeny-weeny
weeny once!

Bottom-line – that’s just about it. That’s why human communities are
ar based on
discourse. Go into a forum, what do you see? People asking for help, advices, comments,
recommendations, almost anything out of the blue that needs help, an opinion, what have you!
That’s what human communities are made of really whether we like to accept the fact or not.
Even this course is based on discourse – IT is based from human discourse – to provide human
solutions!

That is something that companies don’t get because they simply don’t listen to these
discourse. They keep a blind eye on each and every one of our complaints and keep selling
products that they assumed is what we need yet we don’t. We need them to listen, and that’s
it!
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “39. The community of discourse is the market.”

As mentioned in the previou
previouss number, when we post about anything, or write about
anything – the first that comes to mind are problems. Those in the corporate world, the
company even, knows these discourses, but instead of minding them and taking them by heart,
they ignore just to save
ve costs per se.

The reality bites in a sense that corporations assume that the solutions they provide
actually have a discourse to address, where in fact it doesn’t. Go at the Home TV Shopping
Network, you see tons of fat eliminators, stress relievers, but does it even deliver? Sure they
deliver by hearing customers complain after purchase, but is that their intention?

The failure of companies to address the real discourse of the community is still a
continuous trend, and until they find means on to how to really deliver to this communities can
they only find the real purpose of what their products are really made of.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “40. Companies that do not belong to a community of discourse will
die.”

This number is highly redundant of number thirty
thirty-seven
seven (37), which states that “If
“ their
cultures end before the community begins, they will have no market.” Fact is that prevention is
better than cure, and if companies could address our discourse before we learn to solve the
discourse
iscourse on our own or avert our discourse by avoiding them, which is saddening but hey,
companies aren’t doing anything about it so it’s not like we have any other options right?

Once companies make that change, just as when our Government changes with all of
the anomalies visible to our naked eyes through the media, we can develop a community
where we can freely interact with companies and where companies can benefit by this
interaction and produce solutions and products that are really helpful for ever
everyone.
yone.

When that happens, it’s not just a better place, but a peaceful place between markets
and corporations.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “41. Companies make a religion of security, but this is largely a red
herring. Most are protecting less against competitors than against their own market and
workforce.”

Cola released their Minute Maid brand with an orange juice with real
Just recently, Coca-Cola
pulp extracts as its marketing edge. And, recently as well, Tropicana Twister also came up with
the same product, and oh yeah, with real pulp extracts as well. You see, companies like these
are at times stupid because they actually assume that company x or company y does not have a
lab to actually analyze their product and use it against them. Ironic isn’t it
it?

But, when you go and read a review online about a laptop of let’s say Dell, and how one
customer found how easy it was to hack it and install a Macintosh Operating System (OS) with
it, do they even mind? I don’t think so. Yet, look at it, who are the rreal
eal threats to Dell? Is it that
man who hacked his laptop and installed a Macintosh OS, or is it another company that copied
the reference design of their laptop, violating their intellectual property rights in the process,
and boast about the fact that their
eir product is far superior than theirs?

Seriously, this is why we call it red herring. They assume no one knows, and when one
knows, they pretend they still don’t know. In the process, they either destroy their image by
letting others use their own pro
products
ducts against them, or they simply let them get a run of their
own money. When will these companies learn?
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “42. As with networked markets, people are also talking to each other
directly inside the company—and
and not just about rul
rules
es and regulations, boardroom directives,
bottom lines.”

There are instances when companies give their products to their employees during
Christmas Parties as giveaways, or brushes off their equipments for bidding. The fact is, when
employees receive these
ese gifts or buys the equipment, even as employees, they do talk about
how the gift went – was it useful? Where did they trade it off? Was it a problem to have? Etc.

All the questions mentioned above, inquiries between fellow employees, and opinions,
weree brought about from what? Human discourse where else. Companies seem to be so blind
in a way that even their own employees have discourses that they could use to make their
products deliver solutions yet they fail to be able to figure that basic fact out – that human
discourse is actually the reason as to why they were incorporated in the first place.

I think the absurdity is too simple that the companies who search for complexities lose
their integrity rather than earn based on addressing human necessities. Companies should have
to realize now, it can’t be any minute later.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “43. Such conversations are taking place today on corporate intranets.
But only when the conditions are right.”

As mentioned in number forty-two
two (42), people within companies also talk about the
company, their products, equipments, and so on and so forth. These conversations can also
happen in a forum, on the web, or if the company so restricts, the local intranet.

The reason perhaps that
at in this number, “when the conditions are right” is added as a
pre-condition
condition is because of how the company of course limits the intranet itself. People trying
to send a message over the intranet and eventually just be amazed that their message has not
been
en received because the company’s server filtered the message, such does not produce
conversations. It simply produces more securities, barriers, and closed doors to both employees
and the company.

Such can be said as well to our school’s intranet. The ssecurities
ecurities are so stiff that it at
times prevents you to communicate to your friends, families, and colleagues, using their
wireless services. Companies should know when security is really needed or mere
exaggerations of one person in the firm who thinks a student would leak their accounts to this
outside world.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “44. Companies typically install intranets top
top-down
down to distribute HR
policies and other corporate information that workers are doing their best to ignore.”

It is indeed quite irritating that when you go to your workstation and login to your
account, the first thing that loads on your display is a long list of rules and regulations that you
have to follow while you’re using your workstation. Having that in our school is already
a
irritating for a fact that it demeans the purpose of computer lab assistants on standby in front
of the room, but how much more in the corporate world?

The reason why no one cares with the set regulations anymore is because they insist it
too much. If granted, someone could even shout out “we know alright?!” and have everyone
staring at him while the laboratory assistant is in awe as to why he even shouted.

I believe that companies need to liberate their intranet the same way the military
liberated
erated the internet for the benefit of everyone else. The world is already far from the
Industry Era where workers would have to be locked up in the manufacturing area just to be
able to assure their loyalty to the firm – thus the reason as to why companiess need to open up.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “45. Intranets naturally tend to route around boredom. The best are
built bottom-up
up by engaged individuals cooperating to construct something far more
valuable: an intra-networked
networked corporate conversation.”

As mentioned in the start of this thesis, “Markets are conversations.” Markets are built
on discourse, the very discourse that companies though they’ve sworn to address into. If we
look into how companies go, bottom
bottom-up
up they do route around boredom. It’s quite
qu a miracle to
see that someone would actually build an intranet that would enable employees to chat and
converse with each other without the fear of having infractions based on the messages they
send to each other.

The most important part in human lif
life
e is to be able to converse, failure to do so
increases our serotonins that cause extreme sadness (medical
(medical-wise
wise that is). Corporations even,
by law, are considered as artificial beings, and its interaction to the public is something brought
about by human interactions as well. If they cut the main vessel that creates how they
converse, then how could they even learn in the first place?

To see these companies learn to make intra
intra-networked
networked corporate conversations is a
dream – but can be imagined when people within them have the enabler to communicate in
the first place.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “46. A healthy intranet organizes workers in many meanings of the
word. Its effect is more radical than the agenda of any union. “

When one creates a blog, articles are organized in a way that it just has to be organized.
Articles dated a month ago are categorized with the name of that month those articles are then
sorted by the dates they’re posted, and so one. In short, there’s an order in what we blog. The
web was designed that way, hyperlinked per se. This hyperlinking brings about a sense of
organization of how websites are brought up from top to bottom, and allows users to have that
feel of endless capabilities per click.

An intranet, on the other hand
hand,, is supposed to be that way. Each thought of every
employee is shared and with each thoughts, they’re united. Watch unions go on strike, they go
years and years on strike, but what happens? Nothing. Because as the thesis goes, there is no
longer niche oncee there’s no longer a discourse. What will these people on strike adhere to?
Who will hear them if the company already closed?

Through intranets, employees can voice out provided that the circumstance allows. This
voice can be listened to by the company before it turns out for the worst. Companies should be
able to see the rationale behind it and learn.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “47. While this scares companies witless, they also depend heavily on
open intranets to generate and share critical knowledge. They need to resist the urge to
"improve" or control these networked conversations. “

It’s quite ironic that as the saying goes, “the thing you need most is the thing you don’t
mind the most.” This is what this number perhaps intends to say: that companies rely on ideas
brought about by their employees to create their products yet they restrict such ideas from
coming by “improving” and controlling their means of communications.

Everyone has the right to freedom of speech – and no one, more so an artificial being,
can deprive anyone of such right. Companies should be aware of such and learn that their
witless ways of limiting people is as if the same way a significant other limits his or her other
half just because of his or her insecurities.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “48. When corporate intranets are not constrained by fear and
legalistic rules, the type of conversation they encourage sounds remarkably like the
conversation of the networked marketplace. “

Before I go upon this number, iitt is quite remarkable to go back to the previous numbers
that dictates about how these conversations in the marketplace sounds. Based from the book,
these conversations are not onto sales, onto marketing, or anything of that type – simply
conversations in the market were the mere exchange of knowledge and ideas, on how
customers learn and would like to listen to every merchant’s story behind their items,
themselves even.

Then, as we go back to the 95 thesis, this conversation is better explained as having its
roots from human discourse, which is as stated before as true since when we write or speak
about anything that we just simply want to put out in the open, the first thing that comes to
mind to share about is our discourse – our problems per se.

This is what can become of the intranet of different companies all over the world if
they’d so allow. How can they minimize discrimination even before their products are released?
By relying on their own employees to discriminate it in the first place of cours
course!
e! Imagine this, a
product was first introduced to the company’s core instead of in the public. Then after the
introduction, employees quickly went on their intranet and said what they wanted to say about
the product. Companies can then maximize on those w
words – those voices! To address main
concerns with the product by their own people, it can pretty much get a good acceptance
speech when it goes public.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “49. Org charts worked in an older economy where plans could be fully
understood from atop steep management pyramids and detailed work orders could be
handed down from on high.“

I remember a good old friend who used to be a critic of our batch’s President. Once,
there was a project made by this president boasting of a ba
bash
sh party that is so grand that he
can’t even figure out where to even begin things with. So, as the good old way does it, he
simply delegated it to his fellow officers, and being on the top of everyone else, it was as easy
as that. Unfortunate for my good old friend as he’s the Press Relations Officer (PRO), who did
much of the coordination and advertising campaigns. Oh how I loved it when he said “ba’t
“
di
kaya siya mag-ayos?!”” to the whole class with the President right behind him.

I guess pretty much is the same with companies. The top executive managers do the
planning, and no matter how complicated their plans are, bottom
bottom-level
level players do much of the
actual work that came from Starbuck’s napkins that executives used to write their plans on. This
is whatt happened in the Philippine Automotive Industry. Each time executives plan for a new
automobile design, the builders instantaneously complain. “The curves are too much, our
machines can’t do that”, “It’s too complicated”, “Where do we get the funds to start
sta this up?”
and the list goes on. Problem is, instead of consulting those who are directly responsible for
building their products, who by the way are the ones also experienced in making the previous
ones, these top executives instead believes on challeng
challenging
ing these builders, even to the point
when equipment capacity, which is out of their control, is even dared to be pushed to the limit.

The point is, it’s not really a matter of where you are positioned these days – it’s more
of how experienced you are is what really counts in the trying economy that we have today.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “50. Today, the org chart is hyperlinked, not hierarchical. Respect for
hands-on
on knowledge wins over respect for abstract authority.“

Let’s put it this way – Bill Gates did not finish his Harvard education, but he’s one of the
richest person in the world. Manny Pacquiao, in our local setting, did not even finish High
School, but he’s one of the richest man in the country. These people were not able to get there
if they did not have the most important part of life – experience.

What’s saddening these days is that our school drop
drop-outs
outs are not all given the chance to
be able to show their talent regardless of their lack of formal academic achievements. I mean,
you
u can go to an automotive shop and be amazed that your non
non-working
working window is fixed in less
than an hour, and yet when you asked who did it, it’s just a commoner who learned his
experience from his father and his father’s father – who all were not blessed with
w
formal
academic achievements the same as he is. Yet, if this man is given the same chance as Bill Gates
or Manny Pacquiao had, he could use it to start his own business, succeed, excel, and be big.

Such things are what companies should be aware of. IIntellectually,
ntellectually, yes, not one man is
equal to another – but it does not prove that the more intellectual one has actually the balls to
prove that the theory he knows actually work, while the one less intellectual can actually build
the product written on the former’s theory in no time. The disparity is there yet companies
don’t seem to mind that they do indeed can be at times better off with those that have
experienced than those who love to pretend to know
know-it-all
all yet can’t even deliver a single
product for the
he sake of his own company.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “51. Command
Command-and-control
control management styles both derive from and
reinforce bureaucracy, power tripping and an overall culture of paranoia. “

nto Construction Agencies bidding
This number can be well--attributed to politics. Going into
for Government infrastructure projects, whenever they quote or estimate costs for a project
they’re bidding for, why do they have to add “contingency costs” to their estimates? Why are
there under-the-table
table transactions go
going
ing about with the bidder and the company? Assurance
for a sure project – or simply the fear of losing the bid for one party and the fear of being
caught on tape on the other party who is actually just tasked by the municipal councilor to
collect these “under-the-table”
table” payments? Such is the exact illustration of what command-andcommand
control brings not only to management and its employees, but also to the stakeholders directly
affected by the actions brought about by the company.

Work into any company and find that some management executive loves their job
because it’s too redundant, or because they can easily order anyone below them whenever
they desire, and so on. Its sheer power tripping, yet no one seems to care.

The introduction of a hyperlinked mode
modell that deprives the hierarchy to do power
tripping and deliver paranoia to everyone is radical as it demeans the purpose of abstract
authorities – it allows everyone to reduce the formalities and work hand
hand-in
in-hand to deliver
what the company needs = output
output,, feedbacks, ideas, critical knowledge. It’s pretty good for a
model that’s not so highly accepted by most now is it?
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “52. Paranoia kills conversation. That's its point. But lack of open
conversation kills companies. “

As mentioned in previous numbers, if companies’ corporate cultures end before their
communities begin, then they have no market. Such is the purpose of having conversations
within the company that converses with the conversations brought about by its market as
a well.
When fear is put out from hierarchy, companies can prevent themselves from losing their
market.

The reason being is because companies, as the book states, close their doors to its
market simply because of the fear that some of their market may ac
actually
tually steal from them –
which is brought about by the paranoia they have towards their own market. This paranoia, if
they themselves allow to develop further, will also improve the barriers they have set for their
own company to prevent their market from telling them what to do and in doing so help them.
The end result is saddening as it kills the company itself because they no longer are able to
develop products that are actually for its market, rather they develop products based on their
guesses, which results
esults to risks that can neither be mitigated or avoided, but can just be merely
accepted, and when the product fails, here comes power tripping people scaring everyone out
that if the losses are not recovered, they’re fired.

Such practice should be changed, and a hyperlinked model is a solution of choice for this
one.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “53. There are two conversations going on. One inside the company.
One with the market. “

It would be nice to see two people conversing with each other right? I mean, what more
if one represents the company, while the other represents the market? Yet when you see them
talk, it’s as if the talk is simply casual, no accusations, no presumptions, just plain conversation
– about life, about needs, about probl
problems,
ems, and so on. The dynamism develops something –
radical in a way that there are no barriers between them, and sensual as both learns from one
another.

With the current setting, intranets are where employees talk to one another (assuming
that their companies
anies allow that is), while the internet is where the market converses. To look at
it, there is a barrier, and its limits are the walls barring the internet from reaching the
company’s intranet.

I mean, let’s assume that the company already allowed its eemployees
mployees to converse in the
intranet, and the market also converses. Of course the company now benefits from the fact
that these employees can finally provide them with open opinions for product development
based on their own experiences and discourse, but one half of the formula is still amiss, and
that’s the fact that these corporate employees are speaking just on their own, and are unable
to represent the voices of those they know are in the market, and can also provide the same
honest opinions that the company would need to take a look at and consider the weight of
such. Things need to open up, seriously.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “54. In most cases, neither conversation is going very well. Almost
invariably, the cause of failure can be traced to obsolete notions of command and control. “

As we go to our roots, when our parents fight, why does the fight continue? It’s not
because one just wants to simply continue fighting with the other, that’s absurdity at its finest.
The fight continues because one’s voice cannot be heard by the other, and same goes on the
other end. There seems to be a barrier, and of course this barrier isn’t company and market
type of thing, it’s a barrier that prevents the conversation from being understood. In this case,
c
it’s command-and-control.
control. The father knows he’s the top
top-most
most authority, and his ego can’t
accept the fact that someone below him is actually contesting that authority. The mother also
feels she’s on top, thus not being able to also accept the fact tha
thatt her man is contesting her
authority, the fight goes on.

If we try to attribute that to a company’s employees and its market, same can be said.
What the employees think isn’t going well because top executives prevent them from speaking
up. On the market side, it’s not going well too because although they can speak all they want,
no one hears them. The authoritarianism of the company is what prevents these conversations
from going smoothly. Such should be long foregone, it’s time companies ennoble people to
speak and hear whenever, wherever, however.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “55. As policy, these notions are poisonous. As tools, they are broken.
Command and control are met with hostility by intranetworked knowledge workers and
generate distrust in internetworked
rnetworked markets. “

An adamant venom can sting you in a second, and a company can sting you in less than
one. The notion of command-and
and-control
control is actually a policy, a policy brought about by distrust
at that. What’s quite ironic about this is that p
policies
olicies are policies, as much as possible,
companies desire to follow all of it, yet have to break it one way or another. The question now
though is: when the hell would they break the policy of barring their doors from their market?

The number states that notions, just like policies go, are poisonous because a majority
does not agree with it. Like leeches, the few joins with the majority, and the subject has no
choice but to either shut down or let the change come tumbling in. No human prefers being
told
ld what to do as opposed to doing what they love best, thus command
command-and-control only
develops more and more reasons for people to dislike it, and create trust with those that they
were thought were enemies instead.

Soon enough, companies would have to su
suffer
ffer losses for their arrogance, and hopefully
only a few of them would suffer most, and these few be the ones who really were arrogant
enough not to hear and rather racketeer around their markets for so long.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “56. These two cconversations want to talk to each other. They are
speaking the same language. They recognize each other's voices. “

As mentioned, there are barriers that prevent us from conversing with other people.
These barriers can be of emotions, physically disabl
disable,
e, or that we just don’t want to converse.
The last one is what companies do – they just don’t like the fact of opening up while down
below their line of employees, a lot are already getting the itch of breaking lose and spreading
the virus of conversing to
o one another.

The same with the market, even only one that knocks on the company’s walls will
eventually turn into a million, and as the bible story goes, the voice of many brought down the
walls of the city – and as companies try to deny this, they pre
pretty
tty much are nearing that part.
The conversations occurring internally and within the market are like magnets, you can border
between the two channels, but they’ll still eventual attract each other and no border can stop
the field that they generate.

Such are our voices. It’s inevitable and sooner or later, companies would just have to
accept that fact and learn from it, or die being as hard
hard-headed
headed as they can ever be.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “57. Smart companies will get out of the way and help the inevitable
to happen sooner. “

Some companies can still be considered smart these days, but only a few can be named,
and you can’t actually even be sure if those few are even entirely open to their markets and to
their employees. But as I’ve mentio
mentioned
ned in the previous number, no border can prevent two
magnets from attracting each other, and soon enough walls would have to tumble to all the
people who refuse to be under a company’s command and control notion.

To say thus here that smart companies wi
willll get out of the way is to say that they’d let
such happen – they’d let conversations get through before it kills them. They’d start listening to
such voices, and compared to before, they’d appreciate and learn that these voices actually
help them help their
eir market and their people.

One word is enough for a wise man, as the famous saying goes – and companies can’t
be that dumb to refuse to hear the first time the word is mentioned and let the second time be
a death sentence. But unfortunately, they’re to
too preoccupied to even tell.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “58. If willingness to get out of the way is taken as a measure of IQ,
then very few companies have yet wised up. “

As I said, only a few has learned to know when to get out of the way of these
conversations willingly. I mean, look at CDR
CDR-King,
King, everyone is already complaining, yet they still
continue to keep on playing deaf with everyone. The employees themselves know that they
need to train with proper approaches to customers, yet no one’s speak
speaking up.

Soon enough, CDR-King
King will have to learn it the hard way, either through losses or
damages. The sad part of not listening is that damage is dealt with every time there’s a failure
to listen. People are all eager to air out their complaints, but w
what
hat is the point of opening when
all that you address it to are all but out? Change is needed for everyone to improve and learn,
and if the company is in itself the one preventing the catalyst of change to continue (that would
be the market and its employees),
es), then the more it is asking for trouble – trouble that soon
enough would be something that they can no longer contain.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “59. However subliminally at the moment, millions of people now
online perceive companies as little more than quaint legal fictions that are actively
preventing these conversations from intersecting. “

After all the talks about prevention to communicate, I guess one has been forgotten, if
companies refuse to let people’s voices get through, it’s not just it’s either they incur damages
or simply die, it may also be that they’d be ignored instead. Corporate image is simply
becoming a thing of the past.

Today, Netizens are not just mere netizens, we’re a population! And after all the
evolution, what aree companies now? Still just companies. They are pretty much limited by law,
being that they are artificial. People can ignore and look at how small companies are because
they can actually do so. An employee refusing to follow company policy may be considered
consider as
absurd by the company, but considered a martyr in the internet world.

Companies should not only be smart, they should also be in the know. Start by putting
down their policies, start by changing their notions, and they improve just as netizens did.
Nothing in life is permanent but change, so they better follow suit.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “60. This is suicidal. Markets want to talk to companies. “

No matter how companies deny it, their customer complaints – whether shallow or not
– are their
heir customers’ way of having conversations with companies they know can make a
difference if they just simply listen. Markets don’t want them to die just because they wouldn’t
listen now would they? Markets won’t even talk to them if that actually was the intention
behind the talking.

The fact is, markets lose their confidence in companies because companies fail to listen
and that’s about it. Markets start to ignore them because they’re the ones giving them the
reason to ignore them in the first place. The reason why such is suicidal because companies are
forced to die if they let this continue – they need a market to propel in the industry, and
without an industry, more so a market, where would they be? They’d be nothing.

The world provides so many op
options
tions for these companies to begin their business with –
but before they look at the world, they have to look at themselves, see what they have missing,
and learn and address to whatever needs they badly need to have so as to be able to create an
interaction
on not only to themselves – but to their very markets as well.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “61. Sadly, the part of the company a networked market wants to talk
to is usually hidden behind a smokescreen of hucksterism, of language that rings false—and
false
often is. “

Ah! A nice number! Go call 211 on your Globe Handy phone and wait for a customer
service representative (CSR) to answer you. Say you cannot make a video call on your mobile
phone. Ah, surely they ask for a minute as they’ll “check” with the system. Give them a chance,
and after a minute, they reply telling you that, “Sir, we apologize for the inconvenience, but we
are currently having a network upgrade in your location. Please wait for 24 hours and see if
your video call works.” Great, oh but instead of waiting for a day, wait for three (3) months, and
dial the number again, oh and don’t forget – its 211! Yeah, wait again for the CSR to answer you
and indicate the same problem, oh and lo and behold, he’ll also give you the same reply he
gave you
ou three (3) months ago! Fantastic isn’t it?

With talks like that you figure out all the hucksterism and punch lines these fools do to
actually think that they’ve fooled you too. Unfortunately, we’re not that dumb in the market
side now are we?

The unfortunate part here though is that you can’t talk to anyone else in that company
except for their CSR. You want to talk to their Electronics and Communications Engineer (ECE)
or their programmers yet you can’t. Policies, policies – how ironic can it be. Hopefully these
companies finally see reality and allow people to talk to real people and not just some
employee who’s as good as an Automated Teller Machine (ATM) ready to tell you their
instructed punch lines.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “62. Markets do not want to talk to flacks and hucksters. They want to
participate in the conversations going on behind the corporate firewall. “

Remember all the previous numbers we had? Yeah, the part where it’s not just the
conversations between markets that are going on around us, there are also conversations going
around within the company itself. Those conversations are what we would like to tap into as a
market – we don’t need all the company hula that they boast in their advertisements, we just
simply want to converse with their people. Yup, forget the company, it’s their people that
counts – and what should really count in the first place.

The corporate firewall is its doors – seriously. It doesn’t let anyone that’s not listed on
their payroll list, it’s only
ly them. But consider this – what if people from the market suddenly
participates in your operations? Join in on your marketing research team? Or your product
development team? They do know what they want right? So why not let them? You don’t have
to pay them,
hem, you simply have to listen.

This is how much companies are eligible to participate in the circus, they’re too foolish
to even recognize the contributions that millions and millions of people can give them – also
known as, their own market. Tada!
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “63. De-cloaking,
cloaking, getting personal: We are those markets. We want to
talk to you. “

Wouldn’t it be nice to sit on a corporate sofa and have a nice sip of coffee while talking
to the company’s very own Chairman? Wow! That would be like dreaming now would it?
Assuming that you’re just from the market and he’s this all
all-high
high entrepreneur slash owner of
the company. But what’s the use of being able to dream of that yet when he starts yanking, all
you get are the same bull written on their product brochures, their formal “scripts for
customers” lines, and oh have I mentioned the formal accents behind the very fake guy? I don’t
think so!

Seriously, who needs to converse with a guy wearing a tux that when he goes outside,
all he looks like is the same commoner as us yet can’t talk to us just because we’re his
customers? Crap! We simply want to talk, we know what could benefit you, why don’t you talk
back?

It’s quite an endemic, no one of these punks would dare listen nor share their opinions,
even being in the top, they still believe they can’t forego with corporate policies, which in fact
they’re the ones who brought it up and can put it all away in a heartbeat. It’s about time you
read Getting Real, works wonders really.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “64. We want access to your corporate information, to your plans and
strategies, your best thinking, your genuine knowledge. We will not settle for the 4-color
4
brochure, for web sites chock-a--block
block with eye candy but lacking any substance.
substance “

When you open brochure, what does it say? Features of a product? Its highlights,
specifications that are lately becoming more and more generic (for mobile phones that is)?
Truth is, product A is similar to product B in specs, just an alteration wi
with
th the chassis, the body
perhaps, and yeah, they consider it as another product. Now does it all make sense? Not really.

But, what if you were given the chance to get to talk with the people behind those who
made those brochures? The hardware techie who brought about the idea of conceptualizing
the product itself, the marketing manager who suggested to launch it on this particular date, or
the strategist who just out of nowhere said that product A just had to be launched together
with product B? The possibilities
bilities are endless! You can actually advise on their shortcomings,
and at the same time let them justify as to why they said so. It’s not a matter of judging who’s
right or wrong, but more on letting them get the jist of what we think as their market.

Interaction is key to success to any product that aspires to deliver to its intended
market. The keyword is the key itself. If companies are unable to get that key – they fail.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “65. We're also the workers who make your companie
companiess go. We want
to talk to customers directly in our own voices, not in platitudes written into a script. “

When I was reading the cluetrain manifesto, there was a part when an employee of an
airline company that answered the complaints of many miles subscribers that were infuriated
by the service provided by the airline company. In the end, as if the company found out of such
communications, the last reply heard from the employee was so scripted that because it
indicated his inability and lack of auth
authority
ority to communicate with his company’s market, those
who he tried to calm down and became more infuriated towards the company for being too
darn restrictive to that single employee who of all their employees had the guts to even come
out and try to reply to their customers’ complaint.

That’s what this number states. You simply can’t just ask your employees to act like
robots and speak like robots toward your very own customers. It’s just like any policy that’s
rubbish enough to dictate that you’re robot infinitesimally even if you are obviously human
regardless if you’re an employee of a brute company. In the end, as previously mentioned,
companies, with their restrictions, and up dying rather than succeeding in providing products
for their customers.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “66. As markets, as workers, both of us are sick to death of getting our
information by remote control. Why do we need faceless annual reports and third-hand
third
market research studies to introduce us to each other? “

The thumbs up I can say with the speakers in HSCB’s Young Entrepreneur Awards initial
meeting at the College of St. Benilde Hotel is the fact that introductions were made not through
financial data or through surveys – it was as simple as this “I’m the owner of” and “I’m a fan of”
things like that. As the number states, who said annual reports and research studies have to be
the first to introduce us? Isn’t it better if we converse with each other? To at least get the idea
of where the person is indeed coming from? To introduce the sense of reliability, trust, and
assurance? With faceless reports, it’s as good as lacking basis.

We simply don’t need a memo thanking the employees because of a high profit earning
on the last fiscal year. We simply don’t need a televisi
television
on advertisement saying that because of
us customers, your company stays. Unless we know where that came from, or if it even came
from someone or just some sick marketing campaign, then we’re not interested. Just put this
on to your garbage bins as no one’
one’ss buying it, not your employees, and definitely not your
markets!
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “67. As markets, as workers, we wonder why you're not listening. You
seem to be speaking a different language. “

Funny that whenever you complain to a company, the usual excuse is, “Sir, we’re sorry
but that’s policy.” Oh come on, mind expanding that? I don’t even know your policy! No matter
how you try to interview, talk, or even just ask to where their product’s made of, all the reply
you could get is simply, “Sir, we’re sorry but we can’t disclose that – we can’t talk to you – oh
yeah, simply put we don’t want to talk to you.” It’s as good as them saying that anyways.

Companies are aliens in a way that it’s as if it’s them that needs to be listened to
t – well,
st
excuse me for being in the 21 Century while you’re still so dead-on
on the Industrial Revolution
era! These companies are rather foolish, they cannot have the sense or the idea that “hey, time
to change” or “hey, wake up.” They still rely on a cen
century
tury old business model that does not
properly address the needs of the world today. They become so strict that they don’t even
know if such strictness works or not.

A makeover is needed, a new language needs to be learned – and yes, companies? The
tab’s on you – and you better be making a move because neither your market nor employees
would dare wait for you. There are plenty of other companies that can replace you.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “68. The inflated self
self-important
important jargon you sling around—in
around
the press,
at your conferences—what's
what's that got to do with us? “

When companies make a press release of a corporate leak, well, let’s say the one that
happened in Tokyo’s nuclear power plant, what’s the Secretary’s “it’s not under our control
anymore” got to do with thousands of people possibly being intoxicated by the leak of these
nuclear materials? At least do something!

I don’t see the point as to why the top brass would have to be the one who needs to
make a speech when a new product launches or a new technology is harnessed or simply
there’s an event that they were invited to make a speech of – does name make value these
days? I don’t think so. Customers don’t even care if you’re so high on the organizational chart,
all we care for is that your company
ompany delivers, and while you’re doing your speech, we’re already
off looking for a company that makes sense with speech rather than just blabble about the
what-nots of life.

Conversations are a gift. You don’t simply talk to the public and assume you’re
you’r already
conversion with your alien language – it has to be real – it has to be you, yet that is something
companies can only dream of even up to now.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “69. Maybe you're impressing your investors. Maybe you're
impressing Wall Street. You're not impressing us. “

It’s funny when one local station bragged about how after their stadium incident where
thousands of elderly died because of someone shouting “hey, free money for the first x
entrants!” and creating a stampede to the point of everyone stepping on their fellow men, they
said in a public statement that they’ll be shouldering the costs of the families affected by the
incident, they sure made a corporate image to the Government that they’re doing their social
responsibilities
ies alright, but rather than talking, shouldn’t they’ve prioritized doing what they
said in the first place? Or is prioritizing the lessening of lawsuit possibilities that much more of
an importance than helping first? Because quite frankly, if I was one o
off the victim, I’d just say, “I
don’t care what you say. Just help me already!”

Companies are so fixated with their public image that in the process of trying to beautify
their image, it becomes worse. Like they said, “actions speak louder than words”, but from the
way corporations are doing it, they’re more on the words part. How ironic. No one’s impressed,
and you better be aware of it.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “70. If you don't impress us, your investors are going to take a bath.
Don't they understand
tand this? If they did, they wouldn't let you talk that way. “

I suppose this is one of those bottom
bottom-lines
lines that companies would just really have to suck
up - Their investors are as dumbfounded as they are. Seriously, going back to the previous
number, if investors of that station didn’t pull
pull-out
out after that event and that talking, it’s either
they’re not in the right mind or they’re just as nuts as those who own the station.

What’s unfortunate is that companies have their way with words, oh especially their
marketing department. They love to foolishly astound their investors, and once their investors
are so inspired by words they cannot comprehend, they’re owned – seriously owned. This
shouldn’t be so. Corporate social responsibilities need to be adhere
adhered
d to not through words, but
through actions, to deliver what they want to deliver by hand, and not by tongue.

It is quite unfortunate that such is the trend, that the rich are becoming richer due to
their lack of understanding, and their being fooled and fooled more by the source of their
investments because of the foolishness they deliberately show to everyone else.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “71. Your tired notions of "the market" make our eyes glaze over. We
don't recognize ourselves in your projections—perhaps
perhaps because we know we're already
elsewhere. “

I suppose this is what it means by, “doing everything you can to kill yourself.”
Projections indicating sales, classes, races, geographical bias, and so on, all are just notions –
lacking definitive
efinitive substance to indicate that those listed on the projections are actually us, the
real “market”, and not some fictional market brought by pen and paper just to fool themselves
(companies) of the fact that there are even actually markets based on th
the
e notions they make
for themselves.

By the time these companies realize that they’re not really connecting, conversing with
their market – that would be the time when some from within the real “market” does the job of
the company and that would also be tthe
he time when all of us have already gone to this new
company which is completely different from the companies of old (hey, they still feel they’re in
the Industrial Evolution right?) and is brought up by the actual needs, discourses, of the market
in itself.

The fact is, who even said we need the companies in the first place? We were able to
live in barter before them, so how come we’re still so reliant on the expectance that they’d
even dare change for the real social responsibility – to converse.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “72. We like this new marketplace much better. In fact, we are
creating it. “

As mentioned in the last number, if companies now can’t supply our needs and provide
solutions to our discourse, we will, eventually go and look for alternatives. What better
alternative could there be than letting us, the market, make our own company that actually
works for us? That’s pretty much – that company is from us, it’s “us” who’s creating the
company, the marketplace, that suits us, that conv
converses
erses with us, and that knows us.

Going back to centuries old, before the conquistadores went to our land, we lived on
barter – sheer barter. We learned from the Chinese who traded their products with us, and
through trades we’ve learnt of new materials, new ways to create things, insights, etc. Through
it all, the best part then was being able to talk to these foreigners with no other intent but to
trade for one simple reason – they have a need to fulfill through this trade.

Such is no longer the trend
trend,, corporations just suddenly closed up, not allowing these
conversations that allowed them to come to being in the first place. The trend is too one-sided,
one
and although the companies involved don’t give a care – we do. Because we’re the ones that
brought these
hese companies to existence in the first place, yet they’re so determined to separate
away from the needs of its creator and create its own directives that simply leads to nothing.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “73. You're invited, but it's our world. Take your shoes off at the door.
If you want to barter with us, get down off that camel! “

Perhaps the reason why corporations feel like they’re kings is because we let them in
the first place think they are actually kings from wherever they can imagine. Like they said, “a
child becomes spoiled only when the parents let him.” The point us, we, us a market of these
“kings”, one way or another gave these high
high-standing
standing fools the reason to believe they are some
rulers that can rule their market through their m
marketing
arketing notions and advertising drives.

I mean, look at it, during CAP’s introduction before (yes, it’s that Insurance Company),
many feel head-over-heels
heels with its small
small-rates
rates educational plans, pension plans, or what have
you. Yeah, everyone in the market
ket thought they were good, real good. Until all of a sudden, the
owner left and declared bankruptcy – wow! Now where did all those plans go? Gone. The
market treated it as a king, and it left the market like the markets are slaves – real slaves
deprived of their own money.

The problem is, slaves don’t stay as slaves for long – and yes, corporations aren’t saved
from the hook as well because same applies to kings. And since they’re not too nice with us,
then they better start begging because we’re all alr
already leaving.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “74. We are immune to advertising. Just forget it. “

It’s funny when companies actually assume that we start patronizing their products by
their advertising campaign. Well, yeah, for sure some of their advertising materials are catchy,
especially those shown on television – touching even. But such does not mean we patronize the
product, in fact, we just simply like the catchphrases, the jingles, the script, but the brand? That
comes last – seriously.

ame applies to salesmen in shopping malls. They’re paid by companies to prioritize and
Same
patronize the sales of their products above all the rest of the brands, but customers are not
really that stupid these days. When we go to a mall to buy, let’s say an ap
appliance,
pliance, we ask for a
particular model of a brand already, we just don’t simply believe anymore in brand loyalty.
Because when a product of Brand A is better at Brand B for this class, then we take it even if the
latter is our favorite brand (well, for the practical ones that is). We just don’t need to listen to
salesmen anymore, we already know even before they inform us. That is the market now –
we’re already informed even before your salesman approaches us.

A knock on the heads of these companies may be well-serving,
serving, because personally, their
failure to know their shortcomings and just assume that advertising will resolve such is really
just sheer stupidity.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “75. If you want us to talk to you, tell us something. Make it something
so
interesting for a change. “

I always wonder why, when I talk to company executives, they pretty much talk about
offers and solutions for something that I’m really not interested in – but when I talk to their
employees, and their employees share about how low their pay is or how many roles they have
to fulfill in a day – although it’s not my problem, I become interested and I listen with interest
as well.

I guess the difference between talking to companies and talking to a human is like the
difference
ference between talking to a wolf and a dog. A wolf does not even talk to you, it quickly
attacks you and show that it means business, but a dog (assuming no rabies is involved of
course) will try to listen to you, accompany you, and intrigue you. That’s on
o a personal
standpoint of course, and although it goes with no basis, that’s how I look at it.

The reason why corporate talks have become so boring is because it’s all about finances
and product feats that we ourselves can’t even get the jist of and jus
justt simply walk out and say
“why would I even care?” Man, it would be nice to hear companies talk human, but forget it,
it’s just as hard to reach as that of a dream.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “76. We've got some ideas for you too: some new tools we need, some
better service. Stuff we'd be willing to pay for. Got a minute? “

I remember in my Principles of Marketing days before, I always had one question
tingling on my mind that I never had the chance to ask my Professor about: Why do marketers
have to find a need in the first place? Why not just ask the people, the market themselves as to
what they need and synchronize it to what we can provide and is in line with our corporate
goals and ideals? When you think of it, it really is mind
mind-boggling isn’t it?

And yet, here you are, part of the market trying to tell them what you need – and where
do all your talks go? It flies right through the air, as if no one heard you or even two. Companies
just don’t have an open ear really. I mean if they complain that time is money and they base it
on that just so they won’t have to talk to us, then they should know that time is also money for
us and if they don’t try and listen, then it’s time they start preparing their bankruptcy clause
because one bad reputation is ass good as death with the way things go today.

Seriously, companies should hear us out. Works wonders if they try.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “77. You're too busy "doing business" to answer our email? Oh gosh,
sorry, gee, we'll come back later. Maybe. “

When I was applying for a PLDT myDSL plan, the irritating part is the fact that when I
sent an e-mail
mail because the application was taking oh so long (how does 3 months to get
connected sound and no one still shows up to connect you to their service?), they sure had the
nerve not to reply as well. Oh and when they replied (not to mention – after 2 weeks)? I’ve
already connected elsewhere – and it only took 3 days! Talk about differences now huh?

While it’s not a loss for them perhaps that one of their customer did not get connected
(since they’ve got plenty of other subscribers waiting to wait that long), it surely gives them a
bad reputation. And as I mentioned before, in the world of tight competition that we have
today, companies just can’t afford to be branded negatively, and if they continue to be busy
serving their current customers and letting their possible customers go to waste just because
they’re already too darn busy collecting payments, then it’s their loss, not ours.

Plenty of competitors show up in a matter of days, and one’s recklessness to refuse
someone by simply letting them wait for oh
oh-so-long
long for a much needed service is a damage a
company will carry up to its end of life. Too bad.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “78. You want us to pa
pay?
y? We want you to pay attention. “

Wouldn’t it be irritating that when you go to a mall and actually inquire about a product
that’s a no-heard
heard in the internet, the salesman just brushes you quickly into going to the cashier
and buy it with the extra-low-low
low oh and did I mention low? Financing terms. Well, happens all
the time. You’re still asking about warranty and after
after-sales,
sales, yet the salesman already drives you
mad into giving your money and pay.

Things like that are irritating, and surely – it’s not the only way, or even the right way to
ask your customers to buy your product. You’re better off begging if you’d ask me. With a lot of
competitive products that can outwit yours, why even bother going low and quickly brush your
customers off into
o buying? It just doesn’t make sense – and when your customers complain, the
image that brings is a damage on your company’s part that it cannot handle.

Like in any families, Government agencies, and in fact in any relationship we may
encounter, be it mayy humans to animals, humans to humans, humans to companies, and even
humans to robots – everyone has to pay attention first before they actually prove a point.
That’s the ethical way, and that’s how it should be. We are in a world where information is vast,
vast
and thus the more that companies should realize such potential in mere listening alone.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “79. We want you to drop your trip, come out of your neurotic selfself
involvement, join the party. “

Why is it that companies are so self-serving
serving in ways as if their psychos operating in a
covert operation as if to smuggle drugs or something of that sort? Well, that’s how it looks like
to their market anyways. Rather than being discrete or better yet secretive, why don’t they just
join in the market and learn a thing or two? While their analysts are busy creating models and
derivatives, we’re all learning more and more on where to go, where to buy stuff and what
company to rely on for our needs (if there’s even one).

The party stated in
n this number is the innovation happening in the market – how from a
separation of market to corporations, the corporation becomes integrated instead. We make
those corporations now – we just can’t let these kings have their way and assume they still are
on top of us.

Let the change begin – we are the catalyst that can make a difference. We’ll drive
companies of old nuts by introducing concepts that their egos can’t take. We’ll drive them off
their track, we’ll be the best – while they’ll be left smelling the dust we’ve left them with. The
time is now, and if they don’t want to join, then they’d better start packing.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “80. Don't worry, you can still make money. That is, as long as it's not
the only thing on your mind. “

n I’d like to think of it – why is it that when a company starts up, money is the
When
priority? Even the Government asks for projections, shares, and return on investment values
from them even before they startup. It’s sickening in a sense that yeah, although companies do
need money to operate, it does not provide the reason though as to why money needs to be
their priority to operate. Those are two different things am I right?

There are plenty of ways to make money aside from just brushing your customers off to
buying and giving out their money. Charity, donations, drives, what have you – the options are
vast if you just keep your eyes wide open. We can provide companies that, but like they said,
they’re too “busy” right? And they don’t care.

So unfortunate because eventually, they’d be busy not on earning money, but on
packing and calling the construction contractors to demolish their property that they cannot
pay for anymore. Kudos to the smart ones now.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “81. Have you noticed that, in itself, money is kind of one-dimensional
one
and boring? What else can we talk about? “

As we tackled in the previous numbers (the 80th in particular), companies need money
to operate, but it need not be money that propels them to operate in the first place. It becomes
one-dimensional
dimensional and boring if taken that way. Money should never be the real reason as to
why companies earn, what about earnings in terms of social reputation, quality reputation, or
product after-sales?
sales? And so on and so forth. Can’t companies figure out that the
aforementioned far more generates earnings for the company rather than marketing efforts to
outsell and outwit competitors?
ompetitors? It rings a bell now doesn’t it?

I mean, look at Electrolux, it still is a good vacuum cleaner manufacturer, and plenty
remain loyal to their product not because they force people to buy, but because they prove
through their product’s quality through time. If you can drive customers to buy your product
because it actually answers their discourse, what would be the need to use marketing?

A name of a person is established through his achievements and his capacity to drive
change in his environment,
ent, and the same applies to a company. You don’t make a name just
because you force people to know your name – you earn it.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “82. Your product broke. Why? We'd like to ask the guy who made it.
Your corporate strategy makes no sense. We'd like to have a chat with your CEO. What do
you mean she's not in? “

When people claim their warranty because products they bought malfunctions all of a
sudden, they generally just go to a store and claim it to whoever wears the uniform of that
t
store and say, “hey, I’m here to claim my warranty.” Nothing wrong with that, but when stores
suddenly don’t accept such warranty claims on terms and conditions that they themselves
made, and when you start looking for the manager, lo and behold, he’s somewhere we don’t
even care nor asked about. Pretty much a nasty cycle now isn’t it?

Talking to those who made it, or at least talking to those managing whatever makes it is
far better than just letting your product go back as if its dump and don’t even know what
happens after it gets replaced, or if it even gets replaced. Unfortunately, it’s not like no one
cares, but no one knows where to ask, or when they ask, would they even be allowed to speak
to these people in the first place.

There are too many things restricting conversations between markets and
conversations, and quite frankly, it’s pretty much getting more and more annoying by the
minute.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “83. We want you to take 50 million of us as seriously as you take one
reporter from The Wall Street Journal. “

When Arthur lifted the sword, everyone knew how serious the matter was – that this
child was the destined one to be king. But when Trillanes (to make it local) walked all the way
to the Manila Peninsula to try and make a scene (which he did), everyone is more in the “who
cares” side of things rather than on “okay, this is way getting too serious.” Well, there’s the old
saying that there are those who
ho were born as leaders and there are those made to be leaders,
but it doesn’t mean that the rest can’t be none of the above.

When companies do press releases, why do they invite more journalists rather than
more of their possible markets? Of course, not all companies, Nissan was able to that when
they invited their possible market and test driving their new Nissan Skyline GTR. It should be
that way. While the point that they invite journalists to write about their product and let
everyone know is good, the
he finishing touch still is that the market themselves do the
assessment rather than letting someone else do what they believe is not really the best way of
doing what they want.

Fifty (50) million against one is something, but companies being stupid in just prioritizing
on press advertisements is way overboard.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “84. We know some people from your company. They're pretty cool
online. Do you have any more like that you're hiding? Can they come out and play? “

It’s always great
at when some guy posts on the net about his complaint with regards to a
broadband service of a company that he believes is giving him more of a headache than
satisfaction and someone from the company actually replies and says “hey, we’ve been trying
to telll management to give us the funds to upgrade so as to give you the service you’re paying
for, but they just won’t let us.” It’s not just fun without the resolution part coming from a
company employee, or if the resolution does come from an employee but it’
it’ss as if copy-pasted
copy
from one of their fine-lined
lined scripts ready to be posted at anytime.

People within companies who are more than willing to converse with everyone provides
opportunities wherein even companies themselves can benefit from – like I said, possibilities
are endless once people from the inside (employees) converse with the outside (market). When
these people come out, a lot of things happen – and when all these things happen, there’s
experience – convergence! Everyone shares, learns, and a ne
new
w company is developed – us!
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “85. When we have questions we turn to each other for answers. If
you didn't have such a tight rein on "your people" maybe they'd be among the people we'd
turn to. “

For once, I believe it’s reign, not rein, unless my current knowledge of the spelling is
flawed as well or that both are just synonymous. Anyways, going back to the number at hand,
when you go to any forum indicating help tips or answering questions on how to solve a
problem on a product, whether it be computers, vehicles, mechanical, etc., the replies are
normally opinionated, unless the company that owns the product has a website and
troubleshooting article located over through the web.

It’s not that the people, us being the ma
market
rket that is, lacks the perfect answer for every
question, but it’s more of the fact that it would be better if company representatives actually
talk like human and answer solutions to our problems with their product. There should never
be a barrier separating
ting us from them, yet the restrictions set about by the oh-so-almighty
oh
corporation just limits it so and make it look just the way as it is now.

People from all over the world needs answers, markets from all over the world needs
answers. So why can’t those
ose from these corporations be part of the source of the answers that
we all need to better get along and learn about all the things that we need?
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “86. When we're not busy being your "target market," many of us are
your people. We'd rather be talking to friends online than watching the clock. That would get
your name around better than your entire million dollar web site. But you tell us speaking to
the market is Marketing's job. “

Frankly, I can highly relate to this even if the experience I’d share in this number is just
here in the College of St. Benilde. I mean, look at the way our Academic and Communications
Technologies Center (ACTC) implements our internet and intranet services. They restrict the
way we operate computers
ers within the school’s vicinity that our productivity is compromised
even with the way we create our assignments, projects, and so on. They just love creating all
the locks, the restrictions, and the complications that just doesn’t suit a student’s workstation.
workst
And when the time’s out, it’s like we’re some pets they have to brush off just because their
appointed computer laboratory assistant is missing or two.

No one really said it’s your duty to install every program that the student needs. If you
can’t deliver, then let us students be the one to deliver. It’s quite unfair that you put all
restrictions and we have to sacrifice a well paid
paid-for
for tuition fee while seeing you set everything
up slowly during class hours where in fact we can already be learning a thing or two if only you
allowed us to install it ourselves.

There’s no need to tell students, or your market, or your customers, that it’s your job if
it goes that way. Things need to be open if you can’t deliver, and quite frankly, we’re better off
that way if you just keep things as locked up as it is.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “87. We'd like it if you got what's going on here. That'd be real nice.
But it would be a big mistake to think we're holding our breath. “

The number states how better it is for the market to create its own company that
satisfies their real needs and deliver solutions from their own discourse. If companies of old can
deliver what is going on within the market would then be a good development. The thing
though is, companies
es of old shouldn’t keep their hopes too high.

Just like any relationship, once the damage is done, the damage is done. Sure, the
patching part is there, but the memory of the damage stays. How it happened and why it
happened are all there. The same applies to what the corporations are doing at the moment.
They keep damaging our relations with them by being restrictive and closed – they won’t even
allow us to talk to their executives and set the records straight.

As the process continues then, the d
damage
amage comes kicking. We lose our confidence in
them. Surely they’d try and regain it back, but like I said, once the damage is done, the damage
is done. There’s no rewind or reset button, the present is the present. Thus, companies must
think now, and must act now – it’s better they address the issues they have now rather than let
it rise to what it currently is – hysteria.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “88. We have better things to do than worry about whether you'll
change in time to get our business. Business is only a part of our lives. It seems to be all of
yours. Think about it: who needs whom? “

The number hits the target right on the spot: who needs whom? While companies try to
change, we’re already on the onset of enjoying our day
day-to-day living
ng without them. Blogging,
surfing the web, conversing with people, and sharing almost everything out-of-the-sun
out
with
anyone we don’t even know. While it may be fun to run a business, it never runs our lives, us
humans run our own lives.

The figure is quite
ite clear, and dramatic at that: we don’t just simply rely on anything that
businesses rely on. Do we rely on markets? We are their markets. Do we need money? Yes, but
we are their source of money. Can we exist without them? Of course we can, and the better
bette
question is, can they exist without us?

Life is just unfair for companies isn’t it? But they’re the ones who let things go unfair –
they’re the ones who made it unfair in the first place. We’ve been so open with our needs, but
have they? In a heartbeat I’d say no. It’s time they do the fixing, because we’re pretty much
already irritated just knowing that they’re still doing the same old thing they did from the
Industrial Revolution up to the present.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “89. We have real power and we know it. If you don't quite see the
light, some other outfit will come along that's more attentive, more interesting, more fun to
play with. “

What drives these companies? Us, aka their market. And as mentioned, if these smart
corporations, if they’re
hey’re indeed smart, don’t realize that, we’re out and they’re out. Good news
is that we’re out from their customer list, bad news is – they’re out of business because they no
longer have us in their customer list. Vicious isn’t it?

It’s time when companies
ies don’t just compete and outwit each other, it’s time when
companies are market-driven,
driven, where they exist on the basis of the customer’s needs, not just
some fictional possible niches that are not actually the real needs of whoever they plan to offer
theirr solutions to. If they can’t compete in that basis, then they can’t compete at all. It’s how
things operate these days. It’s not a matter of how good you advertise your product, it’s not a
matter of how well people thinks your product satisfies their need – which no marketing effort
could ever see or analyze with their models and graphs.

The market owns the power, the drive to create a change that has long been waiting to
be activated. If corporations cannot figure out how they should really do things, then
t
they’d be
part of the list that need to be changed for a better alternative on our list.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “90. Even at its worst, our newfound conversation is more interesting
than most trade shows, more entertaining than any TV sitcom, and certainly more true-to-life
true
than the corporate web sites we've been seeing. “

No conversations between human beings go senseless. We find knowledge through
words, through our voices, through the conversations that we produce from our voices. This is
something
mething no stock exchange declaration could replace, or could a Television host advertising a
product ever provide. No matter how much the host says how good a product is, if the people
posting at the web says it’s not, it isn’t. As simple as that.

Our conversations are amplified through the web, the internet, the blogs, all the online
mediums that allow us to converse, makes our voices better, mean more better, and weigh
better. Our voices, from our own selves, are our very product – something that companies
comp
should learn to appreciate and take note of. We make a lot through it, and that is the very
reason as to why it’s interesting – because something comes out of it. Life comes out of it. Life
provides interests, and what do corporations provide in retu
return?
rn? Nothing, just sheer words that
contain lifeless contents, specifications that were made to be complicatedly sounding just to
make us look like fools in front of us.

Unless companies can provide the same conversations we make, then they can just
continue on dreaming.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “91. Our allegiance is to ourselves
ourselves—our
our friends, our new allies and
acquaintances, even our sparring partners. Companies that have no part in this world, also
have no future. “

This is highly similar to the part that says “corporations should know when their
corporate cultures end.” Quite frankly, a century is the very first mark of a big change to a
civilization. The industrial revolution was centuries ago, yet companies still rely on the same old
model that was had in such centuries. Like our great Sir Paul Pajo said, “it’s already the 21st
century.”

Being part of the market, and with the existence of companies built by the market, the
allegiance, the partnerships, and the shares our ours for the taking. No company can compete,
only those brought from us. It’s a relatively good theory, which if such comes into existence
would revolutionize the way we think.

But of course, should that be, we’re just frankly creating yet another vicious cycle of
companies going over and over again. What’s needed is a new system, a new feature, a change
– something that should come from us, not from anywhere else. The sooner we get there, the
sooner companies either change – or die.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “92. Companies are spending billions of dollars on Y2K. Why can't they
hear this market timebomb ticking? The stakes are even higher. “

When the Y2K bug was at hand – it was companies that needed the big fix. They can’t
afford everything turning zero all over again just because their systems does not know how to
make the leap from the year 1999 to 2000. Everyone was spending aplenty on research and
getting their systems compatible to the year 2000 and above, and it was like finally companies
knew they needed somethingg more than just marketing or their paid television advertisements.

What’s coming to them now though is something far worse than the Y2K bug. The Y2K
risked them to resetting to zero, but what about this market timebomb? It’s far more than just
zero, it’s counting negatives – companies are risking getting negatives! Can’t they figure that
out? Ah, I must’ve forgot – they’re busy doing business. How unfortunate that they’re unaware
that we’re their market, well, must be better off to a better company now.

Everyone’s too busy I suppose, but it’s funny that the market is busy on conversing with
each other and having fun while companies on the other hand, are just busy on one “simple”
thing – profits. The web does not rely on topics about corporate affairs, it’s more on the blogs,
the life activities of each person and everyday living. Until someone figures that out that we’ve
already moved on from corporate reliance since oh
oh-so-decades
decades ago, well they’re better off
dead, seriously.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “93. We're both inside companies and outside them. The boundaries
that separate our conversations look like the Berlin Wall today, but they're really just an
annoyance. We know they're coming down. We're going to work from both sides
side to take
them down. “

Would it even matter if we’re on different sides – the rest of us in the market and the
others serving as employees in their respective companies? Not really I suppose. We still talk
one way or another. Those within companies go online when they go home and chat as if
they’re not even from that company – they can still share their experiences without having to
feel the pressure of people trying to push their company into admitting faults and mistakes that
their company actually does
es just so it could earn profits.

That’s how strong the human voice us – and stronger when it converses with all the rest
of the people in the community, in the web! We can change things, nothing can prevent our
voices from speaking up or even from speak
speaking
ing out loud our capabilities to talk to the world and
share our experiences.

Companies are just like that of the walls they make. They’re just nuisances these days,
they’re worth nothing compared to the employees they’re running. It goes to show that no
matter how different our walks of life have become, we still can be united no matter where we
are or where we can ever be. We move mountains – corporations can’t. End of story.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “94. To traditional corporations, networked conve
conversations
rsations may appear
confused, may sound confusing. But we are organizing faster than they are. We have better
tools, more new ideas, no rules to slow us down. “

When we look at ourselves, our communities, we normally see quarrels, conflicts from
each and every block, yet within families, we remain strong – we create a sense of feeling,
emotions, a safety place, something we call home. Our organization skills are fast because we
can quickly adapt to things happening in our environment. We learn of threats
threa and
opportunities within communities and we also learn the strengths and weaknesses of each
member of the family. Such is built upon by trust, true authority, values, obedience, and yes –
our favorite – our voice. We generate everything in a second, whi
while
le companies on the other
hand would take months to make a plan, years to initiate that plan, and a decade to actually
deploy that plan. That does not happen with the family now does it? Unless it’s education plan
or some life insurance plan.

Bottom-line though is, no matter how things try to slow us down or prevent us from
doing what we do best, it can never happen in time that we actually stop. We continue
regardless of who stops us or what stops us – we’re that as humans and that’s something
unique about
ut us. Given that we were the ones behind the corporate she
she-bangs
bangs that made our
own lives miserable by providing scams instead of products that actually offer real solutions, we
can also be the one to change it. We are catalysts, and no one, nor anything can
c stop us from
initiating such change.
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Reflection – 95 Thesis: “95. We are waking up and linking to each other. We are watching. But
we are not waiting. “

Web – it’s a catchy phrase, but Web 2.0 is even better. In the advent of Web 2.0, we
were astounded by the innovative websites and services that sprung over the internet. We
learned a thing or two, shared a thing or two, and gave opinions on a particular topic or two to
whoever we want to give it, whenever we want to give it, and wherever we want
wa to give it.
That’s the web for ‘ya! Can companies do that? Well, they can provide you with hosting your
own website which can be located on the internet, but you can do it yourself as well. You see,
the things they offer are just mere shortcuts, nothing really that solves anything without you
spending a penny out of it.

Through social websites, we are able to communicate anyway we want, we can connect
at a touch of a button, a send on an ee-mail
mail provider, and so on. It’s that simple. We can check
any updates
dates on any site or any advent, and that’s us, not the companies. We can always watch
above them, but they can never see us coming – we won’t be stepping on their doors unless
they allow us to help them out. The times have changed, only companies are preventing
prev
that
change within them.
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Book: Winning at Retail
Library Reference: HF 5429 A65 2004 : Learning Resource Center Extension (LRC-E)
(LRC
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Winning
http://www.amazon.com/Winning-At-Retail-Developing-Sustained/dp/047147357X
Sustained/dp/047147357X
Quote: “No retailer is immune.”
Learning Expectation: A new theory to whine about – maybe, just maybe.
Review:
I was looking for a retailing book to read for my VERTSOL class down at the Bro. Fidelis
Learning Resource Center (LRC-E)
E) of DLS
DLS-CSB (De la Salle – College of St. Benilde, our school for
the uninitiated). A lot of titles were pretty much dull, “Retail Management”, “Strategies for
Retail”, oh, but one stood out, “E
“E-Commerce.”
Commerce.” Yeah, it stood out because I thought the term is
pretty much used (and abused)) in our class, but, well, when I started to read the book: BORING.
So browse again, and then something really intrigued me: WINNING AT RETAIL. I had the
premonition that it’s a good book to make a review and criticize later on, so I took it, went to
the borrowing
orrowing section, attended a few classes, and went home (well, I went to some other
places, but to make the long story short). My initial thought of criticizing the book with its fancy
new theory (well, for me that is) was fun at first, but reading through the first chapter
converted me: it doesn’t contain the same foolishness other lame theories offer, it contains
facts! And to prove that a theory works, you need facts! And I love the way the book presented
it so!
Chapter 1 talks about Est as a compass tto
o avoid Retail’s Black Hole. Black Hole, as the
book states, is the point where businesses can no longer recover from losses, and in a short
while will state Chapter 11, also known as Bankruptcy, and some pretty much goes to Chapter
22, business restructuring
ing per se, but bottom
bottom-line
line is that they still go to Chapter 11 anyways.
The chapter assumes that the reason behind this bankruptcy or the business’ failure to
continue its operations is when it tries to be best at everything, best being the root of Est that
is. Montgomery Ward was well exemplified having this case. Starting as a mail
mail--order delivery of
dry goods, Montgomery Ward became one of the successful retailers in the industry. But, as it
tried to be best at everything, creating retail stores to rea
reach
ch to different one-time
one
short-time
customers, it lost its strength and went to its downfall. Of course, it’s currently known as an ee
commerce site when someone bought its intellectual property, but nevertheless, it’s no longer
there.
Thus, the chapter introduces
ntroduces Est as a theory for retail success. It implies that for a
company to succeed, instead of being best in all aspects (which pretty much leads to the black
hole), it must have a direct positioning statement that focuses only on one aspect. These
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aspects are well-simplified
simplified by the theory as the following: Cheap
Cheap-Est
Est (being a store that
positions itself as having the cheapest prices), Hot
Hot-Est
Est ( being a store that positions itself as
having plenty of stocks of the latest trends), Big
Big-Est (being a store that
hat positions itself as having
the largest number of selections for its customers), Quick
Quick-Est
Est (being a store that positions itself
as having the fastest service and biggest savings in terms of time consumption for its
customers), and Easy-Est
Est (being a stor
store
e that positions itself as having the proper combination of
products and services that makes shopping easy).
Wal-Mart,
Mart, a big company worldwide, is used as an example to better differentiate the
relationship between being Est in one aspect and the interna
internall positioning of the business itself.
Wal-Mart’s
Mart’s indication of “Always Low Prices” and “Everyday Low Price” is considered to be not
just an advertising niche, but a display of the firms’ positioning to the public as well. Through
this, Wal-Mart wins with customers
ustomers on price, and thus it is considered to position itself on the
Cheap-Est
Est aspect of the theory. The theory then dictates that no one can be good at all aspects,
and when companies decide to do all that their customers want them to do without filtering
filteri
these desires, they fail. Selectively addressing customer wants and relating it to the company’s
positioning is key to effectively direct the company to success. Wal
Wal-Mart,
Mart, by being able to
successfully filter these wants and position itself only on bein
beingg the firm to offer the cheapest
prices, gains for itself competitive advantage to firms who are still finding clues on to what they
really want to prioritize into.
The chapter further supports the Est theory by providing facts and figures of companies
that
hat applied the theory and improved its sales and income as well as its operations after having
applied the theory. The hassle-free
free ability of the Est theory to be flexible and easily modified to
suit the needs of each enterprise in a particular time, whet
whether good-times
times or hard-times,
hard
makes
it feasible as well to these firms. The changes occur, but the underlying theory stays intact –
which is to be best in one aspect and one aspect alone. But, how companies increase their
incomes to a consistent 15-percent
percent through the years is definitely the most eye-catching
eye
part,
indicating that, well, for my personal side, this is no theory to criticize and whine about after
reading deeper into this book.

What I’ve learned:
I’ve pretty much learned a lot, considering that this is a first chapter. I mean, who
would’ve thought that I’d pick a book out of the expectancy that I’d be able to criticize it
afterwards, and have its first chapter prove me wrong dead
dead-on
on the spot! Now that is
something!
The theory of the Est iss pretty interesting as it offers a different insight into retailing
success. Disregard the market studies, the business propositions – it starts within the firm – and
its brilliant! I mean, this one’s pretty exciting to read because it talks sense! Why do marketing
research and product differentiation and all the rest of the business models when you can’t
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even position yourself to your target customers? I believe in the fact that books that makes
sense instead of models doubles the reason to why it makes ssense
ense in the first place!
In conclusion, I believe that the first chapter of this book ennobled me. Never could I
have thought that books with titles like these still makes sense – and it pretty much makes a lot
of sense! I would love reading this book fr
from
om beginning to end, whether it’s a requirement or
not – because books like these make requirements not only do
do-able, but love-able
able as well. Once
I read more, then more can be expected with my reviews! Yahoo!
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Book: Long-Tail
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: N/A
Quote: “Popularity no longer has a lock on profitability.”
Learning Expectation: The difference between short
short-tail and long-tail
tail methods of commerce.
Review:
Almost four years ago, Chris Anderson conjectured that the Internet, with its immense
inventories
ventories of entertainment materials, would unfetter the world from blockbuster schlock.
Anderson, who is the editor of Wired,, tagged this concept of his as "the Long Tail," after the
figure that our digital desires leave on a graph: When we buy things onl
online,
ine, we can reach
beyond big hits and into the "tail" of the demand curve, where we're free to coddle our most
vague passions. Anderson squabbled that serving our niche interests could also make for
booming Web businesses. This was the excitement of the Lo
Long Tail – it seemed to offer a way
for art and commerce to prosper side
side-by-side.
I liked the article as it was much more of a communal interpretation than a business
manual. It is well-written,
written, with many appealing facts and anecdotes about music, business and
ecommerce. It is vital for the large “dotcoms” to know about niche markets and understand
how to go after them.
I think Anderson is right because web technology nowadays allows ecommerce sellers to
carry substantial inventory, which they can vend to th
the
e long tail. This proffers an entirely new
market. Conversely, there are restrictions: it is exceedingly expensive to build the technology.
At best, the long tail market will account for diffident fraction of revenues. Also, long tail
economics is dependentt on the economics of computer
computer-based
based technologies, and this connotes
only a handful of companies will contend and survive in the market. These sellers get the
profits, but will leave the writers, musicians, and artists who produced the long tail
impoverished.
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What interests me about the article is that it is not only a very in
in-depth,
depth, particular
description of the Long Tail principle, but also marketing implications of the Long Tail.
The Long tail has a couple of central factors that make it the market force
forc that it is today
and will grow to be in the future. First, to access a broad amount of products: past and present
songs, books and movies. However, not just restricted to entertainment media, we see the long
tail in wine, clothing, news and so on. The in
internet
ternet has given us unparalleled ability to access
products that have never before been available so quickly and easily.
Second is to access, but just as decisive is being able to sort results, or search, to find
what you want. But a consumer must be aware that all of one’s favorite niche music is
available, but is useless unless that person can find it. This is where search has become so huge
for the long tail. Search, filtering and refining results are all the tools needed to get to specific
parts of the long tail.
All of these factors adhere to bring us to an astonishing point in our history. I think The
Long Tail as a trend will only increase as products and the ability to find them become more
available.
The article is not just edifying, it is mind chan
changing.
ging. Once you read about the Long Tail
concept, your insight on the world economy and market will never be the same - you will have
a deeper glance and a wider reach on the nature of things.
I applaud Anderson for his ground
ground-breaking work on the long-tail theory. His efforts
have led to a surge in academic research on how digital technology might be changing markets
and, by extension, business principles. I believe it is crucial that managerial decisions are
grounded not in romantic notions of the impact o
off technology, but are based on empirical
evidence of what is actually taking place. That is what I set out to uncover in my research, and I
hope readers of the Harvard Business Review have found it useful.
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What I’ve learned:

I’ve pretty much learned with eyes wide open in this Long Tail topic. The concept is
pretty much clear and it’s true that online retailers indeed outsell their offline counterparts.
With playing numbers game and ability to provide materials and products that offline retailers
could
ld not possibly stack on their inventory yet may be bought by some other customer in the
future is an advantage an offline retailer can never overpower.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 1 : “Max Mancini: EBay”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: “Somebody once described it [Craigslist/Google Maps Mashup] as the “atomization of
the web”.”
t success.
Learning Expectation: A good look at EBay’s Business Processes that lead them to

Review:

The chapter talks about the current trends that the disruptive innovation behind EBay
studies to learn the current trends of the industry and how customers today are getting fonder
of rich websites which they visit more compared to the traditional types that only displays basic
HTML contents to get their business going.
Given that Mancini’s role as a Platform and Disruptive Innovation team is to inspire
innovation through experimentation, readers may be enticed to ask what these innovations
i
and
experimentations are – which are further discusses in the chapter’s pages. In this aspect, EBay,
through its other website Facebook, found market niches by identifying that people are fond of

What I’ve learned:
I’ve pretty much learned a lot, considering that this is a first chapter. I mean, who
would’ve thought that I’d pick a book out of the expectancy that I’d be able to criticize it
afterwards, and have its first chapter prove me wrong dead
dead-on
on the spot! Now that is
something!
The theory
heory of the Est is pretty interesting as it offers a different insight into retailing
success. Disregard the market studies, the business propositions – it starts within the firm – and
its brilliant! I mean, this one’s pretty exciting to read because it ttalks
alks sense! Why do marketing
research and product differentiation and all the rest of the business models when you can’t
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even position yourself to your target customers? I believe in the fact that books that makes
sense instead of models doubles the reason to why it makes sense in the first place!
In conclusion, I believe that the first chapter of this book ennobled me. Never could I
have thought that books with titles like these still makes sense – and it pretty much makes a lot
of sense! I would love reading
ading this book from beginning to end, whether it’s a requirement or
not – because books like these make requirements not only do
do-able, but love-able
able as well. Once
I read more, then more can be expected with my reviews! Yahoo!
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 2: “Alan Meckler: Internet.com”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: “Web 2.0 is great, but I feel that it’s just an extension of what was already there in
‘98/’99.”
Learning Expectation: A contradiction to Max Mancini’s previous statements.

Review:

The chapter talks about the Web, 2.0 mode that is, is more of the enabling of the web to
provide entertainment. Alan Meckler claims that companies would have to sink it hard if they
were to expect that this Web 2.0 is something that they could profit from by just implementing
or even trying to get it on their websites. The key to Web 2.0 here is entertainment and not
monetary figures. A development brought about by improv
improving
ing technology in terms of software
and hardware computing capabilities, it delivered something that old standard HTML files
cannot deliver, display, and even manipulate to make things look as good as what it is now.

The difficulty brought about to comp
companies
anies by the advent of Web 2.0 though is the fact
that they are unaware that the 2.0 in itself is just an enabler of more potentials that the original
can give – it’s a mere supplement to beautify and make things a lot more entertaining – thus
creating differentiation
ferentiation and the demand companies tend to have sought after. This demand is
brought about by tying the technology brought upon by the Web 2.0 with a company’s ee
commerce offering. Such offerings will then enable improvements of the web and realization of
having the desktop and the web as one sooner than we could’ve ever expected.
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What I’ve learned:

I’ve learned that for Alan Meckler, Web 2.0 is a mere entertainment factor for his
opinion – something that invites demand if brought side
side-by-side, but isn’t never initially
brought out for business, but rather for just that – entertainment. It’s not something similar to
how the first version of the web went that was just simply for that, pure plain business –
websites did not have the fancy designs tthey
hey have now, all were plain and simple, just to deliver
information all over the globe.

The increasing demand for the web is constantly rising at an unprecedented rate – it can
develop into a powerhouse that no local application can ever introduce alone.
alon Innovations
begin and redevelop in a month’s time, as opposed to the time it takes for anything to develop
decades ago.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 3: “Eric Engleman: Bloglines”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: “SaaS is 24/7. It is nonstop. It is constant contact with the customer.”
Learning Expectation: A big personality talking at a less authoritarian voice as opposed to the
last two.

Review:

The chapter shifted from the authoritarian tone of the previous interviewees by talking
from a more personal perspective that need not involve the company of the interviewee
himself. The chapter shows the importance of the concept of SSoftware
oftware as a Service, how it
became the main principle revolving around the creation of Web 2.0, software being available
wherever you are and whatever time you want to use it, it’s there. It’s not like those by the box
that you have to wait for days befor
before it gets shipped into your location.

The chapter also focused on how Web 2.0 enables end
end-users
users to control the web in the
way they want it to be without having to take a computer engineering course just to be able to
change a thing or two about their ow
own
n website. The technology to develop and subscribe to
services became cheaper as well, at times free even. While plenty of the features the Web 2.0
has to offer is still alien for an average person, it can be studied and learned faster than how
the old architecture
hitecture works and end
end-users
users actually have fun using the features that Web 2.0 has
as compared to how things were done before.
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What I’ve learned:

What I’ve learned the most in this chapter is the importance of what we’re doing this
term in school.l. What may be fun for us to do in some of our class is actually something of value
not only to companies, but to everyone who we can converse with. We can share what we
know of the web and let everyone else let it – and through sharing, more and more is
developed – innovations, technology, what have you! It’s a grant to end
end-users
users to use and abuse
and in using comes developing of better ways in creating things over the web and making a
difference for everyone else.

Web 2.0 is really a wicked technology that can evolve continuously just as what 1.0 was
before. It just needs months, days even, and something new comes out almost anywhere.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 4: “Gina Bianchini: Ning”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: “The best, most innovative ideas, we haven’t even come close to seeing yet.”
Learning Expectation: A new social networking website!

Review:

Chapter four (4) talks focuses on the opinion of an o
owner
wner of a social networking site,
Ning.com, which introduces a new look and perspective on how social networking sites should
be. It discusses about how huge system integrations task need not be done anymore as the web
has enough functionalities and capabi
capabilities
lities to do the integration for you with no strings or
hassle attached. The interviewee seems highly similar of how the guys in 37Signals said it best,
“Get real!” The formalities involved in the company is part of the reason as to why the
interviewee started
rted going out of the corporate world and just start her social networking site
which does not involve corporate matters or even require corporate relations to start.

The chapter also tackles on how constricted marketing works in the web, given that only
onl
web-hosting
hosting services providing services are the only way to provide advertisements on freefree
hosting terms. This limit safeguards everyone in the web from corporate grasps, and challenges
the corporate firewalls that companies use to restrict the web in th
the
e same way the web
restricts them. It also discusses something highly similar to what’s discussed on class – that just
because you don’t want to buy a particular product, it doesn’t mean that no one else will buy it
– aka Amazon principle style.
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What I’ve learned:

When its discussions coming from a more friendly sounding person, it pretty much
catches my attention as formality is loose as opposed to the more serious ones. Discussions on
niche markets really was a flashback to the discussions talked in class and it really reminded me
of the possibilities involved in the web. It’s impossible that all the rest of the people who don’t
participate in social networking sites won’t eventually sign up and join the fun.

The Web is that fun, and it was bui
built on that – a neat way of making things fun for
everyone – and those behind it sure were good enough in giving us everything that was made
out of it.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 5: “Dorion Carrol: Technorati”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
/www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: “It’s not about controlling the message. It’s not 20th century, one-to-many
one
mass
marketing.”
wh
Learning Expectation: How Technorati watches the millions of blogs available on the whole
web.

Review:

Chapter five (5) discusses about, and is primarily coinciding with the point of the second
up to fourth chapter – Web 2.0 is something uniquely brought out by people, end-users
end
more
often, that are primarily built for entertainment purposes.

Technorati claims of being able to utilize this technology by maximizing where it’s most
often seen – blogs, which in 2004 was not a common term for everyone unless you watch on
your television and see a tech geek boasting of his blog entry of how to troubleshoot this and
that.

Web 2.0 here is deemed as a connector allowing everyone to meet anyone without
actually having to see them in their own respective places. The convenience that Web 2.0
brings is just that well-displayed
displayed in blogs, blog
blogss that Technorati claims hears from and connects
from. These people are given the opportunity to speak to an audience far more than what their
previous schools or companies could even provide. But to talk to these people, the startup
required by the end-users
ers are small due to Web 2.0, which is why millions have already
captured its service and used it for social networking and other entertainment purpose (with
some being corporate as well).
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Bottom-line,
line, the chapter states that Web 2.0 for Technorati is p
people
eople-power at its
finest, and that the social web is where the heart of Web 2.0 really is.

What I’ve learned:

What intrigued me was that even if Technorati already watches a million blogs, they do
not use the numbers to intricately use it for adver
advertising or marketing – they simply just allow
people to connect without having the nuisance of being bugged by pop
pop-ups
ups appearing every
now and then. I’d say Technorati is right on the spot that Web 2.0 is more on the social
networks, because quite frankly, it’s where I see it the most as well – especially AJAX, which is
its main enabler.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 6: “Raju Vegesna: Zoho”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: “Wikis are going to die and merge with online word processors.”
Learning Expectation: To know how an online software company defines the very resource
they use to sell their online applications.

Review:

Chapter six (6) is a shift in a way that it w
went
ent from social networks to online software
makers – Zoho being one at that (given it’s a division of AdventNet). It claims of how Web 2.0 is
really, really not yet ready for business workflows, which it soon can be made to use in the
business, but for now is really not capable of at the moment. The chapter also claims of how
possible it is that wikis of now (those that are even utilizing Web 2.0 technology) can be lost
and merged to online word processors instead, which is the upcoming trend anyway. The
interviewee
terviewee also agreed with Mr. Mancini’s claim that indeed, Web 2.0 is not AJAX and that the
latter is simply an enabler for the former.

The chapter also came to a point when the Web 3.0 was discussed, which the
interviewee quickly denied and assumes th
that
at such would not come anytime soon. Instead, the
interviewee focused on what is now – the SaaS, or Software as a Service Model, which he
claims is really the new model and the future of software applications being launched today
and up to the future. Claiming
ming that out of 200 employees in Zoho, all do not want to have
software installed in their laptops – thus, they rely on online applications that utilize the SaaS
model to provide them with their everyday software computing.

The importance of real-time
time communication and collaboration is also discussed here –
indicating that such is the reason as to why online word
word-processors
processors were enabled and
deployed. Security was also discussed vis
vis-à-vis
vis with it, indicating that such cannot be done in a
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day and may take half a year or more than a year to better ensure everyone that the Web
remains a safe place to be.

Soon, as most of the users begin uploading their files online, there no longer would be a
reliance to a particular system – and in doing so, mobility is delivered. Real computers on real
mobile phones per se.

What I’ve learned:

First off, I’ve learned where to go to do my word processing online – and that’s Zoho.
Indeed, if companies like Zoho would like to compete in the world today, software has to be a
service, not a package.

A lot is to learn about this Web 2.0 still because not everyone agrees with the notion
that it is indeed Web 2.0 or just an improved 1.0 or a beta of a 3.0. Plenty of discussions can still
come about in just one topic yet everyone’s still listening – everyone just simply loves knowing
about web 2.0 and how it delivers content in ways old technology could never present to
anyone.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 7: “Richard MacManus: Read/WriteWeb”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "The Web is read/write, not read
read-only."
Learning Expectation: A new website introducing read and write applications that old websites
could only dream of.

Review:

Chapter seven (7) is about Richard MacManus’ view of Web 2.0. Based from the
ReadWrite website itself, Richard Macmanus is the Founder and Editor of ReadWriteWeb. He is
from Wellington New Zealand. Prior to RWW Richard did research, analysis and product
produ
development work for companies in Silicon Valley and beyond. He has also worked for some of
New Zealand's top organizations as a Web Manager.

founded the Web 2.0 Workgroup and from September 2005 – December
Richard co-founded
2006 he started and ran the Web 22.0 Explorer blog at ZDNet. Richard also co-founded
founded and was
Executive Editor of Micro Media Corporation, a multi
multi-channel
channel leadership program in Web and
Media 2.0 that operated under the brand name TransMission.

Macmanus shares on how Web 2.0 became a big driver in marketing itself. It now
defines the era of the web in the same way the dotcom represented the old era. Before,
professionals published articles on the web and people visited their pages simply just to read it
– which now is something way to be a thing of the past – with everyone being able to create
their own articles and let even the professionals read it themselves.

The chapter also discussed about one disadvantage of Web 2.0 – in that with the
number of contents being contributed by everyo
everyone – you just can’t find the best of all of them
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anymore. Everyone just have nice contributions, great ones even, that you can no longer judge
which is the best of the best. Discussions talking about even Microsoft going SaaS is also noted,
stating that Microsoft
crosoft may even rely on such model in the near future as well since premium
content in the Web is a lost art, as the Web was built free, thus things tend to also be free.

What I’ve learned:

I was pretty intrigued when the discussion about how even a software giant like
Microsoft would have to resort to using the SaaS model for business continuity. I mean, we’d be
having our OS without having to install anything! Cool!

The endless possibilities of the web, when discussed in this chapter, also made me think
of how software should be deployed as well for us IT practitioners in the future. Hopefully by
then, companies would learn to appreciate the web and utilize it in the same way we as
netizens are actually using it today.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 8: “TJ Kang: ThinkFree”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "I don’t think there’s any one, correct definition of Web 2.0."
Microsoft competitors!
Learning Expectation: Another one of them Mi

Review:

Chapter eight (8) is about TJ Kang’s ThinFree – a website dealing with providing users
with a youtube-like
like interface but instead of hosting videos, hosts documents for free. The
creator, TJ Kang, has long been in the computer industry for years and is specialized in online
office applications – which he believes is something he could leverage against Microsoft.

Before the advent of Web 2.0, the more fad of the term was ASP (Application Service
Providers) which provides
des applications for end users which takes months to create and obsolete
by the time it’s already created. SaaS replaced such model and allowed end users to easily
customize and activate their content over the internet – which is something highly in-line
in
with
the way the Web 2.0 is built.

The chapter speaks about blurring the lines between desktop and web by enabling
browsers and web utilities to cache in the data and allow users to create data based from the
cache rather than from an offline installatio
installation
n of a program located within their own
workstations. Finally, with this in mind, people can start noticing again other office applications
that were eradication by Microsoft through the web, which the interviewee believes the
software giant cannot capitalize
ize on right now.

Conversion costs is a pain, which is a prime reason as to why people won’t just transfer
on the basis of form, function has to be weighed in as well. Pretty soon, the chapter states that
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people will start to be able to perform their fu
functions,
nctions, whether personal or corporate, without
having their strings attached to software such as Microsoft Office.
What I’ve learned:

I think TJ Kang has a long way to go in terms of competing with Microsoft – but taking
the challenge on the web sure is a pretty good leverage as the web is something most
companies can’t penetrate into (going back to Cluetrain Manifesto that is).

Kudos to these guys that make propriety software just that, “proprietary”, and nothing
more.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 9: “Patrick Crane: LinkedIn”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "If you make a Web 2.0 consumer, or anybody, feel exposed, there will be a nasty
backlash –quickly."
Learning Expectation: An insight to a site I signed up on thanks to VERTSOL.

Review:

Chapter nine (9) involves Patrick Crane in LinkedIn – a site we recently signed up on in
our Vertical Solutions class. Although the conversation with the interviewee went a bit off the
topic of Web 2.0, topics such as the technology re
re-establishing
establishing the relationships we have in the
offline world (especially friends that have migrated somewhere else that we can’t visit on a dayday
to-day
day basis because of transportation cos
costs).
ts). This reconnection of people is something far from
fad, as the interviewee states.

The chapter also discusses of LinkeIn’s unique approach to the web – and found a niche
in the fact that people want to look good wherever they go, and their place in the web is not an
excuse either. Therefore, LinkedIn allows professionals to show their professional career, their
track record in their field, and how they made a difference in their own selves and to their
community.

The problem further indicated in tthe
he chapter also states that it’s not the read-only
read
capability of the old Web, the problem more in fact is the capability of maintaining human
relationships that matter, which is something well
well-advocated
advocated by the interviewee. These
relationships are guarded byy security that websites such as LinkedIn provides – a security that
none of their member’s data will be used without their consultation – and that’s what matters
in the world of ethics today.
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What I’ve learned:

I’ve learned a lot in a sense of how or why LinkedIn operates that way. I mean, while
everyone else (social networking sites that is) are busy advocating creating relationships with
new friends, LinkedIn focuses more on each people’s career, their own respective success
stories. And through the information relayed in this chapter, I pretty much know now as to why
– because it’s a niche.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 10: “Shaun Walker: DotNetNuke”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "It’s becoming part of your everyday life to be connected all the time."
Learning Expectation: To know how open source platforms ennoble people on the Web.

Review:

Chapter
apter ten (10) is about Shaun Walker’s DotNetNuke – who served an 87 month prison
sentence before he fell to being part of the Web. Walker assumes that the web can be broken
down, but the definition is broad in itself in that adaptations are just made out of it: such as
that of AJAX, Flash, and Silverlight.

A mention of how difficult it also is to find your desired content these days over the web
is growing more and more, as of course, with the emergence of “anyone can write and post just
about anything under the sun”, the existing algorithms of search engines is no longer enough to
be able to actually search what is actually needed – which as mentioned in the previous
chapters – is indicative of the needs of a newer technology that’s far more richer than voice
recognition.

The chapter states of a need for further redevelopments, more richer content, and a
better way compared to just blurring the difference of desktop to web by actually merging both
already. It’s gonna be tough times ahead – but the benefits are already given.
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What I’ve learned:

It’s a pretty catchy word – Web 2.0 – and as more and more are defining it in the book, I
guess I would have to agree in the notion that it’s not really definable anymore. It’s that broad,
and that only bits and pieces are only expounded on every time it is discussed, hopefully the
next set of chapters would enlighten me more on the topic at hand.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 11: “Biz Stone: Twitter”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "I started a web service called Xanga.com"
Learning Expectation: To get to know how the creator of the first blog site I signed up to thinks
about the Web 2.0.

Review:

Chapter eleven (11) takes on Biz Stone and his Twitter: a micro
micro-blog
blog that is frequently
used by millions of its members. The chapter shows of how openness enables more and more
societies to interact – with Twitter innovating this openness by making avail
available
able their API to the
public in order to create capabilities that may in fact be developed by their members even
before they actually think of the idea in itself. The interviewee also believes that there is no
Web 2.0 for most people and rather there is ju
just the Web – something that techies would
actually agree on.

The fact that 90 percent within Twitter prefers to post thing public rather than private is
a trend that is not entirely unique to Twitter – such is also happening in other sites such as
MySpace and Facebook.

The openness of those behind the Web is what made the socialization work – everyone
has to be open – even software providers at that. The chapter showed how providing
everything that a website can provide to better improve their service by allowing people to do
the improvement is radical, and is only used by a chosen few sites that are proudly open to
what they are really advocating upon.
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What I’ve learned:

I guess the interview is albeit short, yet meaningful. The fact that the iinterviewee
nterviewee is the
maker of Xanga and that my first blog was in Xanga really gave me that good ol’ interest that
can’t be taken of me when I know something’s interested.
Either way, Stone’s theory is relatively unique in a sense that it involves releasing
sensitive data – like that of their Application Programming Interface (API). But as the previous
chapter states, no one wants to transfer to another site just because it looks better (assuming
Twitter is copied, and oh it has been) because of the conversi
conversion costs – and everyone believes
that the original rocks best.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 12: “Seth Sternberg: Meebo”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "Empowering the individual voice lets any given individual become a publisher."
multi-messenger
messenger interface, sees Web 2.0 for themselves.
Learning Expectation: How Meebo, a multi

Review:

Chapter twelve (12) is more on marketing as it is to Web 2.0 – well if that’s how Seth
Sternberg puts it. According to him, advertising on the web is very, very efficient and that it’s
very liquid. While we all believe, as theories such as the Cluetrain Manifesto states that
corporate advertising won’t work on the Web, Sternberg is busy pro
proving
ving them wrong.

An intervened topic as well on how the Web 2.0 will be integrated to the enterprise was
talked about together with how or what kind of organization would have to be developed to
allow such to happen. It proves thus that everyone really doesn’t know what the Web 2.0 is, as
with the broad definition it has become for even the tech geeks in the world today.

Merging with chapter 2’s idea of Web 2.0 being a supplement to any website, the
interviewee also stated that it’s a matter of losing market share if you don’t use it – because
people would be better off on more functional sites than yours could ever be. The user
experience matters – and is highly exemplified with the discussions mentioned within the
chapter.
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What I’ve learned:

I believe that Seth Sternberg is right on the spot when he said that no one can say what
Web 2.0 is because no one actually knows what it is. He’s also right on the spot when he said
that empowering the individual voice lets any individual become a publis
publisher – which is true. But
the fact of the matter is, yes, anyone can be a publisher, but it would take more than page
loads and page visits to be famous or to generate a penny – which is something Sternberg
highly emphasized in the chapter.

While the content
tent is there – people still need to find ways on how they could possibly
market on the web and the starting point would be by implementing Web 2.0 services such as
AJAX.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 13: “Joshua Schachter: del.icio.us”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "Chances are very good that if you are reading this book, you use the web."
Web
eb 2.0 is.
Learning Expectation: How a Bookmarking Site thinks about how efficient W

Review:

Chapter thirteen (13) shows on how a simple bookmarking site maximized web 2.0 to
continuously improve and recreate itself. The topic tackled on Web 2.0 is the costs involved in
using it.

Back in the old days, the costs of tryin
tryingg to build a website was stellar enough that some
cannot implement it – the chapter then tries to redefine this image is through Web 2.0, things
have become significantly less in terms of cost to try over in the web. Websites such as
del.icio.us is able to implement and expect failure without having to worry about costs because
prototyping is already easy and does not require actual professionals to do the job.

The chapter also clarified things about the Semantic Web, wherein Joshua Schachter
considered it to be as being about data, not about the web in its essence. A bit of take on the
fact that if technology could stop right here, we as people harnessing the technology wouldn’t
have to be in terrible shape as we have to learn each technology quickly due to the fast
replacements coming around these days.

Lastly, the chapter showed as well of the main disadvantage of people lacking the exact
definition of Web 2.0 – and that is in the fact since it’s vaguely defined, it’s also vaguely used –
as people define
fine it just as Web or a thing or two and never actually appreciate the fact that
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whatever they’re using now is actually a component of Web 2.0 that they’re unconsciously
using on their own respective websites.

What I’ve learned:

I believe that the discussion on the view of Schachter with regards to the Semantic Web
is an eye-opener
opener and does make you think. It is really actually just about data after all, not
about the web. It’s more on the exchange of databases and less on the exchange of
conversations – something that Web 2.0 is better off now. I guess the misconceptions are
everywhere, but it’s good that we’re all learning a thing or two by reading books like these.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 14: “Ranjith Kumaran: YouSendIt”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "The more people you can serve, the more value everyone gets out of it.”
Learning Expectation: Words from my favorite file sending website.

Review:

Chapter
apter fourteen (14) talks about connecting people and enabling collaboration through
re-syndication
syndication of data and services by almost anyone. At a high level, as Ranjith Kumaran states,
the more people you can serve, the more value everyone gets out of it. Th
The
e reason being is
because there becomes more and more stakeholders that you never knew were even part of
the original list.

The chapter also talked about integrating web applications on end
end-users
users desktops in
ways that enable them to have the same functi
functionality
onality of the online version but only that it is
more portable and verbose in a way that it’s right there on their desktop. The length of time
AJAX was developed was also discussed, and yes, unlike any other success story, AJAX did not
happen overnight, itt took ten (10) long years to develop.

Lastly, the chapter depicts the desktop as a far simpler and basic version of that of the
Web. In that the Web has sophisticated applications that a desktop can only dream of.
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What I’ve learned:

I believe that it holds true that the more people that you can serve, the more value
there is for everyone because in the social networking world – that’s how it goes. The more
friends you’ve got, the more it is easier to make use of others’ resources and credit them,
th
and
in turn increase the value of whatever they post and earn fame just by receiving those valuevalue
increasing phrases.

The web is that verbose if I may say, it’s no longer controlled by a desktop, it’s
independent – and that’s something that this comp
computer
uter was really able to stumble on my head
– oh, which is the next chapter by the way.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 15: “Garrett Camp: StumbleUpon”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "Web 2.0 is really about the user experience and not the underlying technologies.”
Learning Expectation: Err… What’s StumbleUpon again?

Review:

Chapter fifteen (15) is about StumbleUpon, a site that can store topics that friends or
even complete strangers read over the net and share with everyone else. It’s like a P2P sharing
site, but instead of sharing files, it shares articles.

Before, the web is just pictured aass a way of riding the fad and start buying things online
and say that you actually bought whatever things you did online. Things have changed
significantly after that in a way that it’s not just about business anymore, the Web is actually
now for us, a community,
munity, the society that reeled it into existence.

The chapter talked about how Web 2.0 ennobled companies and people to appreciate
Open Source as costs for trying and implementing is relatively cheap – something that old
applications provider could not allow people to have.
LAMP was also discussed on the chapter, which states a combination of four
technologies to create interactive website services. It states that it is one of the core
technologies that has allowed people to do so much for free – and allow us to actually create
blogs without having to pay a single penny.
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What I’ve learned:

I guess everyone now is more on stating that Web 2.0 is really on the social networking
side. Too bad for the one who said that it’s business – because as the majority of the book
states – it isn’t. Talk about an enabler (Web 2.0) being a catalyst all
all-in-one.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 16: “Rodrigo Madanes: Skype”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
s/dp/0470241993
Quote: "Telecommunications is at the beginning of what will be a longer transformation.”
view of Web 2.0 from the founders of free online calls.
Learning Expectation: A per-view

Review:

Chapter sixteen (16) is a take on Skype’s view of Web 2.0 – a free online calls site
enabling people to talk all over the globe less the costs. Web 2.0 is assumed by Rodrigo
Madanes as a resurgence, which is triggered in great part by the technology and critical mass of
broadband users around the world th
that
at enabled people to communicate more clearly and
verbally.

The chapter showed how web 2.0 goes far beyond just posting a page and letting
everyone read – it also proved that it also worked in communication mediums such as that of
Skype, which offers calls
lls instead of just plain word
word-chats and line-dropping.
dropping. Thus, Web 2.0 is
not just the root of components such as AJAX and Flash, it is the result of having people with
broadband that enabled technologies based on open
open-sources
sources and made start-ups
start
that are far
lesser in costs and far better in appearance than the old standard websites that were launched
decades ago.

Lastly, the topic of the semantic web is still discussed, and rather than focusing on it,
widgets were more of the topic. Widgets were before unthinkable, but now that the web has
become homogenized, things have become relatively cut and paste
paste-able
able and that people can
maximize whatever resource is available in the web through the great Web 2.0.
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What I’ve learned:

Skype is relatively good at providing communication mediums. And I’d have to agree
that they actually have a wide range of Web 2.0 application running on their website, and it’s
pretty neat. I guess if we can find a niche and make it our market, we can earn just like Skype is
– all thanks to Web 2.0.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 17: “Rod Smith: IBM Corporation”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "It doesn’t take 18 months to respond to a new opportunity.”
Learning Expectation: Words about Web 2.0 from the corporate side of things.

Review:

Chapter seventeen (17) finally brought the doors open for a corporation to comment on
Web 2.0 – and what
at could be more better than IBM leading the way?

The chapter reviews key concepts such as that Web 2.0 being an intersection of social,
economic, and technological changes, that were just like a dream decades ago. Businesses are
changing because of it and people are collaborating for that change. Before, customer service
representatives would have to be on standby on call centers, as opposed to now wherein
customers can actually be able to communicate without having to figure out what channel
would they use to let the company hear their complaints out.

Information has become vast in the field in that Web 2.0 harnesses the way such
information is displayed. Such enables some innovations to succeed while some others to fail,
which is good in a way since it entices more ways of approaching things, ideas that may perhaps
develop more and more applications that would actually deliver through Web 2.0.

The best part of the chapter is when applications were considered as “disposable”,
stating that it shouldn’t
n’t be something that businesses should hold onto a lifetime as needs of
different markets changes almost instantaneously.
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What I’ve learned:

It’s pretty much amazing when the word “disposable” is heard from a corporate point of
view. I don’t think that’s easy to say for them, but IBM said it anyway. The concept of Web 2.0
enabled even companies to see applications as that, because solutions need not take 18
months to be able to become actual solutions – Web 2.0 is helping everyone, and it’s good to
know that it’s not just us end-users,
users, but businesses as well.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 18: “Tim Harris: Microsoft Corporation”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "Theree is no consensus in the industry of what Web 2.0 is.”
Learning Expectation: To see what the software giant thinks of a Web giant – the Web 2.0.

Review:

Chapter eighteen (18) effectively displays the hard
hard-headedness
headedness of Tim Harris and
Microsoft would regards to their view of Web 2.0. It also shows their lack of belief and faith
with Web 2.0.

Exemplifying its bragging rights, Microsoft boasts of its capabilities to extend its
software from computers to mobile, less the credit of Web 2.0. It assumes that is as if
competing with Web 2.0, something that its representative failed to clearly define in this
chapter.

The insistence that Microsoft may not need Web 2.0 is there, yet it’s ironic that
Silverlight is something based on the technology brought about by Web 2.0 – a product
provided by Microsoft. The figures are there as the content states, but Microsoft won’t be as
interested as the rest of the pack when it comes to Web 2.0, based from how Tim Harris
answered the questions that is.
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What I’ve learned:

It’s a bit saddening that the interview with Microsoft seemed to be yet another
marketing feat of the company rather than actually giving a thorough insight of what Web 2.0
is. I mean there are plenty of insights that are available, yet th
the
e corporate secrecy is there. I just
hope that they’d be more open in their next interviews as this definitely was not much of a
show. And to think they’re the so
so-called “software giant”.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 19: “Bob Brewin & Tim Bray: Sun Mi
Microsystems”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "If you have something to offer, it will get noticed.”
Learning Expectation: The looks of Web 2.0 behind those who developed the most versatile
programming language yet.

Review:

Chapter nineteen (19) discusses about how Sun Microsystems, one of Microsoft’s big
competitors, take their approach on Web 2.0. The first most catching part of the chapter is their
statement that what makes the Web interesting these days is that the things are coming in
from the edges, compared to how it’s been before when things were coming out from the
center. The previous statement clearly depicts of the rapid shift of how markets work by having
sources
rces come from anybody else as opposed to the sources having to come from just one entity
– which is hard since the entity charges a premium then, fortunately now everything’s free (sort
of).

It is also stated of how dangerous it is to identify Web 2.0 with a particular technology
(such as AJAX) because as written, there are other sites that look Web 2.0 yet still comprises
mostly of Web 1.0 applications.

The best part of the chapter is when the indication of an 18 month software plan is
getting harder
er to sell these days because of rapidly available applications that can be deployed
overnight. Time to market becomes a priority – something that old business models can only
dream big about.
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What I’ve learned:

I’ve learned a pretty good thing to rrelate
elate “Time to market” into through this chapter.
Indeed, time to market matters these days. Everyone’s cost
cost-cutting,
cutting, and no one can just accept
an 18-month
month software plan that when launched will actually already be obsolete.

The environment is changing for the industry, and it’s Web 2.0 that will continue to
drive it for centuries.
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Book: Web 2.0 Heroes
Chapter 20: “Bob Michele Turner: Adobe Systems Incorporated”
Library Reference: N/A
Amazon: http://www.amazon.com/Web
http://www.amazon.com/Web-2-0-Heroes-Interviews-Influencers/dp/0470241993
Influencers/dp/0470241993
Quote: "Everyone is integrating Web 2.0 patterns into their websites today.”
Learning Expectation: How Adobe gave the control they had in Web 1.0 to the users in Web 2.0

Review:

The last chapter, chapter twenty (20) discusses about how Adobe, from their control of
the infrastructure in Web 1.0, allowed users to have that control granted back to them and
develop rich web applications and content that were never before possible
possible.

Flash player was also put onto the map in the chapter, indicating that 98 percent of
desktops worldwide have installed the mentioned technology. This is something that no other
software can do – and the number is brought about by the need of the technology
tech
in the
worldwide web. Designers are simply making it possible to make massive amounts of data to
become simpler – and that’s what flash does with the millions of bytes stored on a single video
file.

The book also compared Web to other mature tech
technologies
nologies such as Wi-Fi,
Wi
which is still
not available everywhere as compared to that of the Web 2.0. The Web 2.0 was highly glorified
in this last chapter and it well deserves it up to the very end.
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What I’ve learned:

It was fun reading the book aass you try to laugh at people trying to define Web 2.0. I even
laughed at myself for expecting anyone can define it – but it was all worth it! Imagine a
pandora’s box that everyone appreciates yet don’t know how to exactly define what it really is.
The world
d is so perplexed with it, and in due time – Web 2.0 is what’s proprietary, not
operating systems, not mobile applications, but Web 2.0 and just Web 2.0. That would be a
great time by then – real great!
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I. CHAPTER 1

 Company Background

-

Company Overview



Official Name: Sydney’s Cell phone Shop



Address: Blk. 3, Lot 14 of Mon Tang Ave. (formerly Balibago Rd.) Angeles City,
Pampanga



Line of Business of the company: Independent Retailer



Company Logo:



Mission/Vision of the organization:

Mission:
To continuously provide quality cell phone products to its customers.

Vision:
To be able to cater to markets nationwide and become one of the best
cell phone shop in the country.
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Company History

Sydney’s Cell phone Shop, established in October 2003 by Jason E. Dabu,
started with a sin
single
gle shop located at Blk. 3, Lot 14 of Mon Tang Ave. (formerly
Balibago Rd.) in Angeles City, Pampanga. It later established two (2) other
branches in 2005, one in Robinson’s Star Mall in San Fernando City, Pampanga,
and another in the Entertainment Center of SM Clark, Angeles City, Pampanga.

Currently set with ten (10) employees operating in each stores, the shop
offers different brands and models of cellular phones that ranges from the lowlow
end to high-end
end models that could suit the needs and budget of its customers.
The shop also offers prepaid cards, Subscriber Identity Modules (SIM Cards), and
phone accessories.

Set to become one of the best cellular phone shop in the country,
Sydney’s Cell phone Shop deals with customers and make sales with the
assurance
ce that their products are of quality and after
after-sales
sales is a breeze.



Products and Services

The shop offers different brands and models of cellular phones that
ranges from the low
low-end to high-end
end models that could suit the needs and
budget of its customers. The shop also offers prepaid cards, Subcriber Identity
Modules (SIM Cards), and phone accessories.



Number of Customers:

In the malls: approximately 100 customers
In the main store: approximately 50 customers
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Number of Transactions
Transactions: 10-15 transaction per day



Organizational Chart
Chart:

2nd Term, SY 2008-2009
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 Statement of the Problem

The study focuses on the online system of the shop.

The general problem of the system resides in the inability of the shop to extend its
market online and see store performance (in terms of sales, expenses, and inventory) real-time.
real
These, as we have inquired from the shop owner himself, Mr. Jason E. Dabu, were the problems
in the system:

•

•
•
•
•

Store has paid for PhP1,200.00 for a web hosting service with annual subscription fee
that the owner subscribe
subscribed
d to in his assumption that he will be able to build a website for
his store.
Owner needs to view the sales that the online site has made through credit transactions
and that approve such sales and payments even while on
on-the-go.
The online system lacks th
the
e facility to display products and specifications as well as
enable visitors to ask for further information on product amenities such as warranty.
The online system does not have a payment gateway for processing transactions.
The online system is technical
technically “raw”.

Given the case, the online web hosting service serves as an expense alone to the company.
It is unused and non-beneficial,
beneficial, as it does not have the capability to serve its intended purpose.

This process was selected since an expected increase of sales and a better market can be
addressed by the shop not only within the vicinities of Pampanga, but on a nationwide scale.
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 Objectives of the System

The objective of the system is to be able to create a website that will enable customers
to view the store’s products online. An inquiry page will also be provided where customers may
ask their inquiries regarding a particular unit, an accessory, etc.

The system should also allow the owner to check sales made by the online site and be
informed of new notifications
otifications regarding inquiries from customers and the payment gateway in
real-time.

Tangible Benefits:

•

Increased Speed of Reports
Sales performance of the site, instead of relying on physical stores alone, may be
checked real-time
time by the owner through the admin page.

•

Increased Flexibility
They can now sell their product in their physical store and as well in their online
store. The company can now offer a wide range of their products to the market.

•

Opening new markets and increasing sales opportunities
Engaging into the world of ee-commerce,
commerce, the company is able to expand their sales
by going nationwide and have a greater opportunity to boost their sales higher
than their usual earning.
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Intangible Benefits:

• Faster Decision-Making
Making
This allows the owner to make decisions with regards to restocking his own
physical supplies without having his employees calling him or vice versa and ask to
deliver stocks from the owner’s stores to his private stock h
house
ouse to just to process
online orders.

• Information Processing Efficiency
The information made through online purchases can now be the basis for
warranty periods, real-time
time stocks level, and cross
cross-selling algorithms.

 Significance of the Study

The significance of the study in its essence is to enable the business to target markets
that it was unable to target before which delimits itself from the market that is only within the
vicinity of its physical stores. Through the online system, an improvemen
improvementt in sales and revenue
can be observed, as the cost incurred annually to pay for the website hosting will now be an
asset for reaching out to new customers that resides nationwide and that the revenue
generated by online sales can be used to shoulder costs incurred by the physical stores.
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 Scope and Limitation

Our study focuses on the online system of Sydney's Cell phone Shop. It is only meant to
create a website whose functionality will address the problems needed to be resolved and
provide amenities such as the capability to view real
real-time
time online sales. Other store functions,
including that of employee tasks, which are not inherent to the intended use of the system shall
not, in any way, be altered.

 Definition of Terms

Owner – Jason E. Dabu, the so
sole proprietor and owner of the company

Company – Sydney’s Cell phone Shop

Cellular Phone – synonymous to mobile phones

Payment Gateway – used to process payments made from the proposed system

Customer – buys products from the physical store

Online Customer – buys products through the store’s website

System – is the online system proposed in the study
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II. CHAPTER 2

 Use Case Diagram of the Existing System
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Sales System (Existing)
I.

General Description:

Once the customer enters the store, a saleslady will approach him. Should the customer
have a particular brand and model in mind, the saleslady checks if the cellular phone is
available, otherwise, the customer will be informed and the saleslady will offer a different
product instead. The saleslady
slady may ask the customer about the features they want in a cellular
phone so as to be able to make a better recommendation.

When the customer decides to buy a particular brand and model, the item, together
with its bundled package (box, charger, manual, and other accessories), will be shown and basic
operations of which will be briefly given. Should there be a promo within the date of sales, a
freebie may be given.

Customer then pays, and saleslady hands the payment to the cashier. Once payment is
approved,
ved, an official receipt will be given. The cashier then gives the copy of the receipt to the
one in charge of accounts, which then staples the copy into a journal.
II.

Primary Actors:

Customer: The one who may or may not purchase an item from the store.

Saleslady: Entertains the customer and gives recommendations. Hands customer
payment to cashier when sales is established.

Cashier: Validates payment and issues the Official Receipt to the customer.

Accountant: Records sales in journals and stamps copy of o
official
fficial receipts.
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Use Cases:

Inquire Product: The customers inquire for a specific unit or product and ask the
salesperson in the store. The salesperson will get the unit or product so the customer
can check it. If the product is not available the customer can ask for another unit or
product or leave the store.
Purchase Product: If the customer decided to buy the product, the salesperson will
repack the unit and give it to the cashier.
Process Payments: The customer will now give his/her way of payi
paying
ng the item, it is
either cash or credit card. If cash, the cashier will validate if it’s a fake or not. If
processed a receipt will be printed and the customer will have to sign into the receipt. If
it’s a credit card, the cashier will ask for an identifi
identification
cation card to verify the owner. If
processed, a receipt will be printed and the customer will sign on the printed receipts.
The customer can now get the item after the main receipt has been printed and leave.
 Process Walkthrough

1.1 Customer goes inside the store
1.2 Customer inquires about products
1.3 Saleslady gives specifications and recommendations
1.4 Customer selects a product of his choice
1.5 Saleslady assists customer and receives payment
1.6 Payment is given to cashier and is verified
1.7 Cashier
er gives a copy of the receipt to the customer
1.8 Customer signs the receipt
1.9 Customer leaves
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C. Activity Diagrams of the Existing System
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E. Geographic Flowchart

Sales Process

1. Customer enters store
2. Saleslady entertains customer
3. Customer pays for a product
4. Payment goes to cashier
5. Cashier gives receipts to saleslady and accountant
5. Saleslady gives receipt to customer
6. Customer signs receipt
7. Customer leaves
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III. CHAPTER 3

 Table of Recommendations

1. Sales System

Problem to be Addressed
1. Real-time
time
online sales

reporting

Recommended Change
of Implement online services
that will grant real-time
monetary results to the
owner.

Affected Activities
None

2. Product Delivery

Find a courier service near None
the business.

3. Sales Transactions

Include customer copy of None
official receipt to shipped
product.

 Benchmarking

Verizon is one of the leading mobile phone seller (line connections as well)
worldwide.

With more than 15,000 stores worldwide, 71,000 employees, billions of income,
and with expenses that only one big company can incur, it is not the best company to
benchmark Sydney’s Cell phone shop with. However, with insufficient data on cell
phone shops’ in the team’s hands, it is the closest we can get to relate the cell phone
store with. The following figures are the comparison of Verizon and Sydney’s Cell phone
Store:
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It is apparent that the store is significantly at a disadvantage in terms of numbers as
Verizon is a multi-billion
llion company while the former is a mere sole proprietorship with limited
stores. It is good to note, however, that due to its small operations, its costs are extremely
lower than that of Verizon. If the store though desires to be able to cater on a nationwide
nation
basis
th
through online sales, it may be best concluded that it may at least require 1/16 of the value of
its competitor here in the benchmark before being able to do so.

 Streamlining

The streamlining tools we used in this study are:

1. Bureaucracy Elimination – given that the proposed system is online, and that the owner
is the sole administrator of the system, delays brought about by having the check and
balance required in the physical store by the saleslady, cashier, and accountant, need
not be applied.

2. Simplification – the fact that customers will not have to take a ride on a jeep and visit
the store is simplification enough. Customers, through the online system, will now only
need to visit the website and check their desired products there and have their bought
items shipped at the soonest possible time. In line with this, the system also provides its
administrator with the view of new notifications and real
real-time
time update with sales made
online upon accessing the site. Thus, the lack of need for aanother
nother accountant or cashier
on the virtual store.

3. Process Cycle-Time
Time Reduction – since purchasing will be done online, the time it’ll take
to make sales need not be computed given that the system is up and running 24 hours a
day and seven days a week. This lessens labor costs since no employee need to be
present during the transaction.
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4. Error-proofing – since the system will rely on a different payment gateway, which in
turn will also notify the system and the administrator once a sale is made. This prevents
pr
risk of encountering errors in the system and improves value to it as customers will not
have to worry about security while transacting with the website itself.

5. Upgrading – Training the owner to serve as the system’s administrator is important.
Viewing
wing of online sales, recent activities, and new notifications must be easily readable
by the owner.

6. Automation – Application of computer systems, with this project being that of an online
type, grants the owner of accessing markets he has never been able to reach out to
before. It also offers a hassle
hassle-free
free way of maintaining products and knowing their stock
levels through a user interface that he will come to prefer and use at his own disposal.
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 Use-Case
Case Diagram of the Proposed System
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Online System (Proposed)
I.

General Description:

The online system allows the owner and accountant to enter and view store
performance real-time.
time. Products are viewable with its specifications and price, and
customers may view warranty status of their products and inquir
inquire
e about a new product
through a support page.
II.

Primary Actors:

a. Online Customer: One who would like to buy, inquire, or view warranty status of a
particular product.

b. System: Provides the data requested by its viewers.

c. Owner: The owner views store performance via the online system.

d. Accountant: Enters data specific to sales, expenses, and stocks in the online system.

III.

Use Cases:

View Products:: The customer will enter the website and search for the product they
want to buy. Thee customer can also go look at the categories and see the whole
specification of the product.

Purchase Products:: The customer will add their preferred product at their shopping
cart, if they are done with picking they can now click to proceed to checkout and they
will fill-up
up all the necessary inputs that it requires. The system will now alert the main
system of the store that someone has bought a product. A virtual receipt will be sent to
the customer e-mail
mail address that will be the proof of purchase.
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Process Notification:: It will alert the store system and after validating that the money
has been entered into their account, they will now send it using a logistics company.
They will now verify the customer transaction.

Send Inquiry:: All the process that the customer has go to, it will be sent to the store
system to track all the needed information
information.
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E. Activity Diagrams of the Proposed System
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IV. Appendix

Transcript (Translated)

Interviewee:: So, how's business going Sir?

Owner: Not bad, even with the trends of "China phones" lurking in the market, we're still
making good monthly sales.

Interviewee:: I see, so Sir, do we have any sort of basis on how good your monthly sales are?

Owner:: Of course, BIR (Bureau of Internal Revenue) and DTI ((Department
Department of Trade and Industry)
needs us to have those financial data. Ching! (Calls his accountant, Ms. Rochelle "Ching"
Angeles)

Owner:: (Opens a journal) As you can see here, we had a gross of PhP 212,500.00 last month
(September, 2008). Remove tax an
and
d all the costs involved, our net is at PhP 85,000.00, which is
already good since a friend of mine has the same business down in Tarlac but he's making just
around PhP 15,000.00 net per month on average.

Interviewee:: Wow! So if I may proceed Sir - I would
d just like to ask, is the process of selling your
mobile phones the same for all your stores?

Owner:: Yes, same lang for all stores.

Interviewee:: So, can you brief us about it?
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Owner:: Well, it's pretty much the usual, I have two (2) salesladies that ent
entertains
ertains any customer
that comes in, then if one customer is interested in a product, they try and make that customer
buy it. If the customer does indeed buy, the saleslady asks for cash.

Interviewee:: So Sir your store is only on a cash
cash-basis?

Owner: Not really. We do accept card payments, but we do prefer cash - saves us the hassle of
going to the bank really.
Interviewee: Ah, I see.

Owner:: Because, although the banks are almost everywhere, asking for payment from them
when you've already asked once from the customer is somehow hard/

Interviewee:: Okay Sir. So how does it go after the customer gives his payment?

Owner:: Simple really, the saleslady gives it to our cashier, who then, well, if the customer pays
either credit card or cash, the cashier does tthe
he checking. Recently, fraud is prevalent, so the
cashier makes sure that neither card or cash is fake. If it is, he contacts the authorities about it,
or for card of course, asks that the customer shows an ID.

Interviewee:: Hmm, usual nga Sir ano?

Owner: Yes, pretty much.

Interviewee:: Okay, so Sir what happens after payment?
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Owner:: After payment? The cashier fills
fills-up
up the receipt that has 3 copies, one for the customer,
another for us, and another for the Government. He gives it to the saleslady who attended
atte
to
the customer and asks the customer to sign it. After signing, the saleslady gives the customer
copy to the customer and the remaining copies to the cashier. The two (2) remaining copies are
passed to our accountant, who's in
in-charge of journalizing the sales for DTI and BIR purposes and
of-course for our own purposes.

Interviewee:: Sir what do you mean by your "own" purposes?

Owner:: Well, nothing bad (laughs), we just keep it for warranty purposes, because we do issue
service warranties for our units.
s. On a few basis we give unit warranties as well, but that would
depend on our supplier.

Interviewee:: I see. So, Sir, before we interviewed you, you already mentioned to me that you'd
want to sell your products as well online. How do you want to have tha
that?

Owner:: Yes, actually alam ko kasi that I can increase sales by selling online. I've heard from your
cousins kasi that they'd prefer just checking their gadgets online rather than having to commute
and go all the way to the mall. If I can sell online, I think I can handle it naman e, I can accept GG
Cash or Smart Money payments, and if you can do it, I can also accept payment using credit
card transfers - I wouldn't mind. Simple lang naman magpadala kung sakaling malayo ang bibili
at pwede rin naman na meet-up
up if it's just here in Pampanga.

Interviewee:: I see, so Sir if ever, who will be managing, let's say, the website? I mean we can't
be managing it forever.

Owner: Kailangan pa bang i-manage
manage yun? I thought once you make it, it'll be just as easy as
adding
ing and removing products and that's it?
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Interviewee:: Ah, we can do that naman Sir. But, okay, so will you be willing to pay an annual
hosting fee? It's just about PhP 500 a year anyways.

Owner: Syempre!

Interviewee:: Okay, okay. So will you be the one in-charge
charge of adding your new products or will
there be others doing that job for you?

Owner:: I think ako lang. I don't think I'd want any other staff to do it - saka it's better that way.
Plus points ata na personal ang transaction even if it's online.

Interviewee:: You've got a point Sir. Sa bagay.

Owner: Okay, meron pa ba?

Interviewee:: Actually Sir meron pa. How about the products you sell? We really haven't talked
about it much when we last talked over the phone.

Owner:: Ah, well we usually have Noki
Nokia,
a, Sony Ericsson, Samsung, and Motorola. That's what's
common on our stores anyway. Lately we've started to sell China Phones as well, but really
limited. It's as if not even displayed on our stores. Umm, what else? Ah, of course the usual
prepaid cards, autoload,
utoload, SIM cards, accessories such as straps, silicone cases, crystal cases, stuff
like that.

Interviewee:: Okay Sir. Well, I guess that's about it.
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Owner:: Good, I have to go na rin kasi. But do you want to take merienda muna? I think I still
have some time left to accommodate you for that.

Interviewee:: No Sir, we're still okay pa naman. Thank you very much Sir. We'll just update you
via text regarding our progress.

Owner: Okay.
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